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1 General introduction 
1.1 The central auditory system 
1.1.1 An overview of the mammalian ascending pathway 
The fundamental function of the central auditory system is to transform signals 
from the acoustic environment in order to extract new information. For the animals, 
including humans, this information has a vital importance for their life experience, 
orientation, and survival. The acoustic signals travel through the air, enter the pinna and 
continue to the cochlea, passing the outer and the middle ear. In the cochlea, the air-
borne sound is transformed into a neuronal signal with the help of the auditory receptor 
cells, (i.e. the hair cells). These cells form synapses on the spiral ganglion neurons (the 
first-order neurons of the auditory system) whose cell bodies are located within the 
modiolus. Afferents from the spiral ganglion enter the brain stem via the auditory nerve 
(cranial nerve VIII) (Fig. 1.1). At the level of the medulla, each axon branches so that it 
projects onto neurons in the dorsal and ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN). Cells in the 
VCN send out axons into the ventral acoustic stria that project to the superior olivary 
complex (SOC) on both sides of the brain stem. The neurons from these nuclei, in turn, 
project to both the ipsi- and contralateral inferior colliculi in the midbrain via a collection 
of axons termed the lateral lemniscus. Although there are other routes from the cochlear 
nuclei to the inferior colliculus, with additional intermediate relays, all ascending auditory 
Auditory 
nerve 
Ventral  Lateral 
lemniscus
Brachium Acoustic  
acoustic stria  of inferior colliculus 
Figure 1.1:  The main auditory pathway 
There are numerous of paths by which neuronal signals can travel from the spiral ganglion to the 
auditory cortex. Here, a primary ascending pathway is shown schematically. 
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2.4 Summary of chapter 2 
1. It was demonstrated that in the rat auditory brain stem nuclei, the KCC2 protein is 
present already at birth. 
2. A difference appeared in the KCC2 immunofluorescent intensity between the 
nuclei during development; the MNTB remained weakly labelled throughout the 
investigated period. In my opinion, this is due to a delay in the development of the 
inhibitory machinery in the MNTB in comparison to the other brain stem nuclei.  
3. KCC2 was localized in the region of the plasma membrane already at birth (P0) 
and its expression in the rat auditory brain stem developed via an increase of the 
immunofluorescent signal intensity between P0-P12. However, this change is with a 
moderate magnitude. I conclude that it is only of minor importance and does not explain 
the change in KCC2 functionality. 
4. The transient (at P8 and at P12) appearance of KCC2 immunofluorescent puncta 
in the soma surface of the MNTB neurons is consistent with: 1) weaker KCC2 labelling 
in this nucleus throughout the investigated period and a delay in the development of an 
inhibitory machinery in comparison to MSO, LSO, and SPN; 2) an initial period of 
missing or less powerful inhibition and colocalization of KCC2 with immature inhibitory 
synapses. I speculate that transient puncta in the soma surface of the other nuclei may 
be present prenatally, in correlation with the earlier maturation of inhibitory synapses.  
5. The main developmental reorganization (in qualitative as well as in quantitative 
aspects) of KCC2 immunoreactivity in the brain stem auditory nuclei was observed in 
the neuropil. I suppose that, at least in part, the decrease in the signal intensity can be 
explained by an age-related reduction of dendritic branches via the pruning mechanism 
and with the absence of an abnormal Cl- load via extrasynaptic GABAA receptors. This 
is consistent with the proposed additional role of KCC2, namely to maintain the cellular 
ionic homeostasis and to prevent dendritic swelling (Gulyás et al., 2001). 
6. Neither the increase in the KCC2 soma surface signal intensity, nor the 
reorganization in the neuropil, can be strictly related to the developmental switch in 
GABA/glycine signalling and the onset of KCC2 function, although some correlation (the 
appearance of a specific membrane-confined dendritic pattern) between structure and 
function was found. Further implication of different molecular methods, regarding the 
proposed posttranslational modification of KCC2, will shed light upon the question of 
what leads to the functional activation of the cotransporter.    
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pathways converge onto the inferior colliculus. The neurons in the colliculus send out 
axons via the brachium, mainly to the medial geniculate nucleus of the thalamus, which 
in turn projects to the auditory cortex, via the acoustic radiation. The described primary 
ascending pathway, which connects the spiral ganglion and the auditory cortex, is 
schematically shown in Figure 1.1. For detailed descriptions of the neuroanatomy of the 
auditory pathways, see Irvine (1986; 1992), Webster et al. (1992), Cant (1997), and 
Oliver (2000).  
1.1.2 The superior olivary complex  
The SOC is the first station where the information from both ears converges 
(review: Illing et al., 2000). It consists of several nuclei, and the main ones are the 
medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB), the medial superior olive (MSO), the 
lateral superior olive (LSO), and the superior paraolivary nucleus (SPN) (Fig. 1.2).   
The MNTB is one of the most prominent structures in the mammalian SOC. The 
nucleus is situated medially to the other nuclei from the complex and it is penetrated by 
many fibers of passage. Its principle cells are large with globular somata and relatively 
few dendrites (Sommer et al., 1993). The MNTB neurons receive monaural excitatory 
input from the contralateral cochlear nucleus (CN) via one of the most powerful 
presynaptic terminals in the central nervous system, i.e., the calyx of Held (Held, 1893; 
Friauf and Ostwald, 1988; Smith et al., 1998). MNTB neurons themselves are inhibitory 
(Wenthold, 1991) and their main task is to convert the excitatory input from the 
contralateral ear into a fast and well-timed inhibitory input on neurons from the other 
main nuclei in the ipsilateral SOC to which the MNTB neurons send afferents 
(Thompson and Schofield, 2000).  
The MSO is situated in the region between the MNTB and the LSO. Its principle 
neurons are bipolar, arranged like a pile of coins, with dendrites extending both medially 
and laterally (Ramon y Cajal, 1907). The majority of the MSO principle neurons receive 
binaural excitatory input from the CN (Glendenning et al., 1985; Joris et al., 1998). The 
MSO has been considered as the primary site for processing interaural time differences 
(ITDs) in mammals by coincidence detection of incoming bilateral synaptic excitation, 
making possible the localization of sound at low frequencies (Goldberg and Brown, 
1969; Caird and Klinke, 1983; Joris et al., 1998).  
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SPN LSO 
MNTB 
MSO 
VCN 
Figure 1.2:  Nissl-stained coronal section from the mouse brain (P12) at the level of the 
superior olivary complex (SOC) and the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) 
The major nuclei of the SOC are outlined, namely, the lateral superior olive (LSO), the medial 
superior olive (MSO), the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB), and the superior 
paraolivary nucleus (SPN). D, dorsal; L, lateral. Scale bar is 500 µm.  
(Modified from The Mouse Brain Library http://www.mbl.org/mbl_main/atlas.html) 
 
The LSO, clearly detected by its “S”-shape in rodents and carnivores (Schwarz, 
1992), occupies the most lateral part in the SOC. Like the MSO, this nucleus is involved 
in binaural hearing. Due to differences in sound level between the two ears, the LSO is 
the initial site for processing interaural intensity differences (IIDs), the main cue for 
localizing high frequency sounds (for review see Irvine, 1992). To fulfil this function, the 
great majority of the LSO neurons receive excitatory and inhibitory input originating from 
the ipsi- and the contralateral ear, respectively (for review see Irvine, 1986). The 
principal cells in the LSO are bipolar and multipolar neurons, although five other 
classes, occurring less frequently, have been described (Rietzel and Friauf, 1998): 
small multipolar neurons, banana-like neurons, bushy neurons, unipolar neurons and 
marginal neurons.  
The SPN is another prominent structure located between the LSO and the MNTB, 
but dorsally to the MSO (Ollo and Schwartz, 1979). Typical SPN neurons are medium to 
large multipolar cells with long, scarcely branched and smooth dendrites that extend 
 3
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over long distances within a nearly parasagittal plane (Saldana and Berrebi, 2000). 
They receive excitatory inputs from the ipsi- and the contralateral CN (Behrend et al., 
2002; Dehmel et al., 2002; Kulesza et al., 2003). Despite recent interest in the structure 
and connectivity of the SPN, little is known concerning the physiological response 
properties of this nucleus or its functional role in auditory processing. Behrend and co-
workers (2002) hypothesized that the SPN, or at least a significant proportion of its 
neurons, is directly involved in sound localization; another postulate from the same 
authors states that SPN neurons are involved in processing temporal aspects of 
sounds, independent of putative interaural time difference sensitivity.  
1.2 Inhibition in the Central Nervous System (CNS)  
Nowadays, a lot of data is available regarding the excitation of the brain and the 
development of the excitatory connections in the CNS. The past several decades 
succeeded to reveal the general rules, the cellular and molecular mechanisms 
regarding the developmental refinement of the excitatory synaptic circuits, mainly 
glutamatergic and cholinergic (for review see Goodman and Shatz, 1993; Shatz, 1996; 
Zhang and Poo, 2001). However, the mechanisms and events that govern the 
organisation of the inhibitory circuits remain elusive.  
The appropriate electrical activity in the brain is obtained through a delicate 
balance between excitation and inhibition. Both inhibitory and excitatory afferents 
contribute to the maturation of postsynaptic neurons as well as to the maturation of the 
neuronal network. Moreover, many diseases (e.g. epilepsy, concussion, and ischemia) 
are related to disturbances in the inhibitory system, excitotoxic cellular damage and 
death. Thus, the inhibitory synapses, being around 40% of all synapses in the CNS 
(Sanes and Friauf, 2000), prevent the spread of excitatory activity.  
The inhibitory synaptic transmission is also known to play an important role during 
maturation of the central auditory pathways (for reviews see Sanes and Friauf, 2000; 
Kandler, 2004). The well-timed inhibition has been hypothesized to be involved in 
auditory processing (Brand et al., 2002; Pollak et al., 2002; Grothe, 2003; Needham and 
Paolini, 2003). It has been shown that the inhibition can sharpen the tuning curves and 
modulate discharge properties of auditory neurons, and it is crucial to the ability to 
localize high-frequency sounds (Yang et al., 1992; Caspary et al., 1994; Klug et al., 
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1995; Koch and Grothe, 1998). Therefore, it is not surprising that a broad amount of 
investigations are concentrated to shed light on the processes regarding the inhibition of 
the brain and especially in the central auditory system.  
1.2.1 Inhibitory projections in the SOC 
The central auditory system has a large number of inhibitory projections. 
Regarding the inhibition in the brain stem, in Figure 1.3 a schematic drawing of the main 
SOC nuclei is shown, together with the source of their main excitatory and inhibitory 
input.  
It is known that the source of excitation in the MNTB are the globular bushy cells in 
the contralateral anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) (Friauf and Ostwald, 1988; 
Smith et al., 1998; for review see Thompson and Schofield, 2000). The MNTB is very 
often described as a relay station, providing inhibitory input from the contralateral CN to 
the ipsilateral MSO, LSO, and SPN (Sommer et al., 1993; for review see Thompson and 
Schofield, 2000) and the presence of inhibition onto MNTB neurons was often omitted. 
Only recently, it was proposed that excitatory transmission in the MNTB might be 
subject to inhibition, strong enough to offset the massive excitatory input from the calyx 
of Held (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2003). The primary inhibitory input, which MNTB 
neurons receive, comes from recurrent collaterals of their own axons (Guinan and Li, 
1990; Kuwabara and Zook 1991; Sommer et al., 1993; Smith et al., 1998; review: 
Thompson and Schofield, 2000). Additionally, the MNTB receives inhibitory input from 
neurons in the ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body (Ostapoff et al. 1997) and the SPN 
(Helfert et al. 1989). Therefore, since the MNTB provides well-timed inhibition to the 
other main nuclei in the SOC, the glycinergic modulation of MNTB activity could have 
profound consequences. For example, Kopp-Scheinpflug et al. (2003) suggested that 
“side-band” inhibition could block calyceal transmission postsynaptically. Together, with 
the presynaptic mechanisms known to modulate glutamate release from the calyx 
(Trussell, 2002), the effect can be enhanced or diminished excitatory transmission to 
the LSO, the MSO, and the SPN.   
The MSO receives excitatory input from both ipsi- and contralateral CN and the 
origin of these projections are the spherical bushy cells located in the AVCN (Harrison 
and Irving, 1966; Smith et al., 1993; Grothe, 2000). Additionally, it receives inhibitory 
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Figure 1.3:  Excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the main auditory brain stem nuclei 
The MSO and the SPN receive excitatory inputs from both ears, whereas the LSO and the MNTB 
have monaural excitatory inputs from the ipsilateral and the contralateral CN, respectively. The 
MNTB converts the excitatory input from the contralateral ear into an inhibitory one on neurons 
from the other three main nuclei in the ipsilateral SOC. For the LSO this projection is the 
predominant source for inhibition. The MNTB neurons, themselves, are also the target of an 
inhibitory projection that comes from the recurrent collaterals of their own axons. Additional to the 
MNTB inhibition, the SPN receives inhibitory input from its axons that collateralize before leaving 
the nucleus and contact other SPN neurons. The MSO is the only nucleus which is inhibited from 
the contralateral side via the MNTB and from the ipsilateral side via the LNTB. 
LSO, lateral superior olive; LNTB, lateral nucleus of trapezoid body; MNTB, medial nucleus of 
trapezoid body; MSO, medial superior olive; SPN, superior paraolivary nucleus; VCN, ventral 
cochlear nucleus; ml, midline; D, dorsal; L, lateral  
input from the ipsilateral MNTB and lateral nucleus of trapezoid body (Cant and Hyson, 
1992; Kuwabara and Zook, 1992; Grothe and Sanes, 1993; Smith et al., 2000). 
Considering the MSO as the primary site for processing ITDs in low-frequency hearing 
mammals, the contribution of the inhibitory inputs to the classical model proposed by 
Jeffress (1948) was unknown. Brand and co-workers (2002) proposed that in low-
frequency hearing mammals, that rely heavily on ITDs for sound localization (gerbils, 
cats), the precisely timed glycine-controlled inhibition is a critical part of the mechanism 
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by which the physiologically meaningful ITDs are encoded in the MSO in the 
microsecond range (for review see Grothe, 2003).  
The LSO receives direct excitatory input from the ipsilateral CN, and the most 
afferents arise from spherical bushy cells in the AVCN (Sanes and Rubel, 1988; Smith 
et al., 1993). The LSO gets the predominant inhibitory input from globular bushy cells in 
the contralateral CN via the ipsilateral MNTB (Warr, 1972; Kuwabara and Zook, 1992; 
Sommer et al., 1993). This pattern of innervation to LSO cells is fundamental for 
processing IIDs (Wu and Kelly, 1992a; Sanes, 1993). However, despite its relative 
homogeneity, IID sensitivity varies substantially from cell to cell (Grothe and Park, 
2000). In other words, the particular IID that results in a criterion degree of inhibition 
varies among cells over the range of IIDs (Sanes and Rubel, 1988).  
In contrast to the other brain stem nuclei, the SPN does not appear to receive 
excitation from globular/spherical bushy cells in the CN (Warr, 1966; Friauf and 
Ostwald, 1988). Friauf and Ostwald (1988) showed that the excitatory input from the 
ipsi- and the contralateral side originates from multipolar/stellate cells and 
multipolar/octopus cells in the posteroventral cochlear nucleus, respectively. Therefore, 
in the SPN these excitatory inputs, having different physiological characteristics than the 
bushy cells, can create a variety of response patterns (Kulesza and Berrebi, 2000). It is 
also supposed that these excitatory influences in the SPN are balanced by finely tuned 
glycine-mediated inhibition arising from the MNTB (Banks and Smith, 1992; Kuwabara 
and Zook, 1991, 1992; Sommer et al., 1993) and also by its own collateral innervation 
(Kulesza et al., 2000; Kulesza and Berrebi, 2000).  
The VCN is also the object of inhibition (projections not shown in Fig. 1.3). In vitro 
recordings and immunocytochemical labelling have shown that neurons in the VCN also 
receive a variety of inhibitory inputs (Gleich and Vater, 1998). In fact, more than half of 
axosomatic endings on bushy cells in the VCN are non-cochlear, contradicting the 
commonly held view that these cells are largely relay neurons (Shore, 1998). Shore 
claimed that the large proportion of the synapses on bushy cells has either flattened or 
pleomorphic vesicles. These vesicles are usually associated with synaptic inhibition and 
contain either glycine or γ-amino-butyric acid (GABA) and, in some cases, both. Large 
numbers of these putative inhibitory synapses are strategically placed on cell bodies 
and axon hillocks of bushy and stellate cells to affect the output of their projection. Other 
studies have shown that there is a significant intrinsic inhibitory circuit to the bushy cells 
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in the VCN from vertical cells in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Wu and Oertel, 1986;  
Wickesberg and Oertel, 1988, 1990; Kolston et al., 1992; Ferragamo et al., 1998), and 
also an extrinsic inhibition via a descending pathway from the SOC [from the MNTB and 
the SPN (Schofield, 1991, 1994); from the lateral and the ventral nucleus of the 
trapezoid body (Covey et al., 1984; Warr and Beck, 1996)] and the contralateral CN 
(Shore et al., 1991).  
Taken together, the knowledge about how well-defined inhibitory projections in the 
auditory system develop and how inhibitory synaptic transmission appears to influence 
neuronal maturation will help to understand the basic and specific characteristics of the 
brain during maturation. 
1.2.2 Inhibition and inhibitory circuit development  
An important feature of the inhibitory pathways is that they develop through 
excitation. Although GABA is one of the main inhibitory neurotransmitters in the adult 
nervous system, GABAergic synapses develop early and GABA produces most of the 
excitatory drive in the immature brain, even before the glutamatergic transmission is 
functional (Ben-Ari et al., 1997). Further on, only during the first two postnatal weeks in 
rodents, GABA becomes inhibitory (hippocampus: Ben-Ari et al., 1989; neocortex: 
Luhmann and Prince, 1991; retina: Huang and Redburn, 1996). The glycinergic system 
follows a similar maturation pattern (brain stem: Kandler and Friauf, 1995; Singer et al., 
1998; Ehrlich et al., 1999). Hence, the GABA/glycine responses undergo a 
developmental shift from depolarization to hyperpolarization, and this phenomenon has 
been attributed to the decrease in the intracellular Cl- concentration in neurons with age 
(Owens et al., 1996; DeFazio et al., 2000; Balakrishnan et al., 2003). 
1.3 Chloride regulation in neurons and the role of potassium 
 chloride cotransporter KCC2 
Nowadays, it is well established that Cl- plays a vital role in cell physiology. Most 
animal cells exhibit a non-equilibrium distribution of Cl- across their plasma membranes. 
By this, Cl- serves as a key player in a variety of cellular functions such as intracellular 
pH regulation (Russell and Boron, 1976), cell volume regulation (Basavappa, 1996), 
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transepithelial salt transport (Mount and Gamba, 2001), synaptic signalling (for review 
see Reimer et al., 2001), neuronal growth, migration and targeting (Kriegstein and 
Owens, 2001; Payne et al., 2003), and K+ scavenging (Payne, 1997). It is also known 
that Cl- is actively transported and tightly regulated in virtually all cells via Cl- 
cotransporters and exchangers (for review see Mount et al., 1998; Alvarez-Leefmans, 
2001; Payne et al., 2003).  
In various regions in the CNS, it was shown that the intracellular Cl- concentration 
in adults is regulated at the inhibitory synapses by the outward-directed potassium 
chloride cotransporter (KCC2) (cultured midbrain neurons: Jarolimek et al., 1999; 
neocortex: DeFazio et. al., 2000; hippocampus: Ganguly et al. 2001; brain stem: Ehrlich 
et al., 1999, Balakrishnan et al., 2003). KCC2 is the neuron-specific isoform (Payne et 
al., 1996; Williams et al., 1999) within a family comprising four electroneutral K+-Cl- 
cotransporters (KCC1–KCC4) (for review, see Alvarez-Leefmans, 2001; Delpire and 
Mount, 2002). It is present in the plasma membrane of the soma and the dendrites of 
various neuronal types (Lu et al., 1999; Gulyás et al., 2001; Hübner et al., 2001; 
Blaesse et al., 2004). Under normal physiological conditions, KCC2 actively extrudes  
Cl- from the nerve cells using the outward-directed K+ electrochemical gradient 
maintained by the Na+-K+ pump. This drives Cl- uphill against its chemical gradient and 
keeps the Cl- reversal potential more negative than the resting membrane potential 
making possible the hyperpolarizing action of inhibitory transmitters like GABA and 
glycine in the adult CNS. Hence, KCC2 plays a major role in Cl- homeostasis in mature 
Figure 1.4: A model of KCC2  
Based on analysis of the primary structure, 
12 transmembrane segments bounded by 
N- and C-terminal cytoplasmic regions 
were predicted for the KCC2. On the 
extracellular intermembrane loop between 
putative transmembrane segments 5 and 
6, there are four sites for N-linked 
glycosylation. Also, the KCC2 protein 
contains five consensus phosphorylation 
sites for protein kinase C, as well as one 
consensus tyrosine protein kinase 
phosphorylation site located within the 
hydrophilic domains at the N or C terminus 
of the protein. (Modified from Payne, 1997) 
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neurons and seems to be crucial for the mechanism of postsynaptic inhibition in the 
adult brain. During early postnatal development, despite the continuous expression of 
KCC2 in the brain stem, electrophysiological data showed that the cotransporter is not 
functional, i.e. the KCC2 is present in the brain st g and 
hyperpolarizing period (Balakrishnan et al., 2003).
regions (hippocampus, cerebellum, and cortex
developmentally up-regulated and this correlates w
depolarizing early in development and hyperpolarizin
et al., 1999, DeFazio et al., 2000; Vu et al., 2000, 
context, it appears that there is a notable difference
among the different brain regions.    
As it was mentioned above, there is no simple c
us auditory nuclei (Oberhofer, unpublished results; 
Srini
em during both depolarizin
 In contrast, in the higher brain 
), the KCC2 expression is 
ith GABA/glycine signalling being 
g later on (Rivera et al., 1999; Lu 
Balakrishnan et al., 2003). In this 
 in the Cl- regulation mechanisms 
ausality between the presence of 
KCC2 mRNA and/or expression of the protein and its functionality in the brain stem. A 
recent study from out lab proposed a subcellular redistribution of KCC2 during 
development and subsequent functional activation (Balakrishnan et al., 2003). However, 
an immunohistochemical study in the rat LSO revealed that the expression of KCC2 
during the first 2 postnatal weeks is not retained within the biosynthetic secretory 
pathway; KCC2 does not colocalize with markers for endoplasmatic reticulum and 
Golgi, vesicle and cytosolic/dendritic marker, neither at postnatal day (P) 4 nor at P12 
(Blaesse et al., 2004). Moreover, optical imaging with voltage-sensitive dyes and 
electrophysiological data showed a differential maturation of inhibitory synapses in the 
SOC, namely that the change in the polarity of glycine responses occurs at different 
times during development in the vario
vasan et al., 2004a).  
The precise role of the KCC2 in CNS function is still not completely understood. 
The importance of the KCC2 has been established by the characterization of mice with 
targeted deletions of the KCC2 gene (Hübner et al., 2001; Woo et al., 2002). The 
animals with trace amounts of KCC2 protein (Woo et al., 2002) demonstrate handling-
induced seizure behaviour, likely to be responsible for their short life span (P17). 
Electrophysiology data from these animals showed the depolarizing effect after the 
glycine application in the LSO during the investigated period (at P3 and at P12) 
(Balakrishnan et al., 2003). Moreover, during normal development, the depolarizing 
action of GABA and glycine early on provides a trophic signal for increasing the motility 
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of migrating cells (Barker et al., 1998), regulating the rate of neurogenesis (Maric et al., 
2001), facilitating the synapse formation (Ben-Ari et al., 1997; Cherubini et al., 1998; 
Kirsch and Betz, 1998) and promoting morphological differentiation (Ben-Ari et al., 
1994
 and confocal microscopy were used to 
addr
 and wild type (+/+) mice were stained for Nissl 
substance and the analyses were performed with the help of basic morphometrical and 
stereological methods.   
; Marty et al., 1996; Kullmann et al., 2002). Therefore, it is likely that KCC2 actively 
participates in the development of inhibitory GABA/glycine responses and that in loss-
of-function KCC2 animals, the immature state is imitated. In addition, KCC2 may 
actively regulate ion gradients during synaptic activity. Absence of KCC2 could then 
lead to the inability to conserve Cl- and/or K+ gradients, especially during high rates of 
synaptic activity. In general, the early function of KCC2 might be critical during brain 
development and the formation of brain circuit. 
The advantage of KCC2 knock-out animals made it possible, via manipulating the 
duration of the depolarizing phase of GABA/glycine transmission, to analyse the effect 
of disturbed Cl- regulation and, thus, the effect of disturbed GABA and glycine 
neurotransmission (lack of inhibition).  
1.4 Aims of this thesis 
In my thesis, two main aims were addressed:  
First (Chapter 2), to analyse the KCC2 expression during maturation in various 
auditory brain stem nuclei (the MNTB, the MSO, the LSO, and the SPN) in rats and to 
find out whether a specific cellular expression pattern correlates with the time of change 
in GABA/glycine polarity. Immunohistochemistry
ess these issues. 
Second (Chapter 3), to investigate the importance of Cl- homeostasis in the central 
auditory system to maintain general and specific aspects of brain development. Brain 
stem slices from KCC2 knock-out (-/-)
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2 Immunohistochemical analysis of the potassium 
 chloride cotransporter KCC2 in the developing 
 auditory brainstem 
2.1 Materials and Methods 
2.1.1 Animals 
The experiments were performed using Sprague-Dawley rats at five different ages: 
P0, P4, P8, P12 and P60. In each age-group, two animals were used. All protocols were 
in compliance with the current German Animal Protection Law and were approved by 
the local animal care and use committee.   
2.1.2 Perfusion and fixation 
Before perfusion, the body weight of the animals was obtained. Thereafter, they 
were anaesthetized with chloral hydrate (70 mg/100 g body weight i.p.) and perfused 
through the left ventricle with 0.1 M PBS (phosphate buffer saline, pH 7.4) for 5 minutes, 
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 7-15 minutes. The fixation procedure was 
done using a pulsatory forcing pump. After perfusion, the brain was removed from the 
skull and cryoprotected/postfixed for about 36 hours in 30% sucrose/PFA solution. 
Coronal slices (30 µm thickness) were cut with a freezing microtome. Three to six 
serials were collected in 15% sucrose in PBS. Thereafter, all serials were washed three 
times in PBS (5 to 10 min) and they were used for the immunohistochemical protocol 
described below (see 2.1.4 Immunohistochemistry) or stored at 4°C until further usage.  
In a previous series of experiments, Zamboni’s fixative (4% PFA and 15% 
saturated picrinic acid in PBS; pH=7.4) was used. This fixative is recommended 
because the addition of picrinic acid enhances antigenicity that can be decreased by the 
fixative (de Martino and Zamboni, 1967; Somogyi and Takagi, 1982). Photomicrographs 
were obtained with a high-resolution digital camera (C4742-95-12NR, 1280x1024 
pixels; Hamamatsu, Japan) from animals perfused with the two different fixation 
protocols (Figs. 2.1, 2.2). As an example, the MNTB at P4 and P12 is used. The KCC2 
immunofluorescent signal in the auditory brainstem nuclei was compared in order to 
address which of the two fixatives provided better results (see Page 15 for the results). 
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2.1.3 Primary antibodies 
Initially, two kinds of polyclonal primary KCC2 antibodies were used and the 
immunofluorescent signal between them was compared in order to check whether they 
yield differences (Figs. 2.1, 2.2). The first primary antibody was a generous gift from Dr. 
Eric Delpire (Nashville, TN) (Lu et al., 1999). Briefly, a 104-amino-acid peptide (residues 
931–1034) located in the carboxyl-terminus of the rat KCC2 (Payne et al., 1996) had 
been fused to maltose binding protein (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA). The fusion 
protein had been grown in Escherichia coli, purified with an amylase resin column, and 
it had been injected subcutaneously into rabbits to generate polyclonal antisera 
(Covance; Antisera Division, Denver, PA). The specificity of the antibody had been 
demonstrated previously by Lu et al. (1999). A Western blot from a rat brain had 
demonstrated the absence of signal (protein doublet at 130-140 kDa) in which the 
affinity-purified KCC2 antibody had been preabsorbed with the KCC2 fusion protein.      
 
BA 
C D1 D2
 
Figure 2.1: Comparison of KCC2 immunofluorescence obtained with two different brain fixation 
protocols and two different primary antibodies. Slices are from the MNTB at P4 
(A) and (B) show application of picrinic acid and PFA fixation protocol, respectively, with antibody from 
Dr. Delpire (Lu et al., 1999). 
(C) and (D) show application of picrinic acid and PFA fixation protocol, respectively, with Upstate  
Biotechnology antibody  (Payne, 1997; Williams et al., 1999; Rivera et al., 1999). 
Note that (D2) picture is overexposed when it is taken with the same exposure time (440 ms) as (A), 
(B) and (C); (D1) is taken with 220 ms exposure time. Hence, PFA fixation protocol and Upstate 
Group, Inc antibody yielded the best results. Scale bar, 50 µm in all photomicrographs. 
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The second primary antibody was purchased from Upstate Biotechnology, USA 
(Payne, 1997; Williams et al., 1999; Rivera et al., 1999). Briefly, a KCC2 fusion protein 
(termed B22) had been prepared, containing a 112-amino acid segment of the carboxyl 
terminus of rat KCC2 (amino acids 932–1043). The fusion protein had been produced in 
Escherichia coli and it had been purified using metal chelation chromatography, 
following the manufacturer’s instructions (His-Bind Resin; Novagen, Madison, WI). 
Purified B22 fusion protein had been injected subcutaneously into rabbits to generate 
polyclonal antisera (Animal Resource Service of the School of Veterinary Medicine, 
University of California, Davis). Western blots from rat brain membranes and from 
various HEK-293 cell lines with protein band ~140-kDa, representing KCC2 protein, and 
subsequent immunoadsorption experiments demonstrated the specificity of this 
antibody (Williams et al., 1999). 
  
A 
Figure 2.2: Comparison of KCC2 immunofluorescence obtained with two different brain fixation 
protocols and two different primary antibodies. Sections are from the MNTB at P12 
(A) and (B) show application of picrinic acid and PFA fixation protocol, respectively, with antibody from 
Dr. Delpire (Lu et al., 1999). 
(C) and (D) show application of picrinic acid and PFA fixation protocol, respectively, with Upstate  
Biotechnology antibody (Payne, 1997; Williams et al., 1999; Rivera et al., 1999). 
Note that panel D2 is overexposed when it is taken with the same exposure time (440 ms) as (A), (B) 
and (C); (D1) is taken with 220 ms exposure time. Hence, PFA fixation protocol and Upstate antibody 
yielded the results. Scale bar, 50 µm in all photomicrographs. 
C 
B
D1 D2
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Comparison between the two different antibodies and perfusion with Zamboni’s 
fixative or PFA revealed that the brightest image at both ages (P4 and P12) was 
obtained from the PFA perfused animals stained with Upstate primary antibody (Figs. 
2.1D2, 2.2D2) refore, I continued with the tate antibody and the PFA protocol in 
subsequent experiments. It should also be mentioned that this primary antibody is 
commercially available, which presents another advantage over the one from Dr. 
Delpire. 
2.1.4 Immunohistochemistry 
The free-floating technique was used to visualize the KCC2 protein. The 
permeabilisation step was considered very important for the penetration of the antibody 
into the relatively thick slices (30 µm). At first, the slices were treated with 1% sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 8% ß-mercaptoethanol in PBS (Lu et al., 1999; also 
recommended by Dr. Erdem Güresir, University of Frankfurt). However, this treatment 
d  
fo was used 
s  
b
P  
a ).  
The two permeabilisation protocols were investigated before the Upstate antibody 
was 
ith Upstate primary antibody (Fig. 2.5), it appeared that at both ages, P4 (Fig. 
2.5A) and P12 (Fig. 2.5C), the signal intensity was higher than in the case with Dr. 
Delpi o r, not less important, advantage of the 
triton treatment should be taken into consideration: the slices can be stored for about 2 
. The  Ups
 
amaged the slices from P0 and P4 animals, even when they were kept in the solution
r only 1 minute. Therefore, a less harmful permeabilisation step 
ubsequently. To do so, slices were incubated for 1 hour at 4°C on the shaker in
locking solution (1.5% (v/v), normal goat serum and 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin in 
BS to which 0.3% Triton X-100 was added to permeabilise the tissue and to allow the
ntibodies’ access to the structures (Friauf et al., 1999
chosen as superior to the one from Dr. Delpire. The comparison using the latter 
antibody is shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. No difference in the signal intensity in P4 
animals treated with SDS (Fig. 2.3A) and triton (Fig. 2.4A) was shown. However, in 
P12 animals treated with SDS (Fig. 2.3C), the intensity of the signal was higher than in 
P12 animals treated with triton (Fig. 2.4C). Still, the argument was in favour of the triton 
treatment because the slices from P4 were well preserved. When triton slices were 
stained w
re’s antibody (Figs. 2.3A,C; 2.4A,C). An the
months and then photographed without fade out problems. Compare panels A and C 
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15.09.2003 C  4.12.2003 D 
15.09.2003 A 
? 
 4.12.2003 B
?
(immediate pictures) with panels B and D (the same slice photographed 2 months later) 
in Figures 2.3-2.5.  
After incubation in the blocking solution (see above), the primary KCC2 antibody 
(1:300 dilution) was added, and the incubation was continued overnight at 4°C. After 
several rinses in PBS (5 to 10 min each), slices were treated with the secondary 
antibody (Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti–rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody, 1:1000 
dilution; Molecular Probes) for 2 hours at room temperature, rinsed again, mounted on 
slides and coverslipped with Vectashield Mounting media (refractory index 1.45; Vector 
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). 
Control experiments were performed on serials by using the described 
immunohistochemical procedure, yet in the absence of the primary antibody. No 
immunolabelling occurred in these slices, confirming the specificity of the secondary 
antibody (data not shown).  
Figure 2.3: Comparison of the fluorescent signal in P4 (A and B) and P12 (C and D) animals 
after brain fixation with PFA, SDS permeabilisation step and immunostaining protocol with 
KCC2 primary antibody from Dr. Delpire 
At both ages the comparison shows lower intensity of the fluorescent signal after 2 months. This result 
indicates that the applied protocol was not in favour of the storage of the slices. This could be due to 
the sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) step or to the quality of the antibody and the extended storage time. 
In order to show that the same area has been photographed twice, the same cell body is marked with 
arrowheads (P4, panels A and B) or arrows (P12, panels C and D). Scale bar, 50 µm in all 
photomicrographs.  
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the fluorescent signal in P4 (A and B) and P12 (C and D) animals 
after brain fixation with PFA, triton permeabilisation step and immunostaining protocol with 
KCC2 primary antibody form Dr. Delpire 
At both ages the comparison shows no difference (or only a small difference at P4) in the intensity of 
the fluorescent signal after 2 months storage of the slices. This shows that the decreased signal 
after storage that was pointed in Figure 3 is due to SDS treatment but not to the quality of the 
antibody.  In order to show that the same area has been photographed twice, the same cell body is 
marked with arrowheads (P4, panel (A) and (B)) or arrows (P12, panel (C) and (D)). Scale bar, 50 
µm in all photomicrographs.  
30.09.2003 A 
?
 4.12.2003 B
?
8.10.2003 C  4.12.2003 D 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the fluorescent signal in P4 (A and B) and P12 (C and D) animals
after brain fixation with PFA, triton perm
 
eabilisation step and immunostaining protocol with 
 
 
 
 
KCC2 Upstate primary antibody 
Note that with this protocol, high-intensity pictures are obtained. Moreover, at both ages, the
comparison shows no difference in the intensity of the fluorescent signal after 2 months storage of the
slices. In order to show that the same area has been photographed twice, the same cell body is
marked with arrowheads (P4, panel (A) and (B)) or arrows (P12, panel (C) and (D)). Scale bar, 50 µm
in all photomicrographs.  
 2.10.2003 A 
?
B  4.12.2003 
?
2.10.2003 C  4.12.2003D  
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Ev
to 
2.1.5 aluation of n ages prior 
 confocal microscopy
Labelled slices were carefully evaluated on a conventional fluorescent microscope 
(Axioskop 2; Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany) with filter set number 09 (BP 450-490; FT 510; 
LP 520), using 10x/0.3 and 20x/0.5 Plan-Neofluar objectives. Only high quality slices 
were taken for further analysis considering general tissue quality (including fixation and 
folding in the tissue) and high signal-to-noise ratio; only the brightest slices from each 
serial with present SOC nuclei were further analyzed by confocal microscopy.  
2.1.6 Confocal microscopy  
Confocal microscopy offers several advantages over conventional optical 
microscopy. It employs laser technology in the illumination and detection of 
fluorescence at a single point (optical plane) in a thick specimen. A plate with a small 
h  
tube). This eliminates out-of-focus interference, thereby allowing structures to be 
s
p
 
Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of a confocal microscope setup
fluoresce t im
 
   
ole, called pinhole, is placed in front of the image detecting device (photomultiplier
ectioned optically. In Figure 2.6 a schematic representation of a confocal microscope is 
resented. 
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The illumination light from the laser is scanned onto the sp e
ca ner. The light emitted from the 
 ecim n dot by dot 
through a s n specimen is collected and de-scanned dot 
by dot. It then passes through the detecting pinhole and reaches the photomultiplier 
tube
0.5 µm along the z-axis are considered being minimal and allow accurate localization of 
the fluorescence signal. The confocal technique also provides a means for objective 
quan
 µm) was taken with a laser scanning microscope (Axioplan 2, LSM 510; 
 
. The disadvantage of this collection strategy is the slow speed of data collection 
and longer exposure of the specimen to excitation illumination that can photobleach 
specimens. However, the confocal imaging approach provides an improvement in both 
axial and lateral resolution. Their theoretical values are determined by the diameter of 
the two apertures (Fig. 2.6) and the numerical aperture of the objective lens and are 
characteristics of the system. Values in the range of 0.2 µm in the plane of section and 
tification by measuring image pixel intensities. Nevertheless, before imaging, a lot 
of parameters, including laser line selection and control of laser power, beam splitter 
selection, gain of photomultiplier tube and offset adjusting, detecting pinhole size, 
detecting spectral range, scan speed, frame format and zoom factor, have to be set up 
properly. 
In the current investigation, a stack of 15 to 20 images (the optical plane of each 
stack is 0.5
Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and captured with Zeiss LSM Image Browser software 
(Version 2.80.1123, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) provided by the system. The specimen 
was excited with an Argon laser with a wavelength of 488 nm (Alexa Fluor 488 goat
anti–rabbit IgG was used as secondary antibody, Fig. 2.7).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra (maxima at 495 nm and 519 nm, 
respectively) of Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti–rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody in pH 8.0 
buffer. From http://www.probes.com 
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The 
 over which the detector can accurately measure intensity changes, such that 
a giv
me throughout all different 
age-groups and still in the linear range. For the overview pictures, the detector gain was 
set to 620 V and the amplifier offset to -0.10. For the high magnification pictures, the 
detector gain was set to 700 V for the LSO and the MSO, 750 V for the MNTB and 680 
V for the SPN; the amplifier offset was set to -0.10 for LSO, -0.14 for MNTB and -0.12 
for MSO and SPN.  
o collect high magnification images from unlabeled control slices, included to 
check for background fluorescence (autofluorescence), the range of settings was the 
same as for the labelled tissue (for details see Figs. 2.9–2.12).  
 
emission signal was imaged through a filter set, comprising a beam splitter 
(MBS:HFT 488) and a long-pass filter (LP 505 nm). The laser was operated at 10% of 
the maximum power. The pinhole was set between 66 µm and 71 µm. Images were 
collected with 1.60 µs pixel time, a compromise to avoid too long illumination and 
consequent bleaching effects, and the requirements for using the confocal setup. Each 
image was captured as 2048 x 2048 pixels scan format (digital image resolution). A 10x 
Plan-Neofluar lens (NA = 0.3) for overview pictures and a 40x oil Plan-Neofluar 
immersion lens (NA = 1.3) for high magnification pictures were used. Software zoom 
was not used and the zoom factor in both cases was set to 1.0.  
One important principle of confocal microscopy must be considered: the 
combination of gain and offset adjustment on the photomultiplier tube produces an 
optimized image with balanced intensity and background noise on which further 
analysis can be done. Since these two parameters counteract each other, it was 
important to find an appropriate balance between them, still in the linear range in order 
to generate meaningful expression data. Linear range indicates the range of input signal 
intensities
en degree of change in input signal generates the same degree of change in output 
signal. Data acquired outside this linear range (leading to underexposed or 
overexposed images) will not be measured accurately and, therefore, it will not be 
possible to generate statistically significant data. 
In the present thesis, the gain and the offset were optimized for each nucleus such 
that the whole set of settings mentioned above were the sa
T
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2.1.7 Data analysis and quantification  
In the developmental series from five different ages (P0, P4, P8, P12 and P60), 
the staining intensities in the four different nuclei from SOC were evaluated. Because 
such developmental evaluations can lead to inaccurate conclusions, I had to consider 
some potential pitfalls. First, I took into account that litter-specific peculiarities can 
occur. Therefore, I obtained age-matched animals from two different litters. Second, 
because the slices from the 10 animals (2 animals in each age-group) were stained in 
separate sessions and during a period that extended over two months, I had to consider 
that the staining intensity may have been affected by changes in the quality of antibody, 
by seasonal variations or both. Fortunat
s) for each 
neuron was taken from the stack, zoomed o
the number of pixels). The mean gray value 
of soma surface (MGV
group surface group interior). The MGVgroup and 
standard deviation (SD) are shown in Tables 2.1 – 2.4. These values were used to 
objectively compare the immunoreactivity obtained with KCC2 antibody in a given 
nucleus between five different ages.  
ely, I found no such variability when both 
primary antibodies and the PFA fixation protocol were used (Figs. 2.4, 2.5). Third, 
quantifying the intensity of data collected on the confocal microscope can be critical. 
Some factors to consider are: uneven illumination across the field of view, fluctuations 
as the system heats up, daily variations in the laser power, (mis)alignment of the 
system, bleaching of fluorophores, depth within a sample, variations in sample 
preparation and/or immunolabelling. 
For quantification analysis of KCC2 immunoreactivity, z-series stacks of each 
nucleus, scanned at high magnification, were loaded from Zeiss LSM Image Browser to 
ImageJ 1.31u software (National Institute of Health, USA; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) via 
LSM Reader plug-in. A single image (optical section with 0.5 µm thicknes
ffline and used to manually outline the two 
regions of interest: soma surface and the soma interior (Fig. 2.8A). Then the pixel 
intensities (absolute gray values, AGVs) were determined for soma surface (Fig. 2.8B) 
and soma interior (Fig. 2.8C). Because the micrographs were taken with an 8-bit 
resolution, the pixels could have AGVs between 0 (black) and 255 (white). Then the 
AGVs related to the pixel number allow calculating the mean (the sum of the gray values 
of all the pixels in the selection divided by 
soma surface) and soma interior (MGVsoma interior) from 20 single 
neurons was calculated in order to obtain an average value for each nucleus, region of 
interest and given age-group (MGV  and MGV
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As mentioned above, high magnification images from control (unlabeled) slices 
were collected to check for background fluorescence (autofluorescence). To do so, for 
each nucleus the mean gray values from a 2048 x 2048 pixel scan frame (MGVframe), 
taken with 40x Plan-Neofluar objective, were compared between untreated slices and 
immunostained slices for each nucleus (MNTB: Fig. 2.9; MSO: Fig. 2.10; LSO: Fig. 
2.11; SPN: Fig. 2.12).  
 
Figure 2.8: Photomicrograph of a representative LSO neuron at P12 (A) and the related 
histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface (B) and soma interior (C) 
In this representative example, MGVsoma surface = 101 and MGVsoma interior = 37 (red vertical lines in panel 
B and C, respectively) of the neuron are close to the MGVgroup surface = 109 and MGVgroup interior = 35 of 
the given age-group.  
AGVs, absolute gray values, MGVsoma surface/interior, mean gray value; SS, soma surface; SI, soma 
interior 
0 255 0     255
SI 
SS 
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Figure 2.9: Plot of the MGVframe along the 
z-stack in MNTB 
The MGVframe from a 2048 x 2048 pixel scan 
frame taken with 40x Plan-Neofluar objective 
from three different P12 animals are 
compared. The bottom line (-▲-) is from an 
unlabeled specimen and shows the 
background fluore autofluorescence) 
in the MNTB. The middle (-?-) and the upper 
line (-?-) are from specimens from two 
different animals, treated with above 
mentioned immunohistochemical protocol. In 
the inset the mean of the MGV
scence (
frame from each 
optical section in a given stack ± SD are 
shown. Ab, antibody. 
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Figure 2.11: Plot of the MGVframe along the
 z-stack in LSO 
The MGVframe from a 2048 x 2048 pixel scan 
frame taken with 40x Plan-Neofluar objective 
optical section in a given stack ± SD are 
shown. Ab, antibody. 
 
from three different P12 animals are 
compared. The bottom line (-▲-) is from an 
unlabeled specimen and shows the 
background fluorescence (autofluorescence) 
in the LSO. The middle (-?-) and the upper 
line (-?-) are from specimens from two 
different animals, treated with above 
mentioned immunohistochemical protocol. In 
the inset the mean of the MGVframe from each 
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Figure 2.12: Plot of the MGVframe along the 
z-stack in SPN 
The MGVframe from a 2048 x 2048 pixel scan 
frame taken with 40x Plan-Neofluar objective 
from three different P12 animals are 
compared. The bottom line (-▲-) is from an 
unlabeled specimen and shows the 
background fluorescence (autofluorescence) 
in the SPN. The rest lines denoted by (-?-), 
(-?-), (-▼-) and (-?-) are from four different 
slices from two different animals, 
respectively, treated with above mentioned 
immunohistochemical protocol. In the inset 
the mean of the MGVframe from each optical 
section in a given stack ± SD are shown. Ab, 
antibody. 
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The MGVframe from a 2048 x 2048 pixel scan 
frame taken with 40x Plan-Neofluar objective 
from three different P12 animals are 
compared. The bottom line (-▲-) is from an 
unlabeled specimen and shows the 
background fluorescence (autofluorescence) 
in the MSO. The middle (-?-) and the upper 
line (-?-) are from specimens from two 
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The comparison revealed that the background immunostaining levels were very 
low (in the range of 8-23%) and can therefore be neglected.  
25
Further, an obvious difference in the patter  
during development was noticed and it was an
images were taken from a stack and two cell 
each) per animal were manually outlined. This area was defined as another region of 
interest, namely neuropil (Fig. 2.13). In older an
defined by a rectangle, whereas in younger anim  
randomly selected. 
 
 
 
n and intensity of the neuropil staining
alysed subsequently. Five consecutive 
body-free regions (ca. 100 000 pixels 
imals (P12 and P60), the neuropil was 
als (P0-P8), a cell body-free area was
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Figure 2.13: Photomicrographs of representative LSO neuropil outlines at P4 (A) and at P12 (C) 
P4 (B) and at P12 (D) 
 (P4) and MGV
and the related histograms of AGVs distribution at 
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MGVs neuropil were pooled, thus each data point was based on 
 slice (Figs. 2.23 - 2.26). In order to obtain the average value for each nucleus and 
age-group, MGV group neuropil ± SD was calculated (Table 2.5). 
2.1.8 Statistical analysis 
For statistical analysis, WinSTAT software, add-in for Microsoft Excel, was used. 
Statistically significa
accepted at p<0.05. Its level according to the p values and the related symbols used in
nd tables are as follows (Motulsky, 1995):  
                 
>0.05 not significant  ns 
<0.05 significant  *p 
<0.01 very significant  **p 
<0.001 extremely significant ***p 
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2.2 Results 
2.2.1 Overview of KCC2 immunoreactivity in the SOC 
The focus of Chapter 2 of the present study was to investigate the KCC2 
immunofluorescent signals in the four major nuclei of the rat’s SOC, i.e. the MNTB, the 
MSO, the LSO, and the SPN. The free-floating immunohistochemical technique, used to 
visualize the KCC2 protein, revealed immunolabelled neuropil and cell bodies in all four 
nuclei. The immunoreactivity was already present at birth. Confocal low magnification 
images of KCC2 expression at five different ages (P0, P4, P8, P12, and P60) were 
obtained and they are shown in Figure 2.14. The pictures were taken at the same 
confocal settings to enable a direct comparison of the fluorescent signal intensity during 
development and between nuclei. The staining was confined to the neurons in a way 
that the boundaries of the different SOC nuclei were easily delineated. For the sake of 
clarity, the outlines were drawn only at P60 (Fig. 2.14E). Some differences in the 
intensities of KCC2 immunoreactivity between the nuclei, however, did become 
apparent. The SPN and the LSO presented the highest immunofluorescent signal 
among the four nuclei. Extremely prominent immunoreactivity was found in the neuropil 
at P0. In contrast, the MNTB was less noticeable and remained weakly labelled 
throughout the investigated period. The MSO displayed a moderate labelling. This 
variance in the intensity of KCC2 staining was obvious from P0 to P12 (Fig. 2.14A-D). 
At P60, the immunofluorescent signal from all nuclei seemed to be barely above the 
background and it seemed as if KCC2 protein declined when judged at low 
magnification (Fig. 2.14E). However, at higher magnification (Figs. 2.15, 2.17, 2.19, 
2.21), it became clear that the decline was not in the soma surface, yet in the neuropil. 
Due to KCC2 immunolabelling, it was also possible to observe the morphology of 
the cell bodies of the principle neurons in each nucleus: the MNTB cell bodies with their 
spherical or oval perikarya (Sommer et al., 1993), the narrow dorso-ventrally oriented 
column of neuronal somata of the MSO (Ramon y Cajal, 1907), the tightly packed cell 
bodies of bipolar LSO neurons aligned orthogonal along the long axis of the “S”-shape 
(Schwarz, 1992) and the heterogeneous SPN cell bodies with morphologies ranging 
from large cells with polygonal or rounded somata to medium and small, highly 
elongated or ovoid cell bodies (Saldana and Berrebi, 2000) and its relatively low cell 
density in comparison to the MNTB, the MSO and the LSO (Kulesza et al., 2000).  
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pigure 2.14: Confocal overview pictures for KCC2 immunoreactivity in the rat SOC at five
ifferent ages 
he pictures were taken at the same confocal settings to enable a direct comparison of the
luorescent signal during development and between nuclei. The SPN and the LSO show the
ighest immunofluorescent signal intensity. The MNTB shows the lowest signal intensity and the
SO an intermediate one. The labelling pattern is obvious at P0 – P12. Note that at this
agnification, it seems as the immunofluorescent signal in all nuclei declines between P12 and
60. Though, at higher magnification (Figs. 2.15, 2.17, 2.19 and 2.21), one can see that the
ecline is not in the soma surface, yet in the neuropil. 
SO, lateral superior olive; MNTB, medial nucleus of trapezoid body; MSO, medial superior olive;
PN, superior paraolivary nucleus; L, lateral; D, dorsal; 7n, facial nerve. Scale bar, 100 µm in all
anels.  28
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2.2.2 Detailed view of immunoreactivity of KCC2 in the SOC 
To compare in more quantitative terms the distribution of KCC2 
immunofluorescent staining, area-specific intensity profiles of the immunofluorescent 
signal were measured. Three regions of interest were distinguished: soma surface, 
soma interior and neuropil. The quantification was organised so that immunoreactivity 
was compared between P0 and P12 using regression analysis. In order to see whether 
the expression level attains the adult values at P12, a parametric student t-test was 
applied between P12 and P60.  
In order to correlate the immunofluorescent appearance of the neurons and the 
quantitative data, representative cell bodies were pointed out in the high magnification 
confocal pictures. Also, the representative cell bodies were presented together with their 
related histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface and soma interior, respectively 
for each nucleus (Figs. 2.16E, 2.18E, 2.20E, 2.22E). 
2.2.2.1 MNTB 
At P0 and P4, labelled cell bodies of MNTB neurons were barely visible and almost 
indistinguishable from the diffusely stained neuropil (Fig. 2.15A,B). The KCC2 
immunoreactivity was rarely related to membrane structures including cell bodies and 
dendrites. In Figures 2.15A and 2.15B, cell bodies are marked with small arrows in 
order to point to the soma surface. Interestingly, at P8 and P12, the pattern of the signal 
from the soma surface showed obvious “hot spots” (puncta) (Fig. 2.15C,D). The two cell 
bodies, marked by open triangles for the puncta in Figure 2.15C, had almost the same 
MGVsoma surface but they differed in their staining pattern. Whereas this necklace-like 
pattern was present in most somata at P8, at P12 soma surfaces with more continuous 
look were present (Fig. 2.15D). It should be noted that for example the cell body in 
Figure 2.15D, marked by a double arrow, had MGVsoma surface = 108, thus close to 
MGVgroup surface = 107 at P60 (Table 2.1). At P8 and P12, the neuropil was almost devoid 
of signal (Fig. 2.15C,D), but at P12, transversally cut dendrites could be seen for the 
first time. At P60, it was rare to find cell bodies with obvious necklace-like punctate 
soma surface, yet continuous appearance was common (Fig. 2.15E). In the neuropil, 
transversally cut dendrites appeared more often than at P12.  
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Figure 2.15: Confocal high magnification pictures 
for KCC2 immunoreactivity in the rat MNTB at five 
different ages 
Immunofluorescence intensity in the soma surface 
increases with age. At P0 and P4, small arrows point 
to cell bodies and their soma surfaces that are barely 
visible at these ages. Interestingly, at P8 and P12 the 
pattern of the signal shows “hot spots” (puncta) in the 
soma surface (open triangles in panels C and D). 
Note that at P12, a cell body with less differentiated 
puncta in the soma surface is also present (double 
arrow in panel D). At P60 soma surface pattern has 
less obvious puncta but more continuous appearance 
(open arrow in panel E). The immunofluorescent 
signal of the neuropil changes during development 
from diffused and barely confined to membranes 
(stars in panels A and B) to areas almost devoid of 
signal (stars in panels C-E). Arrows in panels D and 
E point to transversally cut labelled dendrites that do 
not appear before P12. Small arrows in panels A and 
B and open arrows in panels C-E indicate 
representative somata. Scale bar, 10 µm in all 
panels. 
 
E P60 
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The quantification of immunofluorescent signal intensity in the MNTB soma surface 
between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals is shown in Figures 2.16A and 
2.16B, respectively. The results of soma surface analysis provided the expected and 
already noticed increase in the immunoreactivity with age. The statistical analysis 
showed an extremely significant linear increase from P0 to P12 (***p=0.000006) and no 
significant difference between P12 and P60 (p=0.05). The MGVgroup surface (±SD) for each 
age-group is shown in Table 2.1. Scatter plots of MGVsoma interior between P0-P12 
animals and between P12-P60 animals are shown in Figures 2.16C and 2.16D, 
respectively. The statistical analysis showed no significant difference from P0 to P12 
(p=0.4) as well as between P12 and P60 (p=0.4). The MGVgroup interior (±SD) for each 
age-group is shown in Table 2.1. Photomicrographs with the representative MNTB cell 
bodies and the related histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface and soma 
interior are shown in Figure 2.16E. 
In summary, the quantification analysis in the MNTB showed that the adult value of 
immunoreactivity in soma surface was attained at P12. For soma interior, no statistically 
significant change during the investigated period has been observed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the MNTB soma surface
interior during development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma surface between P0-P12 animals and betwe
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear increase of the soma surface immun
intensity from P0 to P12 (***p=0.000006) and no significant difference between P12 and P60 (p
(C) and (D) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma interior between P0-P12 animals and betwe
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows no significant difference of the so
immunofluorescent intensity from P0 to P12 (p=0.4) as well as between P12 and P60 (p=0.4). 
(E) Photomicrographs of representative MNTB cell bodies at different ages (first row) and
histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface (second row) and soma interior (third row), 
The values of MGVgroup surface (±SD) and MGVgroup interior (±SD) for each age-group are shown in 
AGVs, absolute gray values; MGVs, mean gray values of a single cell body; MGVgroup surface/interio
values of a group for soma surface and soma interior, respectively; SS, soma surface; SI, somnext page ? 
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Table 2.1: MGV  obtained for soma surface and soma interior in MNTBs  
      
Postnatal age P0 P4 P8 P12 P60 
      
N 20 20 20 20 20 
MGVgroup surface ± SD 66 ± 9 62 ± 10 70 ± 13 90 ± 27 107 ± 27 
MGVgroup interior ± SD 33 ± 7 37 ± 7 26 ± 4 38 ± 11 41 ± 14 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2.2 MSO 
In comparison to the MNTB at P0 and P4, here the cell bodies could be relatively 
easily outlined. The narrow vertical column of horizontally oriented bipolar neurons was 
clearly visible even in young animals (Fig. 2.17A,B). In Figures 2.17A and 2.17B, cell 
bodies were marked with small arrows to point to the soma surface. The neuropil at 
these ages was diffusely stained, but already at P4, the signal started to become 
confined to soma surfaces and transversally cut dendrites appeared for the first time 
(Fig. 2.17B). At P8 and P12, the soma surface staining was more defined and intensely 
stained, judged by eye. In the MSO, in contrast to the MNTB, a necklace-like labelling 
pattern of the soma surface was not observed, yet a continuous look throughout the 
development. At the same time the dendritic labelling became crisp and the signal 
confined to the membrane surface (Fig. 2.17C,D). Dendrites cut along their length could 
be seen and distinguished from the rest neuropil as well as an increase in the number of 
transversally cut dendrites. The pattern of expression at P60 represented the situation 
at P12 aside from the appearance of many transversally cut dendrites and less amount 
of diffuse neuropil (Fig. 2.17E).  
The quantification of KCC2 immunofluorescent signal intensity in MSO soma 
surface between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals is shown in Figures 
2.18A and 2.18B, respectively. The statistical analysis revealed a significant linear 
increase in the soma surface immunoreactivity from P0 to P12 (*p=0.04) and no 
significant difference of the signal between P12 and P60 (p=1). The MGVgroup surface
 33
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C P8 D P12 
 
E P60 Figure 2.17: Confocal high magnification pictures for KCC2 immunoreactivity in the 
rat MSO at five different ages 
At P0 and P4, small arrows point to cell bodies 
and their soma surface. The neuropil at these 
ages (stars in panels A and B) is diffusely 
stained but at P4 the transversally cut dendrites 
appear for the first time (arrow in panel B and 
further panels). At P8 and P12, the soma 
surface staining is more obvious and intense 
(open arrows in panels C and D). The 
immunofluorescent signal of the neuropil 
becomes crisp and membrane-confined (stars 
in panels C and D). Arrowheads point to 
dendrites cut along their length. At P60, the 
situation equals that at P12 aside from the 
appearance of many transversally cut dendrites 
(arrow) and less diffuse neuropil. Small arrows 
in panels A and B and open arrows in panels C-
E indicate representative somata. Scale bar, 10 
µm in all panels. 
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(±SD) for each age-group is shown in Table 2.2. Scatter plots of MGVsoma interior between 
P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals are shown in Figures 2.18C and 2.18D, 
respectively. The statistical analysis showed an extremely significant linear decrease of 
the signal intensity from P0 to P12 (***p=5E-14) and no significant difference between 
P12 and P60 (p=0.4). The MGVgroup interior (±SD) for each age-group is shown in Table 
2.2. Photomicrographs with the representative MSO cell bodies and the related 
histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface and soma interior are shown in Figure 
2.18E. 
In summary, the quantification analysis in the MSO showed that the adult values of 
immunoreactivity in both regions (soma surface and soma interior) were attained at 
P12. 
 
 
 
Table 2.2: MGV  obtained for soma surface and soma interior in MSO s
      
Postnatal age P0 P4 P8 P12 P60 
      
N 20 20 20 20 20 
MGVgroup surface ± SD 82 ± 14 86 ± 18 95 ± 14 90 ± 20 90 ± 31 
MGVgroup interior ± SD 38 ± 5 41 ± 6 29 ± 4 25 ± 4 24 ± 7 
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Figure 2.18: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the MSO soma surface and soma 
interior during development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma surface between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear increase of soma surface immunofluorescent 
intensity from P0 to P12 (*p=0.04) and no significant difference between P12 and P60 (p=1).  
(C) and (D) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma interior between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear decrease of the soma interior 
immunofluorescent intensity from P0 to P12 (***p=5E-14) and no significant difference between P12 
and P60 (p=0.4). 
(E) Photomicrographs of representative MSO cell bodies at different ages (first row) and the related 
histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface (second row) and soma interior (third row), 
respectively. The values of MGVgroup surface (±SD) and MGVgroup interior (±SD) for each age-group are 
shown in Table 2.2.  
AGVs, absolute gray values; MGVs, mean gray values of a single cell body; MGVgroup surface/interior, mean 
gray values of a group for soma surface and soma interior, respectively; SS, soma surface; SI, soma 
interior. 
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2.2.2.3 LSO 
At P0 and P4, cell bodies of LSO neurons were easily distinguishable from the 
neuropil (Fig. 2.19A,B). They appeared with moderate staining against the background 
of intensely stained neuropil, especially at P0, that tightly surrounded them. Close 
scrutiny at P0 revealed that the signal from the soma surface could not be distinguished 
from the signal originating from the multiple neuronal processes that coat the cell bodies 
at this age (Fig. 2.19A). Considering this critical point, the data from the soma surface 
at P0 were not included into the quantitative analysis. The neuropil at P0 and P4 was 
diffusely stained, but at P4, the immunofluorescent signal started to become membrane-
confined and transversally cut dendrites appeared for the first time as well as dendrites 
cut along their length (Fig. 2.19B). At P8, the soma surface was stained intensely and 
the labelling of the neuropil became crisp and less diffuse (Fig. 2.19C,D). “Hot spots” in 
the soma surface labelling were not observed, yet a continuous look throughout 
development. This developmental line continued until P12 with increasing signal 
intensity in the soma surface and the appearance of many transversally cut dendrites 
(Fig. 2.19D). The expression pattern at P60 reflected the situation at P12 aside from the 
decreased number of immunopositive transversally cut dendrites. Due to this, in the 
overview picture at P60, it seemed that the KCC2 expression decreased in comparison 
to P12 (Fig. 2.19E). In fact, only the neuropil intensity was decreased in P60 (for 
quantification see 2.2.2.5 Neuropil). 
The quantification of immunofluorescent signal intensity in the LSO soma surface 
between P4-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals is shown in Figures 2.20A and 
2.20B, respectively. The statistical analysis revealed a very significant linear increase of 
the soma surface immunoreactivity from P4 to P12 (**p=0.003) and no significant 
difference of the signal between P12 and P60 (p=0.1). The MGVgroup surface (±SD) for 
each age-group is shown in Table 2.3. Scatter plots of MGV soma interior between P0-P12 
animals and between P12-P60 animals are shown in Figures 2.20C and 2.20D, 
respectively. The statistical analysis showed an extremely significant linear decrease of 
the soma interior signal intensity from P0 to P12 (***p=7E-17) and no significant 
difference between P12 and P60 (p=0.06). The MGVgroup interior (±SD) for each age-group 
is shown in Table 2.3. Photomicrographs with the representative LSO cell bodies and 
the related histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface and soma interior are 
shown in Figure 2.20E. 
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Figure 2.19: Confocal high magnification 
pictures for KCC2 immunoreactivity in the rat 
LSO at five different ages 
At P0 and P4, small arrows point to cell bodies 
and their soma surface. Note the intense staining 
of the neuropil that surrounds the cell bodies at 
P0. The neuropil at these ages (stars in panels A 
and B) is diffusely stained but the 
immunofluorescent signal at P4 becomes 
membrane-confined and transversally cut 
dendrites as well as dendrites cut along their 
length already can be seen (arrows and 
arrowheads, respectively, in panel B and 
further). At P8 and P12, the soma surface is 
stained intensely as well as the neuropil (stars in 
panel C and D) which is additionally organised 
and dendrites are apparent. At P60 the situation 
equals that at P12 aside from the disappearance 
of many transversally cut dendrites thereby the 
neuropil appears less stained. Small arrows in 
panels A and B and open arrows in panels C-E 
indicate representative somata. Scale bar, 10 
µm in all panels.  38
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Table 2.3: MGVs obtained for soma surface and soma interior in LSO  
*MGVgroup surface at P0 was very difficult to obtain. Therefore, the data were not 
included into quantification analysis. 
 
            
Postnatal age P0 P4 P8 P12 P60 
            
N 20 20 20 20 20 
MGVgroup surface ± SD *135 ± 22 91 ± 14 103 ± 21 109 ± 22 98 ± 21 
MGVgroup interior ± SD 63 ± 12  44 ± 6 34 ± 6 35 ± 4 32 ± 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In summary, the quantification analysis in the LSO showed that the adult values of 
immunoreactivity in both regions (soma surface and soma interior) were attained at 
P12. 
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Figure 2.20: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the LSO soma surface and soma 
interior during development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma surface between P4-P12 animals and between P12-P60 
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear increase of the soma surface 
immunofluorescent intensity from P4 to P12 (**p=0.003) and no significant difference of the signal 
between P12 and P60 animals (p=0.1).  
(C) and (D) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma interior between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear decrease of the soma interior 
immunofluorescent intensity from P0 to P12 (***p=7E-17) and no significant difference between P12 
and P60 animals (p=0.06). 
(E) Photomicrographs of representative LSO cell bodies at different ages (first row) and the related 
histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface (second row) and soma interior (third row), 
respectively. The values of MGVgroup surface (±SD) and MGVgroup interior (±SD) for each age-group are 
shown in Table 2.3.  
AGVs, absolute gray values; MGVs, mean gray values of a single cell body; MGVgroup surface/interior, mean 
gray values of a group for soma surface and soma interior, respectively; SS, soma surface; SI, soma 
interior.  40
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2.2.2.4 SPN 
In contrast to the other three nuclei at P0, in the SPN, cell bodies and their soma 
surfaces were visible and discernible from the neuropil (Fig. 2.21A). The neuropil was 
to some extent diffusely stained but, interestingly, all characteristic features mentioned 
in the other nuclei as being present in older animals (at P4 in MSO and LSO, at P12 in 
MNTB), here were manifested already at P0: both, transversally cut dendrites and 
dendrites cut along their length were labelled. The staining pattern at P4 reflected that 
seen at P0 with respect to soma surface and neuropil immunofluorescent signal (Fig. 
2.21B). At P8 and P12, the soma surface was intensely stained and the neuropil signal 
became crisp and membrane-confined to dendrites (Fig. 2.21C,D). At P60, the pattern 
resembled that at P12 aside from the disappearance of many immunopositive 
transversally cut dendrites; thereby the neuropil seemed less stained (Fig. 2.21E). 
The quantification of immunofluorescent signals in soma surface between P0-P12 
animals and between P12-P60 animals is shown in Figures 2.22A and 2.22B, 
respectively. Statistical analysis revealed an extremely significant linear increase of 
soma surface immunofluorescent signal intensity from P0 to P12 (***p=0.00005) as well 
as a significant increase from P12 to P60 (*p=0.03). The MGVgroup surface (±SD) for each 
age-group is shown in Table 2.4. Scatter plots of MGV soma interior between P0-P12 
animals and between P12-P60 animals are shown in Figures 2.22C and 2.22D, 
respectively. Statistical analysis showed an extremely significant linear decrease of the 
soma interior immunofluorescent signal intensity from P0 to P12 (***p=0.0000004) and 
no significant difference between P12 and P60 (p=0.4). The MGVgroup interior (±SD) for 
each age-group is shown in Table 2.4. Photomicrographs with the representative SPN 
cell bodies and the related histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface and soma 
interior are shown in Figure 2.22E. 
In summary, the quantification analysis in the SPN showed that the adult values of 
immunoreactivity in soma interior were attained at P12, whereas an additional increase 
in the KCC2 immunofluorescence occurred in the soma surface after P12. 
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 Figure 2.21: Confocal high magnification
pictures for KCC2 immunoreactivity in the
rat SPN at five different ages 
At P0 and P4, small arrows point to cell bodies
and their soma surface. The neuropil is to some
extent diffusely stained (stars in panels A and
B) but interestingly, the signal is already
membrane-confined and transversally cut
dendrites as well as dendrites cut along their
length could be observed for the first time
(arrows and arrowheads, respectively, in panels
A and B). At P8 and P12, the soma surface is
stained intensely and the neuropil (stars in
panel C and D) is additionally organised and
dendrites are apparent (arrows and arrow
heads in panel C and D). At P60, the situation
equals that at P12 aside from the
disappearance of many transversally cut
dendrites thereby the neuropil appears less
stained. Small arrows in panels A and B and
open arrows in panels C-E indicate
representative somata. Scale bar, 10 µm in all
panels.  42
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Table 2.4: MGV  obtained for soma surface and soma interior in SPNs
            
Postnatal age P0 P4 P8 P12 P60 
            
N 20 20 20 20 20 
MGVgroup surface ± SD 79 ± 12 72 ± 14 85 ± 16 96 ± 17 107 ± 14 
MGVgroup interior ± SD 36 ± 7 30 ± 5 23 ± 4 28 ± 4 26 ± 4 
 
 
 
2.2.2.5 Neuropil 
The developmental changes of the neuropil have already been described briefly 
and qualitatively in the sections above. It became obvious that the most prominent 
change in the KCC2 immunolabelling pattern in the SOC nuclei occurred in the neuropil. 
Therefore, this region of interest was also quantified. The intensity of the neuropil was 
measured in cell body-free areas and the data were pooled from five consecutive optical 
slices (for details see 2.1.7 Data analysis and quantification).  
For all four nuclei, the quantification of immunofluorescent signal intensity in the 
neuropil between P0-P12 animals displayed a linear decrease (MNTB: Fig. 2.23A; 
MSO: Fig. 2.24A; LSO: Fig. 2.25A; SPN: Fig. 2.26A), yet with different levels of 
significance. The statistical analysis also revealed a significant decrease of the signal 
between P12 and P60 animals in all nuclei (MNTB: Fig. 2.23B; MSO: Fig. 2.24B; LSO: 
Fig. 2.25B; SPN: Fig. 2.26B). The MGVgroup neuropil (±SD) for each age-group are shown 
in Table 2.5.  ? previous page  
Figure 2.22: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the SPN soma surface and soma 
interior during development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma surface between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear increase of soma surface signal intensity from 
P0 to P12 (***p=0.00005) and significant difference between P12 and P60 animals (*p=0.03).  
(C) and (D) Scatter plots of MGVs in soma interior between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 
animals, respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear decrease (***p=0.0000004) of soma interior 
signal intensity between P0 and P12 and no significant difference between P12 and P60 (p=0.4). 
(E) Photomicrographs of representative MSO cell bodies at different ages (first row) and the related 
histograms of AGVs distribution for soma surface (second row) and soma interior (third row), 
respectively. The values of MGVgroup surface (±SD) and MGVgroup interior (±SD) for each age-group are 
shown in Table 2.4. AGVs, absolute gray values; MGVs, mean gray values of a single cell body; 
MGVgroup surface/interior, mean gray values of a group for soma surface and soma interior, respectively; 
SS, soma surface; SI, soma interior. 
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Figure 2.23: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the MNTB neuropil during development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in neuropil between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals, 
respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear decrease of neuropil immunofluorescent signal intensity 
from P0 to P12 (***p=0.000001) and a significant difference between P12 and P60 animals (**p=0.003).  
The MGVgroup neuropil (±SD) for each age-group are shown in Table 2.5.  
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Figure 2.24: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the MSO neuropil during development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in neuropil between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals, 
respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear decrease of neuropil immunofluorescent signal intensity 
from P0 to P12 (***p=0.0003) and a significant difference between P12 and P60 animals (***p=0.00008).  
The MGVgroup neuropil (±SD) for each age-group are shown in Table 2.5.  
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 Figure 2.25: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the LSO neuropil during development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in neuropil between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals, 
respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear decrease of neuropil immunofluorescent signal intensity 
from P0 to P12 (***p=0.0000008) and a significant difference between P12 and P60 animals 
(***p=0.00096).  
The MGVgroup neuropil (±SD) for each age-group are shown in Table 2.5.
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Figure 2.26: Quantification of immunofluorescent signal in the SPN neuropil during 
development
(A) and (B) Scatter plots of MGVs in neuropil between P0-P12 animals and between P12-P60 animals, 
respectively. Statistical analysis shows a linear decrease of neuropil immunofluorescent signal 
intensity from P0 to P12 (**p=0.007) and a significant difference between P12 and P60 animals 
(*p=0.02).  
The MGVgroup neuropil (±SD) for each age-group are shown in Table 2.5.  
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Table 2.5: MGVs obtained for neuropil in four different nuclei 
           
Postnatal age 
MGV group neuropil ± SD
P0 P4 P8 P12 P60 
           
MNTB 56 ± 5 41 ± 5 31 ± 8 26 ± 4 15 ± 1 
MSO 89 ± 4 73 ± 11 76 ± 4 62 ± 5 29 ± 7 
LSO 142 ± 12 104 ± 9 72 ± 16 67 ± 9 37 ± 4 
SPN 76 ± 12 78 ± 8 63 ± 10 58 ± 14 35 ± 4 
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 P0 P4 P8 P12 P60
NP NP NP NP 
NP 
  0                                       255   0                                       255   0                                       255  0                                       255   0                                       255 
 MGV = 134 MGV = 104 MGV = 76 MGV = 79 MGV = 37 neuropil neuropil neuropil  neuropil neuropil 
 
 Mode neuropil = 117 Mode neuropil = 88 Mode neuropil = 58 Mode neuropil = 35 Mode neuropil = 13  
 
Figure 2.27: Photomicrographs of representative LSO neuropil areas (first line) and the related 
histograms of AGVs distribution (second line) 
In this representative example, MGV of the selected neuropil was close to the MGVgroup neuropil. The 
MGVgroup neuropil (±SD) for each age-group are shown in Table 2.5. Mode neuropil corresponds to the 
highest peak in the histogram that is moved from higher gray values (white) in young animals to lower 
gray values (black) in adult.   
AGVs, absolute gray values; NP, neuropil; MGV neuropil, mean gray value of neuropil; Mode neuropil, 
modal gray value.  
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In Figure 2.27, representative photomicrographs of the LSO neuropil and the 
related histograms of AGVs distribution are shown. In addition to the MGV neuropil that 
decreases during development (Fig. 2.25), modal gray values of the neuropil (Mode 
neuropil) are also shown. Mode neuropil is the most frequently occurring gray value within the 
selection and in the case of a heterogeneous region, as the neuropil, it was also 
reasonable and meaningful to show the modal gray values. Mode neuropil corresponds to 
the highest peak in the histograms. It changed from high gray values (white) in young 
animals (Mode neuropil =115 at P0) to low gray values (black) in adult (Mode neuropil =15 at 
P60). Equivalent micrographs and histograms from the neuropil in the other SOC nuclei 
are not shown because the situation equalled that in the LSO neuropil. A specific 
pattern was present in the MNTB where the neuropil developed to areas almost devoid 
of signal (Mode neuropil = 44 at P0; Mode neuropil = 9 at P60). 
In summary, the quantification analysis in the SOC nuclei showed that the 
immunoreactivity in the neuropil decreased with age and attained adult values at P60, 
yet two stages in developing pattern of KCC2 immunoreactivity were noticed: from P0 to 
P12, the immunoreactivity developed from a diffuse signal to a membrane-confined 
pattern. Moreover, labelling of dendrites became apparent. At P60, the situation 
equalled that at P12 except that disappeared many transversally cut dendrites, although 
the remaining KCC2-stained dendrites became thicker and the signal became stronger, 
judged by eye. Thus, qualitative and quantitative changes occurred until P12. After P12, 
the changes were only of quantitative nature.   
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2.3 Discussion 
2.3.1 Presence of KCC2 protein already at birth 
Chapter 2 of the present study demonstrates that KCC2 protein in the rat brain 
stem auditory nuclei is present already at birth (P0). In a previous investigation, using in 
situ hybridization, single-cell RT-PCR, and Western blot analysis, Balakrishnan et al. 
(2003) showed that the KCC2 mRNA and the protein in the SOC are expressed during 
both the depolarizing (P3) and hyperpolarizing period (P12) of GABA/glycine signalling. 
In contrast, in the other regions investigated so far (hippocampus, cerebellum, 
neocortex, and retina), it was shown that the expression of KCC2 on both the 
transcriptional and the translational level is up-regulated postnatally (hippocampus: 
Rivera et al., 1999; Gulyás et al., 2001; Balakrishnan et al., 2003; cerebellum: Lu et al., 
1999; neocortex: Clayton et al., 1998; DeFazio et al., 2000; 1999; retina: Vu et al., 
2000). In the mouse brain stem and the spinal cord, KCC2 protein was found as early 
as E15.5 (Stein et al., 2004). However, hippocampal expression in the same species 
was observed not earlier than postnatally (Stein et al., 2004). Protein levels in the spinal 
cord and brain stem were established at birth, but in the hippocampus, cerebellum, and 
cortex around the end of the second postnatal week (Stein et al., 2004). Together with 
this, the switch from depolarization to hyperpolarization of GABA and glycine in the 
spinal cord takes place before birth (Hübner et al., 2001), in the brain stem ranging from 
a prenatal change (in the SPN, Srinivasan et al., 2004a) to a change after the second 
postnatal week (in the MNTB: Awatramani et al., 2004; Srinivasan et al., 2004a), in the 
hippocampus during the second postnatal week (Ben-Ari et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 
1990; Cherubini et al., 1991). Thus, a striking difference in KCC2 development between 
the SOC nuclei and higher brain regions was found concerning the correlation of the 
KCC2 mRNA and protein with changes in the polarity of GABA/glycinergic responses. 
Therefore, if there is up-regulation of KCC2 protein in the brain stem, it should occur 
before birth. This is also together with the notion that the maturation of KCC2 
expression (mRNA as well as protein) follows a caudal-to-rostral axis (i.e. caudal parts 
develop earlier than rostral ones, Alvarez-Bolado and Swanson, 1996): the KCC2 
expression starts earlier in phylogenetically older parts of the neuraxis (Clayton et al., 
1998; Williams et al., 1999). A similar KCC2 expression pattern in humans, with the 
early up-regulation in the older parts, like spinal cord and brain stem, might explain why 
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GABAA receptor agonists are useful in neonatal brain stem epilepsy but work for 
epilepsy involving the rostral part of the CNS only later in life. In contrast to 
Balakrishnan et al. (2003), a recent study using single-cell RT-PCR showed that only 
two of seven LSO neurons from P0-P3 rats expressed KCC2 (Shibata et al., 2004). 
However, no explanation for this discrepancy was given, yet it was suggested that 
KCC2 mRNA levels are too low to be detected in many neonatal LSO neurons. In an 
early study, it was predicted that the expression of KCC2 at birth can vary between 
adjacent neurons due to the intrinsic heterogeneity present among immature neurons 
(Ben-Ari, 2002).    
It was surprising to find a disagreement between the absence of KCC2 protein 
change, reported in the rat brain stem during postnatal development (Balakrishnan et 
al., 2003) and looking at low magnification pictures. From my results, it appears that 
KCC2 protein decreases from P0 to P60 in the brain stem nuclei. A closer look and 
quantification analysis, however, showed that this was the case only for the neuropil. 
The application of an independent technique, as Western blot analysis, with tissue from 
MNTB, MSO, LSO, and SPN at different postnatal ages, incubated with the same anti-
KCC2 antiserum, will allow a comparison of the total amount of KCC2 protein in each 
nucleus during development as well as between the nuclei.  
In the current investigation, differences in the intensities of KCC2 
immunofluorescent signal between the nuclei became apparent: the SPN and the LSO 
had the strongest immunoreactivity among the nuclei, the MNTB had the weakest 
signal, and the MSO had a moderate one. This diversity, however, was evaluated only 
by eye. A comparison of the absolute immunofluorescent intensities between the nuclei 
from high magnification images cannot be performed due to different confocal settings 
for each nucleus.  
2.3.2 Differences in the intensities of KCC2 immunofluorescence 
 between the nuclei 
The low magnification pictures were taken at the same confocal settings and this 
enabled a direct comparison of the fluorescent signal among the nuclei. The main 
difference was found between the MNTB that remained weakly labelled throughout the 
investigated period and the other three nuclei, which showed moderate (MSO) to heavy 
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(SPN, LSO) immunoreactivity. Stein and co-workers (2004), demonstrated by in situ 
hybridization and Western blot that the time course of protein expression closely 
parallels the detection of KCC2 transcripts. Moreover, it was found that the MNTB 
neurons express KCC2 mRNA at lower levels at P3 and at P12 in comparison to MSO, 
LSO, and SPN (Balakrishnan et al., 2003). One possible explanation for the lower 
KCC2 expression in the MNTB is the source of inhibition in this nucleus. In contrast to 
the other three nuclei, the primary inhibitory input, which MNTB neurons receive, comes 
from recurrent collaterals of their own axons (Guinan and Li, 1990; Kuwabara and Zook, 
1991; Sommer et al., 1993; Smith et al., 1998; review: Thompson and Schofield, 2000). 
Additionally, the MNTB receives inhibitory input from neurons in the ventral nucleus of 
the trapezoid body (Ostapoff et al., 1997) and the SPN (Helfert et al., 1989). In fact, the 
MNTB is very often viewed as a relay station, providing inhibitory input from the 
contralateral CN to the ipsilateral MSO, LSO, and SPN (Sommer et al., 1993) and the 
presence of inhibition onto MNTB neurons was often omitted. Only recently, it was 
proposed that excitatory transmission in the MNTB might be subject to inhibition, strong 
enough to offset the massive excitatory input from the calyx of Held (Kopp-Scheinpflug 
et al., 2003). In addition, an optical imaging study with voltage-sensitive dyes showed 
that the switch from depolarization to hyperpolarization of GABA and glycine in the 
MNTB does not occur until P10 (Srinivasan et al., 2004a). The inhibition becomes 
profound in its magnitude and kinetics only after P20 (Awatramani et al., 2004). 
It was hypothesized that KCC2 is important for postsynaptic inhibition (Williams et. 
al., 1999), and different studies showed that KCC2 was highly colocalized with GABAA 
and glycine receptor (GlyR) subunits: in the rat cerebellum granular cell layer, KCC2 
was colocalized with GABAA receptor β2/β3 subunits at synaptic and extrasynaptic sites 
(Williams et al., 1999); in the rat hippocampus, KCC2 was found in the vicinity of 
excitatory synapses, perhaps again in close association with extrasynaptic GABAA 
receptors (Gulyás et al., 2001); in the mouse spinal cord, KCC2 was shown to be 
predominantly, but not exclusively, colocalized with gephyrin (Hübner et al., 2001), a 
postsynaptic protein involved in the clustering of glycine and GABAA receptors 
(Kneussel and Betz, 2000). In the brain stem nuclei, a colocalization study for GABA or 
glycine receptor subunits and KCC2 is missing. However, anatomical studies suggest 
that among the SOC nuclei, the adult-type glycine receptor α1 subunit mRNA 
accumulates slower in the MNTB and does not peak before the third week after birth 
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(Piechotta et al., 2001). The density of GlyR α1 immunoreactive puncta in the MNTB 
was also much lower, resulting in a scattered, rather than a ring-like, appearance and 
was restricted to the somata and not associated with the proximal dendrites or the 
neuropil, in contrast to the other three SOC nuclei (Friauf et al., 1997). Inhibitory 
GABAergic boutons on the somata of MNTB neurons have been demonstrated by 
immunocytochemical labelling (Roberts and Ribak, 1987; Adams and Mugnaini, 1990), 
originating from neurons in the ventral nucleus of trapezoid body (Ostapoff et al., 1997) 
or in the SPN (Helfert et al. 1989).  
In summary, less KCC2 mRNA in the MNTB together with anatomical and 
physiological data for the delay in development of inhibitory machinery in this nucleus 
can explain the barely visible KCC2 labelling during the investigated period. Moreover, 
since the MNTB provides well-timed inhibition to the other main nuclei in the SOC, the 
glycinergic modulation of MNTB activity could have profound consequences in the 
sound localization after hearing onset. 
2.3.3 Early presence of KCC2 in the soma surface         
A recent study from our laboratory investigated the temporal expression of KCC2 
and showed the presence of the protein throughout postnatal development, yet the 
protein becomes functional only at P12 (Balakrishnan et al., 2003). As a possible 
reason for this discrepancy, a subcellular redistribution of KCC2 was proposed and a 
later incorporation of the protein in the membrane, consistent with transporter 
functionality and the shift in GABA/glycine responses.  
In adult rat (older than P15) hippocampal interneuronal somata, immunogold and 
DAB techniques showed no association of KCC2 with the Golgi apparatus or the 
endoplasmic reticulum, but immunogold particles were found frequently on the 
membranes of transport vesicles inside the dendrites very early in development (P2) 
(Gulyás et al., 2001). It was hypothesized that this is an indication of a rapid transfer of 
the synthesized protein to the plasma membrane or masking of the C terminus epitopes 
in the endoplasmic reticulum. Thus, it was not surprising that KCC2 immunoreactivity in 
the auditory brain stem nuclei was present very early in the region of the plasma 
membrane, whereas a colocalization within the biosynthetic secretory pathway was not 
found during the first 2 postnatal weeks (Blaesse et al., 2004). This correlates also with 
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the earlier prenatal appearance of KCC2 in the brain stem (Hübner et al., 2001; Stein et 
al., 2004) in comparison to the hippocampus. 
In a high-resolution study in the rat hippocampus, a diffuse KCC2 immunolabelling 
and an association with the plasma membrane of distal dendrites as well as with the 
membranes of transport vesicles inside the dendrites was frequently observed at P0-P2 
by electron microscopy (Gulyás et al., 2001). At P4, the number of KCC2-
immunoreactive transport vesicles was gradually decreased and most of the reaction 
products were observed on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane. 
Therefore, considering the earlier development of KCC2 expression in the brain stem 
than in the hippocampus, it is likely that the signal from the neuronal somata in the brain 
stem nuclei at birth was from the plasma membrane.  
A critical point in the present study was the insufficient resolution of the confocal 
microscope and the lack of membrane markers to really show the presence of KCC2 in 
the soma and dendrite plasma membranes. A similar phenomenon, how far one can 
rely on the resolution given from confocal microscopy regarding biological processes,   
has been seen in a colocalization study where kidney cells were stained for the Na+-
dependent potassium chloride cotransporter NKCC2 (Gimenez and Forbush, 2003). 
Only electron microscopy resolution has been able to discriminate between the amount 
of NKCC2 found within 0.10 µm from the cell membrane before (40.1% of the NKCC2 
molecules) and after (62.0% of the NKCC2 molecules) vasopressin treatment. The 
change represented a 1.55-fold increase in the number of NKCC2 transporters available 
at the membrane for solute transport. In confocal pictures, this redistribution of the 
transporter in close vicinity to the apical membrane remained overlooked. Considering 
this remark, I used the term “soma surface” to describe the presence of KCC2 in the 
region of the plasma membrane.  
A result from the present study was the early presence, already at birth, of KCC2 
immunoreactivity in the soma surface in all auditory brain stem nuclei investigated. 
However, due to reasons mentioned above, the possibility remains that KCC2 is close 
to, but not within, the plasma membrane. Another possibility could be that it is in the 
plasma membrane but not functional, or functional but not powerful enough to change 
the polarity of GABA/glycine signalling (the SPN is an exception). Thus, the change 
from depolarizing to hyperpolarizing GABA/glycine activity occurs after the KCC2 
protein is localized for some time in the soma surface. This indicates that functionality is 
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not merely determined by the incorporation of the protein into the plasma membrane. 
Considering the present study, however, it seems that at least partly the KCC2 
expression in the rat brain stem between P0-P12 developed through an increasing 
signal in the soma surface and this was observed in all auditory nuclei. In addition, this 
result demonstrated that it is unlikely that the presence of glial cells interferes with the 
penetration of the antibodies in older animals.   
2.3.4 An increase of KCC2 immunofluorescence in the soma 
 surface during development 
The increase of KCC2 signal in the soma surface was statistically significant in all 
nuclei between P0 and P12. No changes in the KCC2 intensities in this region were 
found later on, i.e. the adult values were attained by P12. One exception was found in 
the SPN. In this nucleus, the increase in the soma surface KCC2 signal appeared 
significant between P12 and P60. Note that among the nuclei in the SOC, the SPN 
displays the earliest shift in the polarity of GABA/glycine-evoked responses, i.e. before 
birth (Srinivasan et al., 2004a). However, the functional implications of the early 
inhibitory synapse maturation in this nucleus and the extended period of increase in 
KCC2 soma surface signal intensity are not known. In an optical imaging study with 
voltage-sensitive dyes, it was speculated that the maturation of one nucleus in the brain 
stem may influence the others (Srinivasan et al., 2004a).  
Nevertheless, looking at Table 2.6, the increase in the soma surface 
immunoreactivity among the nuclei ranged from 1.1 to 1.6-fold, i.e. it was negligible in 
comparison to the change in the neuropil signal intensity (2.2 to 3.8-fold), which 
decreases with age. Thus, I conclude that a small increase in the soma surface KCC2 
immunofluorescence intensity (recruitment of the protein) during the first two postnatal 
weeks is only of minor importance and does not explain the change in KCC2 
functionality: in the MNTB after P20 (Awatramani et al., 2004); in the MSO at P5, in the 
LSO between P4 and P6, in the SPN between E18 and E20 (Srinivasan et al., 2004a).  
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2.3.5 Transient appearance of KCC2 immunofluorescent 
 puncta in soma surface of the MNTB neurons 
Interestingly, at P8 and P12, the pattern of the signal from the soma surface in the 
MNTB showed “hot spots” (puncta). A possible explanation was found considering the 
predominant colocalization of KCC2 with inhibitory (GABAA) postsynaptic receptors 
(Williams et al., 1999, Gulyás et al., 2001, Hübner et al., 2001). Moreover, in the SOC 
there is an early developmental stage at which inhibitory receptors (GlyRs) are diffusely 
distributed and focal clusters on the neuronal surfaces are formed only subsequently 
during the first postnatal week (Friauf et al., 1997). However, in the MNTB, the labelling 
pattern differed from that in the other SOC nuclei in the lower density of GlyR puncta, 
resulting in a scattered, rather than a ring-like appearance (Friauf et al., 1997). Thus, if 
KCC2 is colocalized with GlyR, it will also appear as “hot spots” on the MNTB soma 
surface. This punctate profile for both inhibitory receptors and KCC2 coincided with the 
period of still missing or weak inhibition in the MNTB (Awatramani et al., 2004, 
Srinivasan et. al., 2004a). The maturation of inhibitory synapses (after P20) correlated 
with the time when the punctate pattern of soma surface disappeared, yet a continuous 
uniform appearance was common. Similar observations of punctate KCC2 signal were 
made in primary retinal cultured neurons (Williams et al., 1999). In these retinal cultures, 
KCC2 protein exhibited a distinctly punctate distribution at the plasma membrane of 
amacrine cell somata and dendrites, and the highest expression was observed in 
regions where cells contacted each other, consistent with the idea that KCC2 is 
localized predominantly at synapses. In the same study, in slices of rat cerebellum it 
was shown that much of the KCC2 immunostaining in the molecular layer was punctate, 
indicating that KCC2 may localize at specific sites along the numerous dendrites that 
occur in this region, especially from Purkinje cells. Also KCC2 immunoreactivity was 
distributed in a punctate manner in the retinal middle stratum layer (Vardi et al., 2000) 
and inner plexiform layer (Vu et al., 2000) and this pattern also resembled staining for 
clusters of GABAA and glycine receptors (Vardi et al., 1992; Sassoé-Pognetto et al., 
1994; Koulen et al., 1996). Nevertheless, an open question remains why only in the 
MNTB punctate labelling was observed. It can be speculated that this appearance might 
exist in the other nuclei, too, but prenatally. 
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2.3.6 A decrease of KCC2 immunofluorescence in the soma 
 interior during development 
The decrease of KCC2 signal intensity in the soma interior was statistically 
significant in all nuclei between P0 and P12 and it ranged from 1.4 to 2-fold. Probably, it 
was in relation to the increased immunofluorescence in soma surface during the same 
developmental period and the proposed (weak) intracellular trafficking process of KCC2. 
One exception was found in the MNTB, where no statistically significant change in the 
KCC2 intensity in the soma interior was found during the investigated period (P0-P60). 
Considering also the unusual transient appearance of “hot spots” in the soma surface of 
MNTB, it is possible that the KCC2 expression has a distinct developmental line in this 
nucleus.  
2.3.7 The main developmental reorganization of KCC2 
 immunofluorescence was observed in the neuropil 
As mentioned above, the quantification analysis showed that the increase in the 
soma surface KCC2 immunofluorescence intensity among the nuclei ranged from 1.1 to 
1.6-fold and thus cannot explain the change in transporter functionality. However, the 
quantification of the signal intensity in the neuropil revealed a statistically significant 
decrease throughout development (P0-P60), regarding all SOC nuclei, and the change 
ranged from 2.2 to 3.8-fold. On the other hand, the immunofluorescent signal of the 
neuropil changed also its pattern during development, following the already described 
changeover: from diffusely stained neuropil early in development (P0-P4) to a crisp and 
membrane-confined signal later on (P8-P60), with single dendrites becoming apparent. 
The exception was found in the MNTB, where the neuropil became almost unlabeled. 
Thus, the main qualitative as well as quantitative changes in the KCC2 immunoreactivity 
in the auditory brain stem nuclei were observed in the neuropil. In addition, some 
correlation was found between structure and function, namely, the appearance of the 
specific membrane-confined dendritic pattern correlated with the time of change in 
GABA/glycine polarity, i.e. with the shift from depolarization to hyperpolarization, in the 
different nuclei (Table 2.6).  
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Table 2.6: Correlation between structure and function
     
increase in  appearance of 
“hot spots” 
decrease in 
neuropil 
immunoreactivity
appearance  ** shift from 
depolarization to 
hyperpolarization
of dendritic 
pattern 
 soma surface 
immunoreactivity  
      
1.6-fold at P8 3.7-fold MNTB at P12 no shift until P10
1.1-fold no 3.1-fold MSO at P4 at P5 
* 1.1-fold no 3.8-fold LSO at P4 at P4-P6 
1.3-fold no 2.2-fold SPN at P0 at E18-20 
* for the LSO consider the time between P4 and P60 
** from Srinivasan et al. (2004a)  
 
At birth, the presence of KCC2 in the soma surface was not paralleled by the 
presence of KCC2 in the dendrite surface (the SPN is an exception). However, once 
KCC2 became functional/powerful enough to change the polarity of GABA/glycine 
response, the KCC2 signal appeared confined to the dendrites’ surface in a specific, 
membrane-confined dendritic pattern (Table 2.6). As the dendrites provide a much large 
membrane surface than the soma (e.g. 97% of the surface area of a motor neuron, 
excluding the axon, is dendritic surface (Ulfhake and Kellerth, 1981)), it is logical that if 
the neuron needs an efficient Cl- outward transport system, the KCC2 molecules have 
to be incorporated into the dendritic plasma membrane. Although, the localization in the 
membrane (regardless of whether it is in the soma or in dendrites), does not imply 
presence of functional cotransporter and switch of GABA/glycine signalling. In other 
words, KCC2 function is determined by something else than merely membrane 
insertion. Another inconsistency was the decrease of KCC2 signal in the neuropil during 
development (P0-P60) in opposition to the increase of KCC2 signal in the soma surface 
(P0-P12). In my opinion, this concern, at least in part, the age-related reduction of 
dendritic branches by a presumed pruning mechanism which is a common phenomenon 
in motor (Ramirez and Ulfhake, 1991) and sensory (Yamasaki and Ramoa, 1993) 
systems. Also, Rietzel and Friauf (1998) described considerable remodelling that takes 
place in the LSO between P4 and P36 with a selective loss of distal dendritic branches 
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in the third postnatal week; a mechanism by which the appropriate pattern of synaptic 
connections is formed. However, by means of this process of physical elimination of 
dendrites alone, it is not possible to explain the pronounced (2.2 to 3.8-fold) decrease in 
the KCC2 immunofluorescence intensity in the neuropil, although the remaining KCC2-
stained dendrites became thicker and the signal became stronger. Therefore, I tried to 
find some reason why in the neuropil KCC2 immunoreactivity undergoes such transition 
with age and whether this reorganization is related to the main function of this 
cotransporter to switch the GABA/glycine transmission. 
2.3.8 Possible role of KCC2 in ion homeostasis in dendrites 
Considering the role of KCC2 in controlling the polarity of GABA/glycine 
responses, I asked the question why KCC2 is found in the dendrites if inhibitory inputs 
are observed to be preferentially localized to the soma and proximal dendrites 
(……………………). It was expected that the change in the KCC2 expression will affect 
mostly the signal in the soma surface. The distal dendritic area is known to be mostly 
the target of excitatory inputs (…………………). Therefore, at first sight, the result of 
qualitative as well as quantitative reorganization process mainly occur in the neuropil 
was considered as a rather unexpected finding in light of the fact that KCC2 is 
necessary in close proximity to inhibitory inputs, regarding its role for maintaining 
intracellular Cl- concentration and keeping the Cl- equilibrium potential below the 
membrane resting potential, and thus, responsible for the hyperpolarizing action of 
GABA and glycine.  
This apparent contradiction can be explained by the presence of extrasynaptic 
GABAA receptors on the dendrites as it is proposed in different studies (Nusser et al., 
1995b; Brickley et al., 1996, 2001; Banks and Pearce, 2000; Gulyás et al., 2001). It is 
known that extrasynaptic, high-affinity GABAA receptors are involved in the tonic 
inhibition in the brain (review in Mody, 2001). The tonic (due to an ambient GABA) and 
phasic (due to a vesicular GABA release) inhibition can be pharmacologically separated 
(Nusser and Mody, 2002; Yeung et al., 2003). The magnitude of the tonic inhibition can 
be surprisingly high, with the total charge transfer greatly exceeding that generated by 
phasic GABA release (Brickley et al. 1996; Nusser and Mody 2002). The specific role of 
tonic inhibition is unknown, but it would clearly have a large effect on brain excitability 
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and hyperexcitatory disorders, such as epilepsy. Anticonvulsants that increase the 
extracellular concentration of GABA may primarily increase the tonic inhibitory 
conductance (Overstreet and Westbrook, 2001). Interestingly, the role of the tonic 
inhibition was shown in controlling passive electrophysiological characteristics and 
excitability of cerebellar granule cells (Brickley et al., 1996, 2001) and that extrasynaptic 
GABAA receptors were seen at glutamatergic synapses (Nusser et al., 1996) without 
their functional role to be known (Nusser, 1999). Recently, in the cerebellum, KCC2 was 
found in the plasma membrane around the cell bodies of the granule cells, which were 
also stained for GABAA receptors (Williams et al., 1999) that are believed to be 
extrasynaptic as the granule cells have no inhibitory inputs on their cell bodies. This is 
consistent with the hypothesis that the inhibition is transmitted via spillover of GABA 
(Nusser et al., 1998; Rossi and Hamann, 1998). In the hippocampus, KCC2 was highly 
expressed in the vicinity of synapses responsible for excitatory transmission (Gulyás et 
al., 2001). The most direct evidence for this conclusion was provided by the 
ultrastructural localization of KCC2 with preferentially asymmetrical, but not 
symmetrical, synapses (Gulyás et al., 2001). The authors claim that this can be 
explained by the presence of extrasynaptic GABAA receptors in the neuronal dendrites.  
To my knowledge, a colocalization study in the brain stem for KCC2 and GABAA 
receptor has not been performed so far. But, a strong expression of GABA β2/β3 
receptor subunits was demonstrated in the LSO neuropil of neonatal gerbils (Korada 
and Schwartz, 1999). Unlike the punctate staining of GlyRs seen at P14, the distribution 
of the β2/β3 subunits of the GABAA receptor at P4 did not appear as precisely confined 
to clusters, suggesting an extrasynaptic localization of some GABAA receptors in the 
LSO. Together with the present result, showing the intensely stained neuropil (and 
dendrites) for KCC2, especially in younger animals, it is conceivable that KCC2 
cotransporter is situated close to these extrasynaptic GABAA receptors on the neuronal 
dendrites also in the brain stem nuclei. However, the open question is: what is the 
functional significance of KCC2 being close to extrasynaptic GABAA receptors and close 
to excitatory glutamatergic synapses? 
Figure 2.28 illustrates a scenario that points to the importance of KCC2 in 
mediating interactions among postsynaptic excitation, inhibition, and neuronal volume 
transients. It was described in the rat hippocampus and it was proposed that the 
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neuron-specific cotransporter KCC2, indeed, has a role in the regulation of water and 
ion homeostasis in the dendrites (Gulyás et al., 2001). 
 
 
Modified from Gulyás et al. (2001) 
Fig 2.28: Possible role of the neuron-specific KCC2 cotransporter in regulation of ion 
homeostasis in the dendrites of auditory brain stem nuclei 
At the excitatory synapses, a conductive Na+ influx via GluR is paralleled by an influx of Cl- via, 
the proposed in close vicinity, extrasynaptic GABAA receptors (GABAARs) and the presence of 
ambient GABA. This ionic uptake together with osmotically obligated water may result in a 
dendritic swelling. The activity of the Na+/K+ pump (stimulated by the increase in intracellular Na+ 
concentration) will extrude the sodium and in concert with the outward-directed chloride 
cotransporter (KCC2) (largely driven by the elevated intracellular Cl- concentration) will act to 
restore the ionic and water balance in the dendrites to the steady state level.  
Glu, glutamate; GluR, glutamate receptor 
In rat midbrain cultured neurons, the KCC2 transport mechanism was shown to be 
localized primarily in the dendrites (Jarolimek et al., 1999). Under normal physiological 
conditions, KCC2 actively extrudes Cl- from nerve cells using the outwardly directed K+ 
chemical gradient (Kaila, 1994) that in turn is maintained by the Na+/K+ pump also with 
a preferentially dendritic expression (Brines et al., 1995). It is known that both primary 
and secondary active ion transporters influence the concentration of osmolytes in the 
intracellular and extracellular space (Kaila, 1994) which will also affect the cellular 
volume (Basavappa and Ellory, 1996; Lang et al., 1998). Several studies showed that a 
profound postsynaptic swelling takes place in response to intensive excitatory input 
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(Dietzel et al., 1980; Rothman, 1985; McBain et al., 1990; Jarvis et al., 1999). It is 
proposed that such activity-induced neuronal/dendritic swelling appears to be the result 
of net uptake of Na+ (Rose et al., 1999), Cl- (Gulyás et al., 2001), and osmotically 
obliged water. Hence, it was proposed that during intense excitation, the combined 
entry of Na+ (via AMPA/NMDA-type glutamate receptors) and Cl- (via extrasynaptic 
GABAA receptors) at excitatory inputs leads to an osmotic load larger than it is caused 
by the influx of Cl- during effective synaptic inhibition (Kaila, 1994; Destexhe and Pare, 
1999; Gauck and Jaeger, 2000).  
In light of the present study and KCC2 expression on the dendrites, possibly in 
close vicinity to extrasynaptic GABAA receptors, KCC2 may function to counteract the 
abnormal Cl- load (via extrasynaptic GABAA receptors) and to protect the dendrites from 
excitatory-induced swelling. Evidence for the presence of AMPA receptor subunits in 
the SOC is provided by an immunocytochemical study (Caicedo and Eybalin, 1999). 
Only recently, it was shown that these receptors are functional in LSO neurons (Vitten 
et al., 2004). Interestingly, in the retina and cerebellar granule cells, swelling-associated 
excitotoxic cell death can be prevented by blocking inhibitory ionotropic channels (Chen 
et al., 1999). Functional and ultrastructural studies suggested such an extrasynaptic 
GABAA action in the hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Banks and Pearce, 2000), 
dentate granule cells (Nusser et al., 1995b) and cerebellar granule cells (Brickley et al., 
1996, 2001). However, such studies for GABAA receptor functionality and colocalization 
with KCC2 and glutamate receptors are missing in the brain stem nuclei. Therefore, this 
remains to be investigated further: 1) a colocalization study for KCC2 and inhibitory 
(GABA/glycine) receptor subunits at different developmental ages; 2) an extensive 
ultrastructural and physiological proof for the presence and the functionality of 
extrasynaptic GABAA receptors in the auditory brain stem nuclei; 3) colocalization of 
extrasynaptic GABAA receptors and glutamate receptors in the brain stem nuclei; 4) 
electrophysiological data whether there is a difference in Cl- regulation between the 
soma and the dendrites in the SOC neurons and possible change with age. 
In addition, Brickley and co-workers (1996) discovered a clear temporal correlation 
between the development of the negative shift in GABA reversal potential and of tonic 
inhibition. The tonic inhibition was virtually absent in neurons with depolarizing GABAA 
responses. Therefore, I concluded that the involvement of the KCC2 in the dendritic ion 
homeostasis occur only in the period of hyperpolarizing GABA/glycine action. In the 
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present study, the appearance of a specific membrane-confined dendritic pattern (Table 
2.6) was correlated with the time of change in GABA/glycine polarity in the auditory 
brain stem nuclei (Srinivasan et al., 2004a). 
 As it was mentioned before, the pruning mechanism and the elimination of 
dendritic branches can explain, in part, the pronounced decrease in KCC2 
immunofluorescence signal in the neuropil. Considering the present hypothesis that 
KCC2 function as protective mechanism against the dendritic swelling, on one hand, 
anatomical studies suggest a decrease of extrasynaptic GABAA receptors (Korada and 
Schwartz, 1999). On the other hand, physiological studies show a reduction of KCC2 
activity in the dendrites with age (Jarolimek et al., 1999; Woodin et al., 2003). In the 
SOC, the general decrease of extrasynaptic GABA ß2/ß3 receptors with age is more 
profound in the neuropil (Korada and Schwartz, 1999). Moreover, a profound transition 
from GABAergic to glycinergic transmission in the gerbil LSO during the first 2 postnatal 
weeks was observed (Kotak et al., 1998). Such a transition from GABAergic to 
glycinergic synaptic transmission is also present in newly formed spinal networks (Gao 
et al., 2001). Woodin et al. (2003) proposed that the somatodendritic differences in 
intracellular Cl- concentration in hippocampal neurons (Jarolimek et al., 1999) are due to 
a higher KCC2 activity in the dendrites, being capable of creating local changes in 
intracellular Cl- concentration and thus, differences in the reversal potential of GABA in 
comparison to the soma. Also, they showed that the coincident activity, that followed the 
maturation of the neuronal network, leads to a reduction of KCC2 activity which 
eliminated the somatodendritic difference. Taken together, I suppose that the 
contribution of the extrasynaptic GABAA receptor-induced inhibition, thus, the abnormal 
Cl- load in the dendrites decreases during development. 
Considering the KCC2 immunofluorescent signal in the neuropil, an independent 
studies observed no KCC2 immunoreactivity along axons and glial cells: in the 
cerebellum, it was proposed postsynaptic distribution of KCC2, consistent with its 
neuron-specific localization (Payne et al., 1996; Williams et al., 1999); in the embryonic 
spinal cord, no colabelling of KCC2 with the neurofilament-associated antigen, an 
axonal marker, was found (Hübner et al., 2001); electron micrographs taken from 
KCC2/immunogold-stained hippocampal sections of rats confirmed the expression of 
KCC2 in the plasma membrane of dendrites and its absence in axons (Gulyás et al., 
2001). Therefore, it is most likely that the distinctive processes that appeared in the 
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neuropil and were labelled for KCC2 were dendrites but not axons. Additional proof in 
favour of the dendritic, but not axonal, presence of KCC2 was provided by a study in the 
brain stem that used antibodies against the dendritic marker MAP2 (microtubule-
associated protein) (Blaesse et al., 2004), although, it was a bit surprising that 
colocalization of KCC2 with MAP2 was not observed at P4 and P12. Other studies in 
adult hippocampus and cerebellum (Lu et al., 1999) and in embryonic spinal cord 
(Hübner et al., 2001) showed a correlation of the KCC2 signal with the expression 
pattern of MAP2. At this time the reason for this difference is not clear.  
In summary, I suppose that KCC2 performs a dual task: first, to shift the polarity of 
GABA/glycine responses in the soma; second, locally in the dendrites, to maintain the 
cellular ionic homeostasis and to prevent dendritic swelling. The pronounced decrease 
of KCC2 immunofluorescent intensity in the neuropil can be explained, in part, with the 
absence of abnormal Cl- load via extrasynaptic GABAA receptors, together with the 
pruning mechanism that occurs with age. 
2.3.9 What leads to KCC2 activation? 
The two postulated physiological roles of KCC2 in the CNS underscore the 
importance of defining how the function of this transporter is regulated. It was concluded 
that the onset of transporter activity does not correlate with the amount of mRNA or with 
the mere presence of KCC2 protein (Kelsch et al., 2001). Based on the examination of 
both the expression and the functional status of KCC2 in deaf gerbils, it was concluded 
that the transporter was well expressed in these animals, yet the chloride extrusion was 
functionally disrupted (Vale et al., 2003). The functional status of the transporter was 
assessed via three different pharmacological treatments that suppressed chloride 
cotransport (bumetanide, cesium, and genistein) and had little or no effect on neurons 
from deafened animals in comparison to neurons from controls. This suggested that 
normal auditory activity regulates inhibitory synaptic strength through the functional 
status of a chloride transporter.  
2.3.9.1 Posttranslational modifications 
Recent studies support the idea that the maturation of inhibitory synapses follows 
several steps, including posttranslational modifications of inward or outward 
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transporters which result in changes of the phosphorylation (Bize et al., 2000) and/or 
the glycosylation status (Hiki et al., 1999). Indeed, cation-chloride cotransporters are 
regulated by phosphorylation/dephosphorylation events (Russell, 2000). In the thesis of 
Balakrishnan (2004), LSO neurons were treated with the protein phosphatase inhibitor 
calyculin A in order to increase the phosphorylation of proteins in general (Ishihara et 
al., 1989). This experiment demonstrated a decline in the intracellular Cl- concentration 
and a possible role of phosphorylation (possibly of KCC2) in the process of inhibitory 
synapse maturation.  
The KCC2 protein contains five consensus phosphorylation sites for protein kinase 
C as well as one consensus tyrosine protein kinase phosphorylation site (Payne et al., 
1996). Serine/threonine phosphorylation has been shown to regulate KCC2 activity in 
oocytes (Strange et al., 2000), while cytosolic tyrosine kinase activity regulates K/Cl 
cotransport activity (possibly via KCC2) during maturation of hippocampal neurons 
(Kelsch et al., 2001). In these neurons, the tyrosine phosphorylation site at position 
1087 is important for the activation of KCC2 and it is required to maintain the active 
conformation state of the proteins and/or that they function as sites for essential 
regulatory protein-protein interactions.  
A broad study from our laboratory showed that no splice variants of KCC2 are 
predicted by bioinformatics. Such splice variants were also not found by RT-PCR 
analysis in samples from P3 and P12 rat brain stem (Blaesse, 2003; Blaesse et al., 
2004). In contrast to our previous hypothesis, that KCC2 trafficking is regulated in an 
age-dependent manner, the present study and the investigation by Blaesse et al. (2004)  
have provided strong evidence that KCC2 activity in the brain stem is regulated by age-
dependent posttranslational modifications and/or interactions with modulatory proteins. 
Results from various investigations differ with respect to the KCC2 phosphorylation 
state during development in different brain regions. In mouse spinal cord motoneurons 
and hippocampal pyramidal cells, phosphorylated KCC2 protein was already present 
early in development, even before the switch of GABA activity (Stein et al., 2004). The 
authors raised the question of whether the GABA switch is the result of the expression 
level of KCC2 or whether an activation of the protein has to occur. They claimed that 
tyrosine phosphorylation appears to be less important than the transcriptional up-
regulation of KCC2 that occurs during development. This is in contrast to previous 
studies (in cultured hippocampal neurons: Kelsch et al., 2001, in brain stem slices: 
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Balakrishnan et al., 2003), where the authors claimed that transcriptional mechanisms 
are not sufficient for the introduction of KCC2 activity. Further evidence in the brain 
stem, supporting the last statement, was provided from my present result: although, the 
presence of KCC2 protein and its localization in the region of plasma membrane 
(regardless of whether it is in the soma or in dendrites), this does not imply presence of 
functional cotransporter. Therefore, differences in the KCC2 regulation between 
different brain regions are likely to be present. 
2.3.9.2 Involvement of growth factors 
Recent studies proposed trophic factors, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF) (Rivera et al., 2002; Aguado et al., 2003) or insulin-like growth factor (IGF) 
(Kelsh et al., 2001), to account for the functional expression of KCC2 via changing of 
trafficking KCC2 to the membrane and/or via kinetic modulation on the postsynaptic cell.  
Immunohistochemical studies showed that the normal developmental distribution 
of BDNF in the mammalian auditory brain stem occurs during the first two postnatal 
weeks, and it is in parallel with the developmental expression of its cognate receptor 
TrkB (Hafidi et al., 1996; Hafidi, 1999; Tierney et al., 2001). BDNF expression is virtually 
absent from all auditory nuclei in the brain stem at birth (in rat: Hafidi, 1999) as well as 
TrkB receptor expression (in gerbil: Hafidi et al., 1996). One week before the onset of 
hearing, BDNF and TrkB are already expressed in the nuclei and the increase of their 
expression correlates with the appearance of sound-evoked activity, suggesting a role 
primarily in the maintenance and/or modulation of postnatal and adult functions. Such a 
modulatory role would complement the long-lasting effect of neurotrophins on KCC2 
expression (Rivera et al., 2002; Aguado et al., 2003). BDNF signalling has been shown 
to down-regulate KCC2 mRNA expression by 50%, leading to an impairment of Cl- 
extrusion in rat hippocampal slice cultures and acute slices (Rivera et al., 2002). In 
BDNF-overexpressing embryos, it was suggested that BDNF controls and coordinates 
network activity via increased synaptogenesis, GABA production and up-regulation of 
KCC2 expression in rat hippocampal slices (Aguado et al., 2003). The obviously 
opposite action of BDNF on KCC2 expression in immature versus mature neurons in 
the same brain region is likely to reflect the activation of the distinct TrkB-linked 
signalling pathways, as it was proposed recently (Rivera et al., 2004). 
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In summary, it has to be emphasized that it is not possible to make a general 
statement about how grow factors influence KCC2 expression because of complex and 
various aspects that they have on the neuronal modulation (for reviews see: Bibel and 
Barde, 2000; Poo, 2001; Chao, 2003), namely: to mediate the differentiation and the 
survival of neurons; as synaptic modulators inducing changes in synaptic efficacy and 
morphology; to modulate the response of growth cones to guidance molecules. Studies 
of mutant mice and analysis of heterozygous animals have shown the importance of the 
neurotrophins in learning (Linnarsson et al., 1997), locomotor and feeding behaviours 
(Lyons et al., 1999; Kernie et al., 2000). 
2.3.9.3 Involvement of thyroid hormone  
It is well documented that thyroid hormone plays a critical role in brain 
development and plasticity (Chan and Kilby, 2000; Anderson et al., 2003; Vara et al, 
2003). In the thesis from Balakrishnan (2004), the role of thyroid hormone in the 
maturation of inhibitory synapses was tested. He found that hypothyroid rats display an 
abnormality in the shift from depolarization to hyperpolarization as it did not occur during 
the investigated time frame (P5-P12). Thus, it was suggested that the thyroid hormone 
may act as a possible induction factor in the developmental switch of the polarity of 
GABA/glycine response. Further investigations need to be performed to address 
whether KCC2 expression is also affected in these animals. 
2.3.10   Down-regulation of KCC2 expression/function  
Changes in chloride cotransporter expression/function are observed under 
physiological (e.g. development) as well as under pathophysiological conditions: 
1) deafness leads to an alteration of the balance between inhibitory and excitatory 
synaptic drive and to a depolarization of the inhibitory synaptic reversal potential (Kotak 
and Sanes, 1996; Vale and Sanes, 2000, 2002). In deaf animals, a functional decrease 
of chloride transport occurs without a change in KCC2 mRNA or protein expression 
(Vale et al., 2003); in contrast, Shibata et al. (2004) showed that the expression of 
KCC2 mRNA in LSO neurons from P14-P16 rats is dependent on auditory experience 
and either ipsi- or contralateral ablation of the cochlea or implanted strychnine pellets 
lead to a lack of KCC2 mRNA in some neurons. A possible reason for this discrepancy 
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can be that these two studies have investigated different brain regions: the inferior 
colliculus and the LSO, respectively. This provides further evidence that the correlation 
between function and expression of the KCC2 cotransporter differ among the brain 
regions. 
2) KCC2 expression levels in the dorsal motor neurons of the vagus were down-
regulated following axotomy (Nabekura et al., 2002) and different traumatic insults 
(concussion, epileptic seizures, or hypoxia-ischemia) (van den Pol et. al., 1996; 
Thomas-Crusells et al., 2000; Chung and Payne, 2001; Rivera et al., 2002). There is 
some indication that epilepsy is also associated with improper chloride balance (Cohen 
et al., 2002), and protein tyrosine phosphorylation was suggested to modify the 
neuronal function under this pathological condition (Sanna et al., 2000). In humans, the 
KCC2 gene is located on chromosome 20q, containing 2 epileptic genes but without 
direct linkage in between them (Delpire and Mount, 2002). This does not exclude the 
possibility that KCC2 constitutes a risk factor for epilepsy, due to observations in mouse 
model with lower threshold for epileptic seizures (Hübner et al., 2001). In general, the 
importance of the cation-chloride cotransporter gene family is demonstrated by human 
diseases like Bartter syndrome and Gitelman disease (Kurtz, 1998), and Andermann 
syndrome (Deleu et al., 1997).  
An interesting question, then, is: what could be the functional significance of the 
loss of KCC2 protein/function and the following depolarizing action of GABA after 
injury? Although, it appears that the reversion to depolarization would be harmful and 
would contribute to excitotoxicity, it was proposed that the trauma might cause neurons 
to revert to a state of immature neurons where they have greater developmental 
flexibility, perhaps needed in sprouting and retargeting (Payne et al., 2003). 
2.3.11   Importance of KCC2 regulation in the brain 
KCC2 was found to be responsible for extruding both K+ and Cl- from neurons, 
thus, actively regulating the intraneuronal Cl- concentration or buffering extracellular K+ 
(Payne et al., 2003). During developmental plasticity, the up-regulation of KCC2 activity 
switches the depolarizing GABA responses into hyperpolarizing ones (Rivera et al., 
1999; DeFazio et al., 2000; Ganguly et al., 2001). A similar developmental shift occurs 
in glycine signalling (in rat spinal cord: Wu et al., 1992b; in rat brain stem: Backus et al., 
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1998; Ehrlich et al., 1999). The excitatory action of GABA and glycine in the immature 
animals is believed to be important for the development of the nervous system, as the 
trophic action induces a rise in intracellular Ca2+ (through membrane depolarization) 
and ultimately leads to neuronal differentiation, growth and maturation of synapses 
(Cherubini et al., 1991; Yuste and Katz, 1991; Barker et al., 1998; Gulyás et al., 2001; 
Maric et al., 2001). In addition, GABA operates in synergy with NMDA channels in 
immature neurons at the excitatory glutamatergic synapses, which initially lack 
functional AMPA receptors (Ben-Ari et al., 1997). The GABA-induced depolarizing 
currents (the principle source of depolarization at this stage) remove the voltage-
dependent magnesium block from NMDA channels and induce an increase of 
intracellular Ca2+ (Ben-Ari et al., 1997). This will further increase neuronal activity in the 
network and facilitate the generation of synchronized patterns of activity that are a 
hallmark of developing networks (for review see: Ben-Ari, 2002). Moreover, the 
correspondence between the time course of refinement in the inhibitory network and the 
development of inhibition supports the idea that this refining mechanism relies on the 
excitatory properties of immature GABA and glycinergic synapses (Kandler et al., 2002).  
Therefore, via manipulating the duration of the depolarizing phase of GABA/glycine 
transmission, it will be interesting to analyze its effect on the maturation of postsynaptic 
morphology. One possibility to achieve this task is via analysis in loss-of-function KCC2 
knock-out animals. Mice with disruption of the Slc12a5 gene, which codes for KCC2 
protein, and 95% reduction of the KCC2 protein are used in the second part (Chapter 3) 
of my PhD Thesis. There, I address the question of the effect of Cl- homeostasis on 
different morphometric parameters as nucleus volume, neuron number and soma cross-
sectional area. 
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2.4 Summary of chapter 2 
1. It was demonstrated that in the rat auditory brain stem nuclei, the KCC2 protein is 
present already at birth. 
2. A difference appeared in the KCC2 immunofluorescent intensity between the 
nuclei during development; the MNTB remained weakly labelled throughout the 
investigated period. In my opinion, this is due to a delay in the development of the 
inhibitory machinery in the MNTB in comparison to the other brain stem nuclei.  
3. KCC2 was localized in the region of the plasma membrane already at birth (P0) 
and its expression in the rat auditory brain stem developed via an increase of the 
immunofluorescent signal intensity between P0-P12. However, this change is with a 
moderate magnitude. I conclude that it is only of minor importance and does not explain 
the change in KCC2 functionality. 
4. The transient (at P8 and at P12) appearance of KCC2 immunofluorescent puncta 
in the soma surface of the MNTB neurons is consistent with: 1) weaker KCC2 labelling 
in this nucleus throughout the investigated period and a delay in the development of an 
inhibitory machinery in comparison to MSO, LSO, and SPN; 2) an initial period of 
missing or less powerful inhibition and colocalization of KCC2 with immature inhibitory 
synapses. I speculate that transient puncta in the soma surface of the other nuclei may 
be present prenatally, in correlation with the earlier maturation of inhibitory synapses.  
5. The main developmental reorganization (in qualitative as well as in quantitative 
aspects) of KCC2 immunoreactivity in the brain stem auditory nuclei was observed in 
the neuropil. I suppose that, at least in part, the decrease in the signal intensity can be 
explained by an age-related reduction of dendritic branches via the pruning mechanism 
and with the absence of an abnormal Cl- load via extrasynaptic GABAA receptors. This 
is consistent with the proposed additional role of KCC2, namely to maintain the cellular 
ionic homeostasis and to prevent dendritic swelling (Gulyás et al., 2001). 
6. Neither the increase in the KCC2 soma surface signal intensity, nor the 
reorganization in the neuropil, can be strictly related to the developmental switch in 
GABA/glycine signalling and the onset of KCC2 function, although some correlation (the 
appearance of a specific membrane-confined dendritic pattern) between structure and 
function was found. Further implication of different molecular methods, regarding the 
proposed posttranslational modification of KCC2, will shed light upon the question of 
what leads to the functional activation of the cotransporter.    
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3  Morphometric analysis in KCC2 knock-out animals 
3.1 Materials and Methods 
3.1.1 Animals 
Experiments were performed using the C57BL/6JO1aHsd strain as a genetic 
background for KCC2 (+/+) and KCC2 (-/-) mice. KCC2 (+/-) mice were kindly given by 
Dr. Delpire (University Medical Center, Nashville, USA). The protocol for inactivation of 
KCC2 was published elsewhere (Delpire et al., 2002). Disruption of the Slc12a5 gene, 
which codes for the KCC2 protein, resulted in a >95% reduction of protein expression 
as measured by Western blot analysis (Lu et al., 1999). Further mating of KCC2 (+/-) 
mice, in order to obtain KCC2 (-/-) animals, was performed in the animal facilities of the 
University of Kaiserslautern. 
The animals were randomly selected. No more than two were used from a given 
litter. In appearance and gross behaviour, the KCC2 (-/-) animals at P3 were 
indistinguishable from the other animals at this age. In this case, for all KCC2 animals at 
P3, standard genotyping procedure was used. To do so, separate Polymerase Chain 
Reaction (PCR) was performed on tail DNA to amplify fragments specific to control and 
modified genes. The sequences of the primers used to amplify the control gene were: 
forward 5AGCGTGTGTCCGTGTGCGAGTG3 and reverse: 5ATCGCCGTCCTCGC 
GTCCGTC3. The forward primer was also used to amplify the mutant gene. The 
sequence of the reverse primer for the mutant gene was: 5CCAGAGGCCAC 
TTGTGTAGCGC3. The reaction volume of 50 µl contained: 1 µl of the genomic DNA, 1 
µl of each primer, 5 µl of 10x PCR Y buffer (with 20 mM MgCl2, Peqlab), 1 µl (0.2 mM) 
dNTP, 1 µl DMSO and 0,2 µl Taq Polymerase (5u/µl; Peqlab). Thirty-five cycles of PCR 
were performed, each consisting of a denaturation step at 94°C for 90 sec, an 
annealing step at 62°C for 60 sec, and an extension step at 72°C for 90 sec. Both sets 
of oligonucleotides generated a 0.2 kb PCR product that was isolated on a 1% agarose 
gel.  
The KCC2 (-/-) mice presented a distinct phenotype barely visible at P6-P7 but 
becoming obvious at P12. The KCC2 (-/-) animals were smaller that the KCC2 (+/+) 
animals at P12; they demonstrated an abnormal posture and a gait consisting of 
standing and walking on stiff limbs. Therefore, a genotyping procedure for P12 KCC2 
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animals was not performed. The life expectancy of KCC2 (-/-) animals is short (Delpire 
et al., 2002), and in our animal facilities, KCC2 (-/-) mice died within 3 weeks. By 
contrast, only occasional deaths of KCC2 (+/+) and KCC2 (+/-) were observed. 
3.1.2 Perfusion, fixation and tissue procedure 
Four to fourteen animals were used in every category. Before perfusion, the body 
weight of the animals was obtained. Thereafter, they were perfused and fixed (for 
details see 2.1.2 Perfusion and fixation). At the end of the postfixation period, the 
olfactory bulb was removed and the brain was weighed on a microbalance. Coronal 
sectioning was performed on a freezing microtom at a thickness of 25 µm. The brain 
was placed with the rostral part on the platform and with the dorsal part facing the knife. 
A serial of coronal sections was collected and every second slice was mounted on 
gelatine-coated slides, air-dried overnight and stained with thionine for Nissl substance. 
The slides were then coverslipped in Entellan (Merck). Only one side of the brain in 
every animal was analysed. 
3.1.3 Identification of the nuclei 
A critical point for accurate volume calculation was the correct identification of 
each nucleus of interest. 
The cochlear nuclear complex (CN) was subdivided into the ventral cochlear 
nucleus (VCN) and the dorsal cochlear nucleus. In the present investigation, only the 
VCN was analysed. No differentiation between anterior and posterior parts of the VCN 
was made. Part of the caudal boundary of the VCN was defined by the eighth nerve 
root. The medial edge of the nucleus was clearly bounded by the spinal track and 
principal sensory nucleus of the trigeminal nerve anteriorly and by the restiform body 
(inferior cerebellar peduncle) posteriorly. The VCN is surrounded by a well-developed 
small cell shell, which contains a high concentration of granule cells and numerous 
small stellate neurons (Osen, 1988; Trettel and Morest, 2001). These cells were not 
included in the outlines of the nucleus.  
The superior olivary complex (SOC) is located in the caudal pons immediately 
dorsal to the pontine gray close to the ventral border of the brain stem. Three nuclei in 
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the SOC were analysed: the MSO, the LSO and the MNTB. The caudal border of the 
SOC complex corresponded to the appearance of the nucleus of the facial nerve. The 
borders of LSO and MNTB were relatively easy discerned by the distinct morphologies, 
arrangement of neurons and their location.  
From caudal and rostral direction, the MNTB was readily recognized mainly by the 
appearance of very characteristic cell body with its spherical or oval pericarya. The most 
rostral and caudal slices with MNTB neurons were outlined even when less than ten 
somata were present. The number of large-fiber bundles running through the MNTB 
increased with age; it was not possible to subtract these fibers when the nucleus cross-
sectional area was outlined and they contributed to its value and further to the absolute 
volume calculation (see 3.1.5 Stereological analysis. Volumetric data).  
The MSO nucleus was identified as a narrow vertical column of horizontally 
oriented bipolar neurons, situated between the MNTB and the LSO. The size of the 
nucleus shows a large interspecies variation (Harrison and Irving, 1966) and is relatively 
small in rats and mice (around 600 cells). As it was noticed in the rat (Kulesza et al., 
2002), MSO expands more caudal and especially more rostral to the LSO. After the 
LSO disappeared in the more rostral sections, the MSO expanded dorso-ventrally and 
shifted more dorsal. Its cross-sectional area nearly tripled in size.  
From the caudal part, the LSO was readily recognized after the facial nucleus and 
the most caudal part of the lateral nucleus of trapezoid body (Kulesza et al., 2002). The 
LSO was clearly detected by the S-shape and its tightly packed bipolar neurons. They 
are aligned with their cell bodies orthogonal along the long axis of the S-shape. At this 
level, the lateral nucleus of trapezoid body was constricted and it occupied a small 
territory underneath the LSO. The LSO was not present in the most rostral sections of 
the SOC and the lateral nucleus of trapezoid body was expanded dorsally, shifted 
laterally and occupied the LSOs place (Kulesza et al., 2002).  
3.1.4 Data analysis 
The slides were analysed under a conventional microscope (Axioskop 2; Zeiss, 
Göttingen, Germany) using 10x and 20x Plan-Neofluar objectives, and a high-resolution 
digital camera (C4742-95-12NR, 1280x1024 pixels; Hamamatsu, Japan). Pictures were 
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stored and analysed with AnalySIS Software Imaging System (version 3.1, Münster, 
Germany).  
The outlines of the cross-sectional area of the four investigated nuclei (VCN, LSO, 
MNTB and MSO) and the outlines of the somata cross-sectional area (see 3.1.6.2 
Soma cross-sectional area) were hand drawn using a digitiser (Intuos; Walcom, Neuss, 
Germany). The data were saved as Microsoft Excel 2000 file and the further 
calculations were performed there. 
3.1.5 Stereological analysis. Volumetric data 
The calculation of the nucleus volume was done from a series of sections 
according to Cavalieris Principle (Gundersen and Jensen, 1987). This method 
numerically integrates a curve of cross-sectional area measurements (A) plotted against 
the section number (n). The total nucleus volume (V nucleus) was estimated by multiplying 
each cross-sectional area measurement with the distance (d = 50 µm) between the 
sections analysed and summing the obtained values (Fig. 3.1); the d should not be 
confused with the slice thickness (t = 25 µm).  
Vnucleus = d ∑ (A n), 
where A n is the cross-sectional area of the n-th section through the morphometric 
region. No correction for possible tissue shrinkage during fixation was made. 
d = 50 µm 
A 
t = 25 µm 
Figure 3.1: Cavalieris principle for calculation of the nucleus volume
(A) Schematic three-dimensional drawing of the LSO in rostro-caudal extension. R, rostral; L,
lateral; D, dorsal 
(B) Coronal planes of cutting and outlined surface areas of the LSO. Only every second slice is
mounted, outlined and used for nucleus volume calculation (only these slices are illustrated).  
A, cross-sectional area; d, distance between analysed sections; t, slice thickness 
A B
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Figure 3.2: Identification and outline of the nuclei
(A), (C) Nissl-stained coronal sections from mouse brain (P12) with outlined ventral cochlear 
nucleus (VCN) (A) and the three main nuclei of the SOC (C): the lateral and the medial superior 
olivary nucleus (LSO and MSO, respectively) and the medial nucleus of trapezoid body (MNTB). 
D, dorsal; L, lateral. Scale bar, 200 µm in both panels. 
(B), (D) Drawings based on panels (A) and (C). The rectangular blocks for cell counting are
depicted in the VCN, the LSO, and the MNTB. In the MSO no rectangular block is used. The arrow 
in (B) denotes the distance of the counting block from the ventral tip of the VCN. With reference to
approximately the same dorso-ventral position in this nucleus at both ages, the length of the arrow
was 200 µm and 300 µm for P3 and P12, respectively. 
VCN 
A B
VCN 
C 
LSO 
MSO 
MNTB 
D
MNTB 
MSO 
LSO 
3.1.6 Morphometric analysis 
3.1.6.1 Neuron number 
Here, modification of optical disector technique or 3D-counting box was used (for 
details, see 3.1.9 Methodological considerations). The essential idea is to define a 
sample volume (disector probe or rectangular block) within the section of a tissue and 
then count all somata within that volume as well as half of all neurons that intersect its 
outer surface. This number is then used to calculate the number of neurons in an 
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already known volume of the current nucleus. Sections at approximately the 75% level 
from the caudal-to-rostral extension were chosen in every nucleus. The somata were 
then counted in the rectangular block drawn as a frame in Analysis Software (Figs. 3.2, 
3.3). The third (z) dimension was given by the slice thickness (t = 25 µm). The neuron 
somata could easily be identified and distinguished from the glial cells, especially at 
P12. Neuron identification criteria included: a single, darkly stained nucleolus and 
abundant Nissl substance in the cytoplasm. Those somata that were located completely 
within this rectangular block were counted for one each (see Fig. 3.3, marked by !). 
Somata that crossed the block were counted for 0.5 (half) cell (see Fig. 3.3, marked by 
"). In the VCN, the somata were counted in a rectangular block with a size of 
Figure 3.3:  Detailed drawings of the four nuclei ((A) VCN, (B) MNTB, (C) MSO, (D) LSO) 
Thus, ! depicts cell somata that were located completely within the rectangular block; they were
counted for 1 each. " depicts cell somata that crossed the block and they were thus counted for 0.5
(half cell). In the MSO, all cells in the outlined area were counted. VCN, ventral cochlear nucleus;
MNTB, medial nucleus of trapezoid body; MSO, medial superior olivary nucleus; LSO, lateral superior 
olivary nucleus 
A B
C D
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200 µm x 100 µm x 25 µm. The block was put approximately 200 µm (for P3) or 300 µm 
(for P12) dorsally to the ventral tip of the VCN (Figs. 3.2B, 3.3A). This was done to 
analyse approximately the same dorso-ventral area at both ages. By means of 
analysing, three rectangular blocks were used for the MNTB to test whether the 
impaired inhibition in KCC2 (-/-) animals influences the neurons along the tonotopic axis 
in a different way. In the MNTB, the somata were counted in a rectangular block with a 
size of 200 µm x 50 µm x 25 µm (Fig. 3.3B). For both categories at P3, counting in 
three slices through the rostro-caudal extension of the nucleus was performed (at 25%, 
50% and 75% level, respectively). This was done after statistical difference in neuron 
number during the development appeared. For each animal, the estimated somata 
number in the MNTB at P3 is provided as the arithmetic mean, based on these three 
counts. Due to its relatively small size, no rectangular block was used in the MSO. 
Instead, the counting was performed in a slice at the 75% level from the caudal border 
of the MSO in the whole nucleus cross-sectional area (Fig. 3.3C). In the LSO, the 
somata were counted in three different rectangular blocks with a size of 50 µm x 100 
µm x 25 µm each, located in the medial, middle and lateral part of LSO (Fig. 3.3D). The 
reason was the finding obtained in gerbils (Sanes et al., 1987; Sanes and Wooten, 
1987; Sanes and Silvers, 1991; Sanes and Chokshi, 1992) that the inhibitory 
(glycinergic) transmission from the MNTB, which contributes to the maturation of the 
postsynaptic neurons in the LSO, appeared to be more prominent within the high-
frequency area of the LSO. This is the area having the greatest density of glycine 
receptors (Sanes et al., 1987); approximately 70% of the MNTB neurons project to this 
region (Sanes and Silvers, 1991); it has a two-fold higher neuron packing density 
(Sanes and Wooten, 1987); the neurons have spatially more restricted dendritic arbours 
(Sanes and Chokshi, 1992). 
3.1.6.2 Soma cross-sectional area 
The somata of all counted neurons were outlined using a 20x objective. The 
measurements were made in the same section in which neuronal counting was 
performed. In the MNTB, although at P3 somata were counted in three slices (see 
above), only somata in the most rostral slice were outlined for the analysis of soma 
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cross-sectional area at this age. In the LSO, somata in all three rectangular blocks were 
measured and the mean value was finally obtained. 
3.1.6.3 Somata area occupation 
This value represents the sum of the somata surface area located completely 
within a current rectangular block (see Fig. 3.3, marked by !) plus half of the sum of the 
somata surface area of the neurons that crossed the rectangular block (see Fig. 3.3, 
marked by "). This is valid for the VCN, the MNTB, and the LSO. For the MSO, somata 
area occupation represents the sum of the somata surface area of all neurons in a 
current slice. The somata area occupation represents an absolute value; it was not 
taken as a result but to calculate the relative somata area (see 3.1.7.2 Relative somata 
area).  
3.1.7 Relative calculations 
3.1.7.1 Nucleus volume / brain weight  
This value represents the relative volume and it was calculated in order to 
normalize the obtained nucleus volume to the brain weight i.e. to the brain volume.  
3.1.7.2 Relative somata area 
This value represents the measured somata area occupation within the frame (see 
3.1.6.3 Somata area occupation) divided by the surface area of the frame. The surface 
area of the frame was as follows: for the VCN 20 000 µm2; for the MNTB 10 000 µm2; 
for the LSO 15 000 µm2. In the MSO, no frame but the nucleus cross-sectional area was 
used instead. 
3.1.8 Statistical analysis 
For the statistical analysis of the morphometrical differences between (-/-) animals 
and (+/+) animals and during development, WinSTAT software, add-in for Microsoft 
Excel, was used. The first analytical step showed that all data were normally distributed 
(Gaussian distribution). Thus, parametric student t-test for two-group comparison was 
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applied. One-way ANOVA test was applied for three-group comparison in the case of 
the LSO regarding the data obtained from the medial, middle and lateral region. For the 
level of significance and the related symbols of the p values used in the figures and 
tables, refer to 2.1.8 Statistical analysis. The statistical errors for all data are standard 
deviations (SD). In some case, the coefficient of variance (CV=SD/mean) was 
calculated in order to evaluate the precision of the measurement in the groups (see 
3.3.2 Absolute and relative volume of the nuclei). 
3.1.9 Methodological considerations  
3.1.9.1 Representativeness of the sample 
The body weight of the animals tends to vary due to their number in the litter. To 
avoid the correlated differences in the brain weight, between 7 and 9 animals were 
analysed in each category. In this case, the investigated group is sampled randomly 
and closely represents the given population. 
3.1.9.2 Tissue shrinkage 
Unfortunately, this methodological problem is inevitable. Differential tissue 
shrinkage as a function of age and level of fixation might be expected to affect directly 
two quantitative measures in this study: nucleus volume and soma cross-sectional area; 
indirectly it can affect the neuron number. Related to the nucleus volume a possible 
error may occur in all three dimensions, namely, in the size of the outlined nucleus 
cross-sectional area or/and in the number of slices, in which the given nucleus appears 
(i.e. in the rostro-caudal extent of the nucleus); thus, assume that the shrinkage is 
uniform in all directions. Data from the nucleus cross-sectional area in the rat LSO at 
midrostro-caudal level showed that the cross-sectional area increased 1.4-fold between 
P4 and P12 in rat (Rietzel and Friauf, 1998). This was comparable with my data from 
the LSO cross-sectional area that increased 1.6-fold between P3 (+/+) and P12 (+/+) 
mice. The result revealed that the possible histological shrinkage was probably at the 
same level in young and in old animals and the factor of difference between them was 
preserved during the experiment. Further evidence that the tissue shrinkage can be 
ignore as methodological problem in the current study are taken from previous reports 
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in mice VCN (Webster and Webster, 1980; Webster, 1988a). The authors have shown 
little change in the volume of this nucleus over the first three days after birth. However, 
from P6 to P12, the VCN volume increases more than double-fold (Webster, 1988a). 
Regarding my results, the VCN volume increases by the factor of 2.7 between P3 (+/+) 
and P12 (+/+) animals. Therefore, I assume that if the brains at different ages are 
treated with the same fixation protocol, the variations in the level of fixation and in the 
subsequent different tissue shrinkage can be ignored. Besides this, some experiments 
with unfixed brain and cryostat technique were performed in the present study. The 
results showed that the volume of the two LSO nuclei analysed (0.041 µm3 and 0.043 
µm3) was not significantly different (p>0.05) from the mean LSO volume obtained after 
the fixation procedure (0.039 µm3). 
With respect to soma cross-sectional area, quantitative data in auditory brainstem 
nuclei in mice (Webster and Webster, 1980) demonstrate a rapid growth between P3 
and P12. The results showed that soma cross-sectional area almost doubled in size 
during this period. In agreement with this, my data for this parameter showed an 
increase between P3 and P12 by a factor of 1.8 for the VCN somata, by a factor of 1.7 
for the MNTB somata and by a factor of 1.5 for the LSO somata.  
In summary, my results could be considered independent of the factor tissue 
shrinkage. Moreover, the aim of this study was to obtain not just absolute values but 
rather comparing knockout vs. control, young vs. old.  
3.1.9.3 Neuron number 
There are two fundamental approaches used to estimate the total number of 
objects in a structure. One method involves the estimation of both the volume of the 
structure and the absolute number of the objects. However, in the majority of neuronal 
systems, a direct absolute determination of the total number of neurons is almost 
impossible, mainly due to their large amount. Therefore, estimates or approximations, 
based on limited sampling are preferred and easier to approach if the estimates are 
unbiased and the variance between the individuals is acceptable.  
This second method, and the currently used one, is the well-known fractionator 
approach and involves the determination of the number of neurons in a known fraction 
of sections (for example, 1 every 3 sections) and all objects are counted in these 
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chosen section. This counted number must be multiplied by fractions to recompose the 
absolute number of neurons in the given area (Pakkenberg and Gundersen, 1988; West 
et al., 1991). The method involve a placement of geometrical probes (disector), and a 
counting rule was described in terms of the presence of sectional profiles of objects on 
two appropriately spaced sections (Sterio, 1984), hence the name di-sector. The 
volume of disector probe is defined by the area that is sampled on one of the sections 
and the distance between the corresponding surfaces of the two sections (West, 1999). 
Counting with disectors involves determining whether a particular object is associated 
with a particular disector, using rules that insure that all objects have equal probability of 
being found in the volume defined by the disector. Variants of use disector counting 
technique have been used to estimate the total neuron number in a diverse range of 
neural structures stained with different techniques (West et al., 1991; Janson and 
Moller, 1993; West et al., 1996; Baldwin et al., 1997; Pakkenberg and Gundersen, 1997; 
West and Slomianka, 1998). This method is part of a collection of mathematical 
methods, namely stereology that implies quantitation of three-dimensional geometric 
characteristics of an object (e.g. volume, surface area, length and number) that relate to 
two-dimensional measurements, made on sections through the structure. The 
stereological techniques for counting objects (i.e. neurons and synapses) can be 
divided into two general categories. The first of these categories includes the 
assumption-based methods, which have been used for decades (Abercrombie, 1946; 
Chalkley et al., 1949). The other ones include the design-based methods, which have 
been popularised in the recent years (Sterio, 1984; Gundersen, 1988; Hedreen, 1999; 
Baddeley 2001, von Bartheld 2002). 
The design-based techniques, is characterized by 3D probes (rectangular block 
or counting box) that enable one to count directly the objects in a define volume of 
tissue (Sterio, 1984; Williams and Rakic, 1988; West, 1999). The important feature of 
this technique is that no knowledge or assumption about the size, shape or orientation 
of the objects being counted is required which circumvents the major problem 
associated with assumption-based techniques (West, 1999; 2001). A source for 
incorrect extrapolations comes from simple counts of sectioned material that invariably 
overestimate the number of the neurons in the nucleus because the counted neurons 
are cut during sectioning and can appear in more than one section. One possibility to 
avoid this is reducing the neuron to a unique sampling point. For the Nissl-stained 
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neural tissue, an appropriately unique sampling point is the nucleolus of the neuron. 
Thus, every neuron will be counted only once because the possibility to have its 
nucleolus in two slices is very small. However, in sections containing large numbers of 
object profiles, there are difficulties associated with finding the corresponding parts of 
the two physically separated sections that define each disector. To avoid this, it was 
suggested (Gundersen, 1986) to use optical sections in thicker histological sections by 
focussing through a known volume of the section and counting the number of new 
objects that come into focus (i.e. neuron nucleoli). This method of counting has been 
referred into the literature as the optical disector probe (Gundersen et al., 1988b; 
West, 1993; Mayhew and Gundersen, 1996; Coggeshall and Lekan, 1996; West, 1999) 
and the original approach employing two physically separate sections is now referred as 
the physical disector probe to distinguish between the two. Optical disector or 3D 
counting box is thought to be more efficient (West et al., 1991; Coggeshall and Lekan, 
1996). The defining of the upper and/or lower focal planes and the optical disector 
counting is performed by superimposing the counting frame on the image and moving 
the counting frame a known distance, through the thickness of the section, with the 
focus control of the microscope. 
In this sense, some methodological considerations concerning the currently used 
modification of optical disector should be mentioned:  
1) I did not sample throughout the slice; I assumed that the upper and the lower 
focal planes of my disector (rectangular block) coincide with the physical borders of the 
slice i.e. the distance between them (z-axis) is 25 µm. On one hand, this was due to the 
absence of reasonable equipment (e.g. special stereological toolbox for PCs, motorised 
specimen stage and computer-controlled automatic sampling for the x- and y-axis, a 
mobile stage to measure the z-axis). However, it was shown that although the 
commercially available stereological analysis systems can expedite design-based 
analyses, they are not essential and design-based sampling and counting can be 
performed properly with inexpensive equipment (Pakkenberg and Gundersen, 1988; 
Busch, 1997). Moreover, it was empirically confirmed that there is no difference 
between the counting done in 2D images (fixed focus plane) and focussing through the 
slice. In addition, optical disector requires thick sections  between 35 and 50 µm. 
However, these sections have the disadvantages that penetration of stains may be less 
than optimal and it may be difficult to focus through the entire section. Thus, I have used 
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25 µm sections, which were still thick enough to be used for optical probe but also to 
allow optimal staining.  
2) The real section thickness may not be always 25 µm due to the substantial slice 
shrinkage after drying and coverslipping (Abercrombie, 1946; Guillery and Herrup, 
1997). However, this source of error would also refer to the volume calculation 
according to Cavalieris principle. This means that when the total number of neurons 
rather than the density of neurons were estimated in the volume, the error of 
incorrectly assumed z-axis of the counting box would be spread throughout the 
nucleus volume. In this case, it is not worth to consider the real section thickness 
(Guillery and Herrup, 1997).  
3) There are different ways to obtain unbiased counts of the number of profiles per 
unit area (frame) of a section. Since the Danish stereologist Hans Gundersen 
demonstrated the overestimation caused the edge effect, two borders of a frame have 
been systematically considered forbidden, and all structures hit by these borders are 
not considered in the counts  (Gundersen, 1977). I modified this counting rule in a way 
that all neurons that touch the border of the frame were counted for half cell (0.5).  
4) Although, most authors consider the disector method unbiased (Bendtsen and 
Nyengaard, 1989; Fiala and Harris, 2001), I agree with Guillery and Herrup (1997) that 
all methods of quantification underlie some assumptions and principles, which must be 
carefully considered in relation to the problem that has to be solved, to the type of tissue 
available and to the level of accuracy needed. 
In summary, I considered the modified optical disector counting technique and the 
modified disector counting rule, used in my present analysis, as adequate and suitable 
for the aim of the study: to obtain not just absolute neuron number, yet to compare this 
parameter between the four categories.  
3.1.9.4 Only one counting 
A source of error could be how representative is the counting in only one slice in 
the rostro-caudal extension of the nucleus. I tested the hypothesis of the possible 
biased sampling strategy. To do so, three rectangular blocks in the MNTB of P3 animals 
were used at 25%, 50% and 75% of the rostro-caudal extension of the nucleus. The 
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lack of significant difference in the case of using one or three counting blocks revealed 
no need to do the same for the other nuclei. 
3.1.9.5 VCN neuron number definition 
The neurons in the VCN were counted in the region of bushy cells, as they are the 
main source of input to the SOC (for review: Thompson and Schofield, 2000). However, 
one should take into account the presence of octopus cells in the most caudal part of 
the VCN. This part was already taken to calculate the reference nucleus volume, thus, 
to calculate the total number of neurons. In respect to this, the number of neurons for 
the VCN considered both bushy and octopus types in the VCN.  
3.1.9.6 Variability of estimates 
The reliability of a counting method can be evaluated by repeated counts made by 
the same investigator two times or by another person. I tested the reliability and 
performed a second counting of MNTB somata in the P3 (+/+) and P12 (+/+) animals 2 
months later. The old values for P3 (+/+) animals (3951 ± 657, mean ± SD) and P12 
(+/+) animals (5317 ± 546, mean ± SD) revealed no significant difference (p>0.05) with 
the new values respectively for P3 (+/+) mice (4144 ± 494, mean ± SD) and P12 (+/+) 
mice (5454 ± 422, mean ± SD).  
 
Chapter 3 3.2 Results 
3.2 Results 
The focus of Chapter 3 was four nuclei in the mouse central auditory system: 
VCN, LSO, MNTB and MSO. The animals were put into four categories considering the 
age and the genotype: P3 (+/+), P3 (-/-), P12 (+/+) and P12 (-/-). All investigated 
parameters (body weight, brain weight, absolute and relative volume of the nuclei, 
neuron number, soma cross-sectional area and relative somata area) were compared 
between (-/-) and (+/+) group as well as between the two ages (P3 and P12). 
3.2.1 Brain weight and body weight 
Scatter plots of the brain weight as a function of the body weight from P3 (-/-) 
animals and P3 (+/+) animals showed that the data from these two characteristic 
features were dispersed at this age (Fig. 3.4A). Only the body weight values for P3 (-/-) 
animals were shifted towards smaller values; their average body weight was 91% of the 
body weight determined in P3 (+/+) animals (Table 3.1). Further statistical analysis 
between (-/-) and (+/+) animals at P3 related to the body weight (Fig. 3.4B) showed that 
the difference was significant. However, no significant difference was present between 
P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) animals related to the brain weight (Fig. 3.4C). The data (mean ± 
SD) obtained for the brain and the body weight at P3 as well as the p values and the 
level of significance is presented in Table 3.1.  
P12 (-/-) animals were obviously smaller than P12 (+/+) animals when judged by 
eye. This difference was not related to any disproportional changes in the brains. At first 
sight, the brain morphology in P12 (-/-) animals was similar to that of P12 (+/+), with the 
obvious exception that all structures were smaller. Further qualitative observation after 
Nissl staining procedure revealed also a normal cytoarchitecture in P12 (-/-) animals. 
The scatter plots of the brain weight as a function of the body weight from P12 (-/-) and 
P12 (+/+) animals showed that the values across the two categories were clearly 
separated (Fig. 3.5A); those from (-/-) animals occupied the left bottom part of the graph 
whereas those from (+/+) animals occupied the right top part. In P12 (-/-) animals, the 
body weight was 54% of the value determined in P12 (+/+) animals (Table 3.1). 
Moreover, the brain weight in P12 (-/-) animals was 81% from this in P12 (+/+) animals 
(Table 3.1). Further statistical analysis revealed extremely significant differences 
between both the body weight and the brain weight values (Fig. 3.5B,C). This, together 
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with the statistically significant difference between the two categories in the body weight 
at P3, shows that the body weight in (-/-) animals was more affected by the loss of 
KCC2 than the brain weight. The data (mean ± SD) obtained for the brain and the body 
weight at P12 as well as the p values and the level of significance is presented in Table 
3.1. During development, there was an extremely significant increase of the body and 
the brain weight in both (-/-) and (+/+) animals (Table 3.1). The body weight in (-/-)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A B C
Figure 3.4: Comparison of brain weight and body weight at P3 between KCC2 
homozygous null mice (-/-) and KCC2 wild-type mice (+/+) 
(A) Scatter plots of brain weight against body weight for both categories. Open triangles (∆) 
depict (-/-) mice and solid squares (■) (+/+) mice. The data were dispersed and only the body 
weight values for P3 (-/-) animals were slightly shifted to smaller values. 
(B) Bar graph with mean body weight (±SD) of P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) mice. The body weight of 
P3 (-/-) animals was significantly lower than the body weight of (+/+) mice (p<0.05). 
(C) Bar graph with mean brain weight (±SD) of P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) mice. There was no 
significant difference (p>0.05). Open bars depict (-/-) mice and solid bars (+/+) mice; asterisks 
refer to the presence of significant difference; ns refers to no significance; the number of animals 
for each category is shown in brackets; all this is also valid for subsequent figures.  
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
shown in Table 3.1.  
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 A B C
Figure 3.5:  Comparison of brain weight and body weight at P12 between (-/-) and (+/+) mice.  
(A) Scatter plots of brain weight against body weight for both categories. Open triangles (∆) depict 
(-/-) mice and solid squares (■) (+/+) mice. The values across the two categories were clearly 
separated; those from (-/-) animals occupy the left bottom part of the graph whereas those from 
(+/+) animals occupy the right top part. 
(B) and (C) Bar graphs with mean body weight (±SD) and mean brain weight (±SD) respectively, for 
P12 (-/-) and P12 (+/+) mice. For both parameters, values in P12 (-/-) animals were lower and the 
difference was extremely significant (p<0.001). 
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are shown 
in Table 3.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.1: Data obtained for the brain weight and body weight 
    Body Weight [g] p Brain Weight [g] p 
 -/-                             +/+ -/- vs. +/+             -/-                               +/+ -/- vs. +/+ 
 P3 2.00 ± 0.21 2.20 ± 0.12 *p=0.03 0.16 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.02 p=0.8 
 P12 3.95 ± 0.29 7.31 ± 1.16 ***p=0.0001 0.28 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.02 ***p=0.00009 
p P3 vs. P12 ***p=0.0000000003 ***p=0.0000004  ***p=0.00000004 ***p=0.00000000001  
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animals increased by a factor of 2.0. In comparison, the body weight in (+/+) animals 
increased by a factor of 3.3. Thus, the increase in body weight was much slower in (-/-) 
group. The brain weight in (-/-) animals increased by a factor of 1.8 and in (+/+) animals 
by a factor of 2.1. Thus, the increase in body weight during development in (+/+) 
animals was more pronounced than the increase in the brain weight. In contrast in (-/-) 
animals, the body weight increased by approximately the same factor during 
development as did the brain weight.  
In other words, despite the body weight impairment observed in the KCC2 null 
animals, which was in part related to the seizure activity preventing normal feeding 
(Woo et al., 2002), the brains of these animals were less affected in terms of brain 
weight.                               
3.2.2 Absolute volume of the nuclei 
The volume calculation of the four nuclei (VCN, LSO, MNTB, and MSO) was 
performed according to Cavalieri’s principle (see 3.1.5 Stereological analysis. 
Volumetric data). The effect of KCC2 null mutation was different across the nuclei 
regarding this parameter (Fig. 3.6). The values for nucleus volume (mean ± SD) as well 
as the p values and the level of significance are presented in Table 3.2. 
The VCN volume was not significantly different between P3 (-/-) animals and P3 
(+/+) animals (Fig. 3.6A; Table 3.2). In contrast, the mean volume of the VCN in P12 (-
/-) animals was 75% of the value determined in P12 (+/+) animals and the difference 
was extremely significantly (Fig. 3.6A; Table 3.2). Between P3 and P12, there was an 
extremely significant increase of the VCN volume in both groups (Fig. 3.6A; Table 3.2). 
In (-/-) animals, the VCN volume increased by a factor of 2.1. In (+/+) animals, the VCN 
volume increased by a factor of 2.7. Thus, in (-/-) animals, the developmental rate was 
decreased and the VCN volume reached smaller values at P12 compared to (+/+) 
animals at this age. 
The MNTB volume was not significantly different between P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) 
animals (Fig. 3.6B; Table 3.2). In contrast, the mean volume of the MNTB in P12 (-/-) 
animals was 77% of the value determined in P12 (+/+) animals and the difference was 
extremely significant (Fig. 3.6B; Table 3.2). Between P3 and P12, there was an 
extremely significant increase of the MNTB volume in both groups (Fig. 3.6B). In (-/-) 
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animals, the MNTB volume increased by a factor of 1.7; in (+/+) animals the MNTB 
volume increased by a factor of 2.1. This shows that in the (-/-) animals, the 
developmental rate was also decreased and the MNTB volume reached smaller values 
at P12 than in the (+/+) animals. 
In contrast, in the MSO neither at P3 nor at P12, statistical difference of the MSO 
mean volume between (-/-) and (+/+) animals occurred (Fig. 3.6C; Table 3.2). In both 
groups, there was a significant or very significant increase in the MSO volume during 
development, respectively for (-/-) and (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.6C; Table 3.2). The range 
of increase was 1.3-fold for both groups. Thus, the developmental rate of the MSO 
volume was preserved in (-/-) and in (+/+) animals.  
The LSO absolute volume, as in the VCN and in the MNTB at P3 (-/-) animals, 
was not significantly different compare to P3 (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.6D; Table3.2). 
However, the mean volume of the LSO in P12 (-/-) animals was 71% of the value 
determined in P12 (+/+) animals and the difference was extremely significantly (Fig. 
3.6D; Table 3.2). During development, there was an extremely significant increase of 
the LSO volume in both groups (Fig. 3.6D; Table 3.2). In (-/-) animals, the LSO volume 
increased by a factor of 1.4; in (+/+) animals, by a factor of 1.7. Thus, in (-/-) animals the 
developmental rate was decreased and the LSO volume reached smaller values at P12.  
In summary, in all four nuclei no difference in the absolute volume occurred at P3. 
In the VCN, the MNTB, and the LSO there was an extremely significant difference in the 
absolute volume between (-/-) and (+/+) animals at P12. Only in the MSO the 
investigated parameter was not different between the two categories P12 (-/-) and P12 
(+/+). During development in (-/-) animals, the developmental rate was decreased and 
in the VCN, the MNTB, and the LSO the absolute volume reached smaller values at 
P12 compared to P12 (+/+) animals, consistent with the smaller brains in P12 (-/-) 
animals (Fig. 3.5B). However, the developmental rate of the MSO absolute volume 
between P3 and P12 was preserved in (-/-) and in (+/+) group.    
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 A B
 C D
Figure 3.6: Volume calculation of the four nuclei (VCN, LSO, MNTB, and MSO) according 
to Cavalieri’s principle  
Statistical comparison was done between (-/-) and (+/+) mice at each age, as well as during 
development within each group. Note that the scaling of the Y axis is different between graphs. 
 
(A) Mean volume (±SD) of the VCN for the four categories. The graph shows that at P3, the 
VCN volume was not significantly different between (-/-) and (+/+) animals (p>0.05). In contrast, 
the VCN volume was smaller in P12 (-/-) animals than in P12 (+/+) animals and the difference 
was extremely significant (p<0.001). In both groups, there was an extremely significant increase 
of the nucleus volume during development (p<0.001). 
(B) Mean volume (±SD) of the MNTB for the four categories. The graph shows that at P3, the 
MNTB volume was not significantly different between (-/-) and (+/+) mice (p>0.05). In contrast, 
the MNTB volume was smaller in P12 (-/-) animals than in P12 (+/+) animals and the difference 
was extremely significant (p<0.001). In both groups, there was an extremely significant increase 
of the nucleus volume during development (p<0.001). 
(C) Mean volume (±SD) of the MSO for the four categories. The graph shows that at P3, the 
MSO volume was not significantly different between (-/-) and (+/+) mice as well as at P12 
between (-/-) and (+/+) mice (p>0.05). In both groups, there was very significant increase of the 
nucleus volume during development (p<0.01). 
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Table 3.2: Stereological volume data for the four nuclei: VCN, LSO, MNTB and MSO 
VCN volume [mm³] p MNTB volume [mm³] p  
 -/-                      +/+ -/- vs. +/+ -/-                  +/+ -/- vs. +/+ 
 P3 0.098 ± 0.011 0.103 ± 0.011 p=0.4 0.020 ± 0.003 0.021 ± 0.003 p=0.6 
 P12 0.208 ± 0.012 0.279 ± 0.032 ***p=0.000009 0.034 ± 0.006 0.045 ± 0.007 ***p=0.0007 
p P3 vs. P12 ***p=0.00000000003 ***p=0.0000000005 ***p=0.0000002 ***p=0.00000000001   
 MSO volume [mm³] p LSO volume [mm³] p 
 -/-                     +/+ -/- vs. +/+ -/-                   +/+ -/- vs. +/+ 
 P3 0.0029 ± 0.0006 0.0028 ± 0.0005 p=0.8 0.020 ± 0.003 0.023 ± 0.005 p=0.05 
 P12 0.0038 ± 0.0013 0.0035 ± 0.0005 p=0.6 0.028 ± 0.003 0.039 ± 0.008 ***p=0.0004 
p P3 vs. P12 *p=0.04 **p=0.001 ***p=0.000001 ***p=0.000002   
 
 
3.2.3 Relative volume, neuron number, soma cross-sectional 
 area and relative somata area of the nuclei 
In order to minimize the error in the measurement of raw nuclear volumes in KCC2 
null mice due to a retardation in development and the smaller brains in P12 (-/-) 
animals, I used for each comparison the ratio “nucleus volume/brain weight” (relative 
volume) instead of absolute volumes. In the following part, values for the relative 
volume, together with the other three investigated features (neuron number, soma 
cross-sectional area and relative somata area), will be presented separately for each 
nucleus. Two of them are values obtained from direct measurements (the soma cross-
sectional area and the neuron number); the other two (the relative volume and the 
relative somata area) are relative calculations, based on absolute values (for definition, 
see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
 
 
? previous page  
(D) Mean volume (±SD) of the LSO for the four categories. The graph shows that at P3, the LSO 
volume was not significantly different between (-/-) and (+/+) mice (p=0.05). In contrast, the LSO 
volume was smaller in P12 (-/-) animals than in P12 (+/+) animals and the difference was extremely 
significant (p<0.001). In both groups, there was an extremely significant increase of the nucleus 
volume during development (p<0.001). The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values 
and the level of significance are shown in Table 3.2. 
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3.2.3.1 VCN 
The data (mean ± SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
presented in Table 3.3. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 provide relevant column diagrams. 
P3. The nucleus volume/brain weight ratio was not significantly different between 
(-/-) and (+/+) animals (Fig.3.7A; Table 3.3). The VCN occupied approximately the 
same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. The number of VCN 
neurons was significantly lower in P3 (-/-) animals than in P3 (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.7B; 
Table 3.3) and differs by a factor of 1.3. There was no significant difference in the mean 
soma area between the two categories (Fig. 3.7C; Table 3.3). However, 1.1-fold 
smaller relative somata area was obtained in P3 (-/-) animals compare to P3 (+/+) 
animals; the difference was very significant (Fig. 3.7D; Table 3.3). 
P12. The nucleus volume/brain weight ratio was not significantly different between 
(-/-) animals and (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.8A; Table 3.3); i.e. the VCN occupied 
approximately the same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. The 
number of VCN neurons, however, was 1.3-fold lower in P12 (-/-) animals than in P12 
(+/+) animals; the difference was very significant (Fig. 3.8B; Table 3.3). Note that the 
neuron number was statistically different also between P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) animals by 
the same factor (1.3-fold). There was no significant difference in the mean soma area 
(Fig. 3.8C; Table 3.3) and in the relative somata area (Fig. 3.8D; Table 3.3) between 
the two categories at this age. 
 
Table 3.3: Morphometric characteristics of VCN
Nucleus Volume/Brain Weight 
[mm³/g] p Neuron Number in Nucleus p  
             -/-                       +/+ -/- vs. +/+              -/-                       +/+ -/- vs. +/+  
 P3 0.64±0.07 0.64±0.06 p=1 15 385±2 673 19 248±2 933 *p=0.02 
 P12 0.77±0.04 0.85±0.07 p=0.06 21 645±2 168 27 582±4 859 **p=0.004 
p P3 vs. P12 **p=0.003 **p=0.004 ***p=0.0001 **p=0.001   
Soma Cross-sectional Area [µm²] p Relative Somata Area p  
             -/-                       +/+ -/- vs. +/+             -/-                        +/+ -/- vs. +/+  
 P3 90±13 83±7 p=0.3 0.35±0.02 0.39±0.02 **p=0.003 
 P12 136±7 148±17 p=0.06 0.36±0.04 0.37±0.02 p=0.3 
p P3 vs. P12 ***p=0.0000003 ***p=0.00000007 p=0.7 p=0.1   
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of four characteristic features (nucleus volume/brain weight, neuron 
numbers, soma cross-sectional area and relative somata area) determined in the VCN 
between P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) 
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The VCN occupied 
the same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. 
(B) Neuron numbers. There was a significantly lower neuron number in P3 (-/-) animals than in P3 
(+/+) animals (p<0.05). The values represent the calculation based on counting in a rectangular 
block with the size of 200 µm x 100 µm x 25 µm (see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The number of 
measured somata is shown in brackets; this is valid for panel C in Figures 3.8, 3.10, 3.11, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.16, 3.17. 
(D) Relative somata area. It appeared a significantly smaller relative somata area in P3 (-/-) animals 
(p<0.01). This is related to a lower neuron number in these animals compared to P3 (+/+) (panel B, 
same figure).  
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are shown 
in Table 3.3. 
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 A B
 C D
Figure 3.8: Comparison of the four characteristic features determined in the VCN between 
P12 (-/-) and P12 (+/+) 
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The VCN occupied 
the same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. 
(B) Neuron numbers. There was lower neuron number in P12 (-/-) animals compare to P12 (+/+) 
animals and the difference was very significant (p<0.01). The counting block has the same size as in 
P3 animals (see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). 
(D) Relative somata area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). This is related to lower 
neuron number in P12 (-/-) than in P12 (+/+), which occupy less volume (panel B, same figure).  
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are shown 
in Table 3.3. 
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P3 vs. P12. The comparison in the groups during development revealed that the 
nucleus volume/brain weight ratio at P12 differed from the values obtained at P3 by a 
factor of 1.2 for the (-/-) group and by a factor of 1.3 for the (+/+) group (Table 3.3); the 
difference was very significant. Thus, the VCN at P12 occupied more place in the brain 
compared to P3. In both groups, the VCN absolute volume increased by approximately 
the same factor and the nucleus occupied about the same place in the brain. In both 
groups, the neuron number increased 1.4-fold between P3 and P12; the difference was 
extremely significant for the (-/-) group and very significant for the (+/+) group. In both 
groups, the soma cross-sectional area increased with age by a factor of 1.5 in (-/-) 
animals and by a factor of 1.8 in (+/+) animals; the difference was extremely significant. 
The relative somata area did not change during development in both groups. 
3.2.3.2 Summary for the VCN 
P3. The relative somata area is determined by the neuron number and the soma 
cross-sectional area. As mentioned above, there was no difference in the soma cross-
sectional area between the (-/-) animals and the (+/+) animals. Thus, the lower neuron 
number in the (-/-) group accounted for less relative somata area in these animals than 
in the (+/+) group (Fig. 3.9).  
P12. In (-/-) animals, the lower number of neurons (1.3-fold) and the lack of a 
difference in the soma cross-sectional area compared to (+/+) animals should account 
for smaller relative somata area (Fig. 3.8). However, the absolute VCN volume of (-/-) 
animals was significantly smaller compared to (+/+) animals with the same factor (1.3-
fold) (Fig. 3.6A) and this contributed to the result that the relative somata area was not 
significantly different between the categories (Fig. 3.8, 3.9). 
P3 vs. P12. In general, in both groups, the investigated parameters changed in the 
same direction within the similar range: nucleus volume/brain weight ratio demonstrated 
that VCN occupied more place in the brain at P12; the neuron number increased with 
the same factor (1.4-fold) with age; soma cross-sectional area increased with factor of 
1.5-fold and 1.8-fold in (-/-) and (+/+) animals, respectively (Table 3.3); absolute volume 
increased with factor of 2.1-fold and 2.8-fold in (-/-) and (+/+) animals,  respectively 
(Table 3.2), due to the observed grow retardation. Thus, no parameter in the VCN 
underwent a disproportional change due to null mutation (Fig. 3.9).  
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Figure 3.9: Summary drawing for the VCN after comparison between the four categories 
No disproportional changes in the VCN were observed. Surprisingly, difference in the number of 
neurons between mutants and controls at P3 occur. The neurons increase during development, 
yet with the same factor in (-/-) and in (+/+) group.  
3.2.3.3 MNTB 
The data (mean ± SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
presented in Table 3.4. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 provide relevant column diagrams. 
P3. There was no significant difference in the nucleus volume/brain weight ratio 
(Fig. 3.10A), the neuron number (Fig. 3.10B), the soma cross-sectional area (Fig. 
3.10C), and the relative somata area (Fig. 3.10D) between (-/-) and (+/+) animals. 
These results indicate that the MNTB nucleus is not influenced by the KCC2 null 
mutation at this age in respect to the analysed morphometric parameters. 
P12. There was no significant difference in the nucleus volume/brain weight ratio 
(Fig. 3.11A), the neuron number (Fig. 3.11B), and the soma cross-sectional area (Fig. 
3.11C). The only parameter that displayed a significant difference was the relative 
somata area; it was 1.2-fold larger in (-/-) animals compared to (+/+) animals (Fig. 
3.11D).
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the four characteristic features determined in the MNTB 
between P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) 
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The MNTB 
occupied the same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. 
(B) Neuron numbers. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The values represent 
calculation based on counting in a rectangular block with the size of 200 µm x 50 µm x 25 µm 
(see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). 
(D) Relative somata area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). This is related to no 
significant change in the other parameters between (-/-) and (+/+) animals at this age.  
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
shown in Table 3.4. 
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the four characteristic features determined in the MNTB 
between P12 (-/-) and P12 (+/+) 
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The MNTB 
occupied the same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. 
(B) Neuron numbers. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The counting block has the 
same size as in P3 animals (see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). 
(D) Relative somata area. There was a significantly larger relative somata area in P12 (-/-) 
animals (p<0.05). It appeared that the smaller absolute volume in P12 (-/-) animals (Fig. 3.6C) is 
due to less neuropil. 
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
shown in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4: Morphometric characteristics of MNTB
Nucleus Volume/Brain Weight 
[mm³/g]  p Neuron Number in Nucleus p 
 -/-                        +/+ -/- vs. +/+ -/-                          +/+ -/- vs. +/+
 P3 0.13±0.01 0.13±0.01 p=0.9 3 745±704 4 144±494 p=0.1 
 P12 0.12±0.02 0.13±0.01 p=0.6 5 117±996 5 454±422 p=0.3 
p P3 vs. P12 p=0.05 p=0.3 **p=0.001 ***p=0.0000002   
 Soma Cross-sectional Area [µm²] p Relative Somata Area p 
 -/-                        +/+ -/- vs. +/+ -/-                          +/+ -/- vs. +/+
 P3 76±15 76±10 p=1 0.34±0.04 0.35±0.07 p=0.7 
 P12 116±18 127±22 p=0.2 0.43±0.08 0.37±0.05 *p=0.03 
p P3 vs. P12 ***p=0.00001 ***p=0.00000003 **p=0.001 p=0.3   
 
 
P3 vs. P12. The nucleus volume/brain weight ratio was significantly different in 
both groups during development. Thus, the MNTB grew proportionally to the brain 
growth and occupied the same place at both ages (Table 3.4). With respect to neuron   
number, surprisingly, there was very significant increase in the (-/-) group by a factor of 
1.4 and extremely significant increase in the (+/+) group by a factor of 1.3 (Table 3.4). 
The soma cross-sectional area in both groups increased by a factor of 1.5 in the (-/-) 
animals and by a factor of 1.7 in the (+/+) animals; the difference was extremely 
significant (Table 3.4). The relative somata area in the (-/-) group increased significantly 
with age by a factor of 1.3; in (+/+) animals, there was no significant change (Table 3.4). 
3.2.3.4 Summary for the MNTB 
P3. The MNTB is not influenced by the KCC2 null mutation in respect to the 
parameters that have been analysed (Fig. 3.12). 
P12. The lack of difference in the neuron number and the soma cross-sectional 
area between the two groups could not account for the significantly bigger relative 
somata area in the (-/-) animals compared to (+/+) animals at this age (1.2-fold) (Fig. 
3.11). However, the absolute volume of MNTB in the (-/-) group was significantly smaller 
than in the (+/+) group (1.3-fold) (Fig. 3.6B). In this case, the less neuropil part in the (-
/-) animals is the feature that contributed to the difference in the nucleus volume and the 
relative somata area between the two groups at this age (Fig. 3.12).  
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Figure 3.12: Summary drawing for the MNTB after comparison between the four categories 
No difference in the investigated parameters occurs at P3. Less pronounced neuropil part in 
mutants in comparison to controls at P12 and increase numbers of neuron during development in 
both groups characterize the main changes in this nucleus.  
 
 
P3 vs. P12. Surprisingly, but together with the results from the VCN, there was 
increase in the neuron number in both groups by a similar factor (1.4-fold in (-/-) group 
and 1.3-fold in (+/+) group) as well as in soma cross-sectional area (1.5-fold in (-/-) 
group and 1.7-fold in (+/+) group) (Table. 3.4). In the (+/+) group, these changes were 
compensated with increase of the absolute volume between P3 and P12 (2.1-fold) 
(Table 3.2) i.e. the increase of the soma part correlated with increase in the neuropil 
part in a way that the relative somata area during development stayed unchanged (Fig. 
3.12; Table 3.4). However, in the (-/-) group the rate of increase in the absolute volume 
was smaller (1.7-fold) (Table 3.2) and the change in the neuropil part were less 
pronounced during development. This led to the increase in relative somata area in (-/-) 
animals with age (Fig. 3.12; Table 3.4).  
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3.2.3.5 MSO 
The data (mean ± SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
presented in Table 3.5. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 provide relevant column diagrams. 
P3. There was no significant difference in the nucleus volume/brain weight ratio 
(Fig. 3.13A), the neuron number (Fig. 3.13B), the soma cross-sectional area (Fig. 
3.13C) and the relative somata area (Fig. 3.13D) between (-/-) and (+/+) animals. These 
results show that the MSO is not influenced by the KCC2 null mutation at this age in 
respect to the parameters that have been analysed. 
P12. There was no significant difference in the nucleus volume/brain weight ratio 
(Fig. 3.14A) and the neuron number (Fig. 3.14B) between (-/-) and (+/+) animals. In 
contrast to the VCN and MNTB nuclei, a significantly smaller soma cross-sectional area 
was found in P12 (-/-) animals compared to P12 (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.14C); the two 
values differed by a factor of 1.2. In P12 (-/-) 1.2-fold smaller relative somata area was 
obtained compared to P12 (+/+) animals and the difference was extremely significant 
(Fig. 3.14D). 
P3 vs. P12. The comparison in the groups revealed that the nucleus volume/brain 
weight ratio at P12 differed from the values at P3 by a factor of 0.7 for the (-/-) group 
and by a factor of 0.6 for the (+/+) group; the difference was significant for (-/-) animals 
and extremely significant for (+/+) animals (Table 3.5). Thus, in contrast to the VCN that 
occupied more place in the brain at P12 then at P3 (Table 3.3) and to the MNTB which 
grew proportionally to the brain (Table 3.4), the MSO occupied significantly less place in 
the brain in both groups at P12 then at P3. With respect to neuron numbers, no 
statistically significant change occurred in both groups. The soma cross-sectional area 
in the (+/+) group increased significantly by a factor of 1.2. In contrast, the soma cross-
sectional area in the (-/-) group was not significantly altered during development. In both 
groups, there was no significant change in the relative somata area (Table 3.5).  
3.2.3.6 Summary for the MSO 
P3. The MSO is not influenced by the KCC2 null mutation in respect to the 
parameters that have been analysed (Fig. 3.15). 
P12. The lack of difference in the neuron number and in the absolute volume 
between (-/-) and (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.14) but the smaller soma cross-sectional area in 
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 A B
 C D
Figure 3.13:  Comparison of the four characteristic features determined in the MSO between 
P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+)  
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). MSO occupied the 
same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. 
(B) Neuron numbers. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The values represent calculation 
based on counting in a block with the size of surface area of MSO in the current slice multiplied by 
25 µm (see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). 
(D) Relative somata area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). This is related to no 
significant change in the other parameters between (-/-) and (+/+) animals at P3.  
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are shown 
in Table 3.5. 
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 A B
 C D
Figure 3.14: Comparison of the four characteristic features determined in the MSO 
between P12 (-/-) and P12 (+/+) 
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The MSO 
occupied the same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. 
(B) Neuron numbers. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The values represent 
calculation based on counting in a block with the size of surface area of MSO in the current slice 
multiplied by 25 µm (see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. A significantly smaller mean soma area was present in P12 (-/-) 
animals compared to P12 (+/+) animals (p<0.001). 
(D) Relative somata area. There was smaller relative somata area in P12 (-/-) animals compare 
to P12 (+/+) animals and the difference was extremely significant (p<0.001). This is due to the 
smaller soma cross-sectional area in these animals. 
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
shown in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5: Morphometric characteristics of MSO
Nucleus Volume/Brain Weight 
[mm³/g] p Neuron Number in Nucleus p  
-/-                   +/+ -/- vs. +/+    -/-                 +/+ -/- vs. +/+  
 P3 0.018±0.004 0.017±0.003 p=0.4 478±103 522±91 p=0.3 
 P12 0.012±0.005 0.010±0.002 p=0.3 589±186 581±136 p=0.9 
p P3 vs. P12 *p=0.03 ***p=0.0003 p=0.09 p=0.2   
Soma Cross-sectional Area 
[µm²]  p Relative Somata Area p 
 -/-                   +/+ -/- vs. +/+          -/-                   +/+ -/- vs. +/+ 
 P3 110±16 112±10 p=0.6 0.46±0.08 0.52±0.08 p=0.05 
 P12 108±23 135±15 **p=0.006 0.42±0.05 0.52±0.05 ***p=0.0003 
p P3 vs. P12 p=0.9 ***p=0.0002 p=0.2 p=0.9   
  
 (-/-) animals (1.2-fold) accounted for their smaller relative somata area compared to 
(+/+) animals (again with the same factor 1.2-fold) (Fig. 3.14, 3.15).  
P3 vs. P12. In the MSO, as in the MNTB, no equal changes took place in the (-/-) 
and the (+/+) group. In (+/+) animals, there was a significant increase in the soma 
cross-sectional area with age (1.2-fold) but no change in the relative somata area 
(Table 3.5). The increased absolute volume at P12 (1.3-fold) (Table 3.2) is a possible 
reason for this lack of difference in the relative somata area i.e. the development of the 
neuropil part followed the increasing of the somata part. In (-/-) animals, there was no 
difference in the relative somata area with age due to lack of difference in the neuron 
number and the soma cross-sectional area (Table 3.5). However, there was a 
difference (1.3-fold) in the absolute volume between P3 (-/-) and P12 (-/-) animals. This 
result can be related only to increased neuropil part (Fig. 3.15).  
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Figure 3.15: Summary drawing for the MSO after comparison between the four categories 
No difference in the investigated parameters occurs at P3. No difference in the absolute volume 
and smaller soma cross-sectional area in mutants in comparison to controls at P12 
characterizes the main changes in this nucleus.  
 
3.2.3.7 LSO 
The data (mean ± SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
presented in Table 3.6. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 provide relevant column diagrams. 
Note: in this nucleus one-way ANOVA test was applied for three-group 
comparison regarding the data from the medial, middle and lateral region. No significant 
regional difference was present in the values obtained from direct measurements: 
number of neurons, soma cross-sectional area and somata area occupation. Further 
calculation and comparison of the relative somata area in the three regions in the LSO 
was not made and the results for this nucleus are presented without differentiation 
between the medial, middle and the lateral part. 
P3. The nucleus volume/brain weight ratio was not significantly different between 
(-/-) and (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.16A) i.e., the LSO occupied approximately the same 
relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. There was no significant 
difference in the soma cross-sectional area (Fig. 3.16C) and in the relative somata area 
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 A B
 C D
Figure 3.16: Comparison of the four characteristic features determined in the LSO 
between P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) 
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The LSO 
occupied the same relative volume in the brain of both categories at this age. 
(B) Neuron numbers. There was a lower neuron number in P3 (-/-) animals and the difference 
was very significant (p<0.01). The values represent calculation based on counting in three 
rectangular blocks with the size of 100 µm x 50 µm x 25 µm each (see 3.1.6 Morphometric 
analysis).  
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). 
(D) Relative somata area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). 
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
shown in Table 3.6. 
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 A B
 C D
Figure 3.17: Comparison of the four characteristic features determined in the LSO 
between P12 (-/-) and P12 (+/+) 
(A) Nucleus volume/brain weight. It appeared that the LSO in P12 (-/-) animals occupied 
significantly less relative volume in the brain compared to P12 +/+ animals (p<0.05).  
(B) Neuron numbers. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). The counting blocks have 
the same size as in P3 animals (see 3.1.6 Morphometric analysis). 
(C) Soma cross-sectional area. There was no significant difference (p>0.05). 
(D) Relative somata area. There was a significantly larger relative somata area in P12 (-/-) 
animals compare to P12 (+/+) animals (p<0.05). It appeared that the smaller (unrelated to the 
brain) LSO in these animals (panel A, same figure) is due to less neuropil.  
The exact values of the mean (±SD) as well as the p values and the level of significance are 
shown in Table 3.6 
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Table 3.6: Morphometric characteristics of LSO 
Nucleus Volume/Brain Weight 
[mm³/g] p Neuron Number in Nucleus p  
-/-                   +/+ -/- vs. +/+    -/-                  +/+ -/- vs. +/+  
**p=0.008  P3 0.13±0.02 0.15±0.01 p=0.1 2 439±680 3 322±790 
 P12 0.10±0.02 0.12±0.02 *p=0.02 2 814±508 3 355±810 p=0.08 
p P3 vs. P12 *p=0.02 *p=0.02 p=0.2 p=0.9   
Soma Cross-sectional Area 
[µm²] p Relative Somata Area p  
-/-                   +/+ -/- vs. +/+           -/-                  +/+ -/- vs. +/+  
 P3 82±16 77±13 p=0.4 0.25±0.05 0.29±0.07 p=0.1 
 P12 114±18 117±19 p=0.7 0.28±0.04 0.24±0.03 *p=0.02 
p P3 vs. P12 ***p=0.0003 ***p=0.000004 p=0.2 *p=0.02   
 
 
(Fig. 3.16D) between the two categories at this age. The number of LSO neurons in P3 
(-/-) animals, however, was 1.4-fold lower compared to P3 (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.6B) and 
the difference was very significant (this result is discussed further).  
P12. Like the absolute volume (Fig. 3.6D), the nucleus volume/brain weight ratio 
was significantly smaller in (-/-) animals compared to (+/+) animals (Fig. 3.17A). The 
factor of difference was 1.3. It seemed that the LSO in P12 (-/-) animals additionally 
remained smaller (not correlated to the smaller brains in these animals) compared to 
P12 (+/+) animals. The number of LSO neurons was not significantly different between 
the two categories (Fig. 3.17B). There was also no significant difference in the soma 
cross-sectional area (Fig. 3.17C). In contrast, the relative somata area was significantly 
larger in P12 (-/-) animals compared to the age-matched (+/+) group by a factor of 1.2 
(Fig. 3.17D) which additionally manifested that the neuropil part developed with slower 
rate in P12 (-/-) animals. 
P3 vs. P12. The comparison in the groups during development revealed that the 
nucleus volume/brain weight ratio at P12 differed from the values at P3 by a factor of 
0.7 for the (-/-) group and by a factor of 0.8 for the (+/+) group; the difference was very 
significant for (-/-) animals and significant for (+/+) animals (Table 3.6). Thus, the LSO 
at P12 occupied less place in the brain than at P3 in both (-/-) animals and (+/+) 
animals. With respect to neuron number, there was no significant change with age in 
both groups (Table 3.6). The soma cross-sectional area increased by a factor of 1.4 in 
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(-/-) animals and by a factor of 1.5 in (+/+); the difference in both groups was extremely 
significant. The relative somata area did not change with the age in the (-/-) group. By 
contrast, in (+/+) animals the relative somata area decreased by a factor of 1.2 and the 
difference was very significant (Table 3.6). Hence, in the (+/+) animals the rate of 
increase in the neuropil part with age prevailed over the somata part while in the (-/-) 
animals both part developed with equal rates. 
3.2.3.8 Summary for the LSO 
P3. The LSO is not influenced by the KCC2 null mutation in respect to the 
parameters that have been analysed (Fig. 3.18) and the difference in the number of 
neurons between P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) animals was taken as artefact.  
 
Figure 3.18: Summary drawing for the LSO after comparison between the four categories 
No difference in the investigated parameters occurs at P3. In addition to the smaller absolute 
volume, the relative volume is also smaller in mutants in comparison to controls in respect to the 
less pronounced neuropil part at P12.    
 
P12. There was no significant difference in the number of neurons and the soma 
cross-sectional area between the two groups but there was a significantly smaller  
relative (1.2-fold) (Fig. 3.17) and absolute volume (1.4-fold) (Fig. 3.6) in (-/-) animals 
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compared to (+/+) animals. Therefore, the relative somata area which appeared 1.2-fold 
more in (-/-) animals was due to less pronounced increase in the neuropil part than in  
(+/+) animals at P12 (Fig. 3.17). 
P3 vs. P12. In the LSO, as in the MNTB and MSO, no equal changes took place in 
the (-/-) and the (+/+) group. There was a significant increase of the soma cross-
sectional area (Table 3.6) and in the absolute volume (Table 3.2) in (-/-) as well as in  
(+/+) animals. A similar rate of in the neuropil and somata part led to no change in the 
relative somata area in (-/-) animals with age. In contrast to (+/+) animals which had 
prevalence increase of the neuropil over the somata and therefore the relative somata 
area decreased with age (Fig. 3.18).  
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3.3 Discussion 
By using animals in which the depolarizing phase of GABA/glycine signalling 
during development is prolonged due to a genetical knock-out of KCC2, I was able to 
analyse the effect of disturbed Cl- regulation and, thus, the effect of disturbed GABA 
and glycine neurotransmission (lack of inhibition) on the maturation of neuron 
cytoarchitecture in the SOC and the VCN. The analyses were done using the Nissl 
staining technique and stereological methods.  
The main results in Chapter 3 from the present study are: (1) the SOC nuclei were 
not influenced by the KCC2 null mutation at P3 considering the investigated 
morphometric parameters. However, a difference in the number of neurons occurred 
between mutants and controls in the VCN at P3; (2) at P12, the four nuclei behaved in a 
different way with respect to the null mutation: the MNTB and the LSO showed less 
pronounced neuropil in mutants in comparison to the age-matched controls; the MSO 
neurons in (-/-) animals had smaller soma cross-sectional area than the age-matched 
controls; no disproportional changes in the VCN were observed; (3) during 
development, the neuron number in the VCN and MNTB was increased in both mutants 
and controls. 
It should be mentioned that in this morphometric analysis, the SPN was not 
investigated, yet the VCN was. The immunohistochemical study (Chapter 2) showed 
that the KCC2 in the main SOC nuclei was present in the soma surface before the onset 
of transporter function and the main quantitative and qualitative reorganization in the 
KCC2 immunofluorescent signal was observed in the neuropil. Therefore, here I 
analysed the VCN to test whether KCC2 influences the cytoarchitecture at lower 
stations of the auditory system. 
3.3.1 Brain and body development of KCC2 mutants in 
 comparison to control animals 
The importance of KCC2 in the regulation of CNS excitability has been established 
by the characterization of mice with a targeted deletion of the KCC2 gene (Hübner et 
al., 2001; Woo et al., 2002). Complete deletion of KCC2 results in a severe motor 
deficit, leading to respiratory failure at birth and mortality (Hübner et al., 2001). A 
second mouse model was created with 95% reduction in the KCC2 expression. These 
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animals with a trace amount of KCC2 protein demonstrated handling-induced seizure 
behaviour that was evident as early as the day after birth (Woo et al., 2002). It was 
reported that seizures were naturally triggered by movement in the cage, and the 
frequent seizure activity produced significant injury in the brain (Woo et al., 2002). It is 
likely that the accumulated injury is responsible for the short life span of KCC2 
homozygous (-/-) mice; by postnatal age P17, all homozygous KCC2 (-/-) mice had 
died. In the present investigation, in order to examine the influence of KCC2 during both 
the depolarizing and the hyperpolarizing stage of GABA/glycine signalling, the mice with 
a partial mutation and 5% amount of KCC2 were used. Probably due to my short 
experience, the reported distinct phenotype (Woo et al., 2002) of the (-/-) animals, in my 
hands, was barely visible even at P6-P7 and obvious only at P12 when animals were 
smaller than the age-matched controls, judged by eye. After analysing the data from 
brain weight and body weight, it appeared that the body weight in P12 (-/-) animals was 
more affected (58% from the controls) by the loss of KCC2 than the brain weight (81% 
from the controls). Moreover, this correlated with the statistically significant difference 
between the two categories in the body weight already at P3.  
In general, the entire brain grows rapidly from birth until about the end of the 
second postnatal week in rats (Dobbing and Sands, 1971), mice (Kobayashi, 1963), and 
gerbils (Wilkinson, 1986). In the present study, both control and mutant animals showed 
extremely significant differences in body weight and brain weight between P3 and P12. 
In both groups, the rate of increase in body weight was bigger than the rate of increase 
in brain weight. It has previously been shown that differences in brain weight are 
proportional to total brain DNA content and to total CNS cell number (Zamenhof, 1976). 
For this reason, brain weight has been suggested to be a good surrogate measure for 
the total cell number, indicating a normal condition of the brain. The result for the 
impairment in body growth in KCC2 knock-out animals resembled the data obtained by 
Woo et al. (2002) who related it to the seizure activities which prevent normal feeding. 
Treatment with phenytoin, an agent believed to block type II A Na+ channels and to 
prevent spread of seizure activity, had a positive effect on the growth of the null mutants 
(Woo et al., 2002). For this reason, a limitation of the present data has to be considered: 
the changes in the auditory brain stem nuclei could not be related for sure directly to the 
lack of the KCC2 protein. It might be necessary to generate conditional knock-out 
animals in which the defect is restricted to a given developmental stage and/or in a 
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given brain region or neuronal population. Nevertheless, the impairment of the body 
growth was not related to any disproportional changes in the brains. At first sight, the 
brain morphology in P12 (-/-) animals was similar to that of P12 (+/+), with the obvious 
exception that all structures were smaller. Further qualitative observation after Nissl 
staining revealed also a normal cytoarchitecture in P12 (-/-) animals. This is in 
agreement with results from spinal cord and brain stem nuclei in neonatal mutants with 
a complete deletion of KCC2 which also did not show obvious histological changes 
(Hübner et al., 2001). In the present study, only homozygous mutant animals were 
analyzed. However, in another study it was demonstrated that adult (six weeks old) 
heterozygous animals showed normal development, yet with increased susceptibility for 
epileptic seizures and resistance to anticonvulsant drugs (Woo et al., 2002). This 
indicates that KCC2 plays an important role in controlling CNS excitability during both 
postnatal development and adult life.  
In summary, although body growth impairment in KCC2 knock-out animals, which 
was in part related to the seizure activity preventing normal feeding (Woo et al., 2002), 
their brains, in terms of brain weight, were less affected by the loss of the outward Cl- 
transporter. Therefore, I conclude that Cl- homeostasis per se is not essential to 
maintain brain weight development. 
3.3.2 Absolute and relative volume of the nuclei 
Related to the body growth, the brain volume tends to increase gradually during 
maturation. The growth in volume of the auditory nuclei that occurs after birth (rat: 
Coleman et al., 1982; mouse: Webster, 1988a; gerbil: Rübsamen et al., 1994) is not due 
to an increase in the neuronal number but to neuronal growth, generation and growth of 
glial cells, myelination of fiber tracts and continuing angiogenesis (Cant, 1998). 
Certainly, one important contribution to this process is the continued growth of dendrites 
and the axon arbours that contact them.  
Present results show that in all four nuclei (VCN, MNTB, MSO and LSO), no 
difference in their absolute volume occurred between P3 (-/-) and P3 (+/+) animals. At 
P12, however, in the VCN, MNTB, and the LSO the absolute volume in (-/-) animals 
was significantly smaller than in (+/+) animals. In the VCN and the MNTB, this result 
correlates with the smaller brains in mutants at this age and the relative volume of the 
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auditory nuclei was used to show if any disproportional changes in mutants occur in 
addition to the smaller brains in comparison to controls. Thus, no difference in the 
relative volume (presented as the ratio nucleus volume/brain weight) in the VCN and 
the MNTB was found. In the LSO, however, I found a significant difference in the 
relative volume between P12 (-/-) and P12 (+/+) animals. Surprisingly, in the MSO the 
absolute volume as well as the relative volume did not differ between the P12 (-/-) and 
P12 (+/+) animals.  
Indeed, possible artefact by the measurement of the MSO absolute volume could 
occur. Kulesza and co-workers (2002), which have used the same stereological method 
as myself to obtain the volume of different subcortical auditory nuclei in rats, mentioned 
a critical point that the correct definition of rostro-caudal borders of the nuclei could 
influence neuron number estimation. The authors observed the greatest discrepancy in 
the data for neuron number in those structures whose borders were the most difficult to 
identify in rostral coronal sections, namely, the MSO and two periolivary nuclei. I also 
found it difficult to define the rostral border of the MSO. It was due to the absence of the 
LSO (as a landmark) in these slices and a possible overlap of the dorso-ventrally 
expanded MSO with the lateral nucleus of trapezoid body which occupied the LSOs 
place in the more rostral slices (Kulesza et al., 2002). In addition, the biggest deviation 
from the mean absolute volume occurred for the MSO in P12 (-/-) animals 
(CV=SD/MEAN=0.34). This provides further evidence for the possible artefact in the 
measurement of the MSO absolute volume. Even if my estimations for the neuron 
number in this category (589 neurons) correlate with data from Irving and Harrison 
(1967) (690 neurons), other reports indicate considerably more MSO neurons and their 
estimation of 1,100 to 1,731 MSO cells is 2 to 3 times higher (Riemann and Reuss, 
1999; Reuss et al., 1999; Kulesza et al., 2002). These discrepancies may be due, at 
least in part, to the manner in which the MSO structure was delineated, in addition to 
the different stereology tool and staining method. Another source of possibly incorrect 
volume definition in the MSO comes from the Nissl staining method. This technique 
allows the visualization of the neuronal body, but not of the processes. Therefore, the 
nucleus cross-sectional area in the MSO was delineated following the neuronal somata 
of the MSO primary bipolar neurons. The dendrites of these neurons extend both 
medially and laterally (Ramón y Cajal, 1907). Thus, with the Nissl staining method, one 
prevalent part of the neuropil is not included in the volume estimation and if there is a 
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change in the neuropil during development or between (-/-) and (+/+) animals, the 
change will be overlooked. This will affect all other relevant features with the exception 
of the soma cross-sectional area. In line with this opinion is the result about absolute 
and relative volume which do not differ between P12 (-/-) and P12 (+/+) animals 
although the brain weight is significantly different between the two categories. 
Therefore, I suggest that other staining techniques, for example silver method, allowing 
visualisation of both somata and dendrites in this nucleus, would give the final answer 
whether the MSO definition and volume estimation has been done correctly.  
During development (between P3 and P12), a significant increase occurred in the 
absolute volume in the nuclei in both groups ((-/-) and (+/+)), yet with a decreased rate 
in (-/-) animals. An exception was found in the MSO where the increase was of the 
same magnitude in mutants and controls. In addition, between the nuclei in both 
mutants and controls, the VCN and the MNTB showed a higher rate than the LSO and 
MSO. The relative volume in both groups changed in the same direction during 
development in the different nuclei: the VCN almost doubled in size and occupied more 
space in the brain at P12; in contrast, the MSO and LSO occupied less space, and the 
MNTB stayed the same in the brain at P12. In a broad comparative morphometric study 
of the mammalian central auditory system, Glendenning and Masterton (1998) showed 
that the VCN in mice occupies around 30% of the total auditory system volume; among 
the SOC nuclei, the LSO has (around 20%) the biggest volume, followed by the MNTB 
(around 8%), followed by the MSO (around 3%). Therefore, the present results are 
consistent with the normal development of mice and normal relative size between the 
nuclei of the auditory system. 
In summary, the KCC2 null mutation did not prevent the volume increase of the 
investigated auditory nuclei until P3, yet this parameter became impaired between P3 
and P12. However, this is likely to be an epiphenomenon since brain weight increase 
related to brain volume is also impaired. Exception was found for the LSO. Therefore, I 
conclude that the Cl- homeostasis is not essential for the nucleus volume increase in the 
VCN, the MNTB and the MSO during development.  
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3.3.3 Possible role of KCC2 in neonates 
KCC2 is the dominant neuronal Cl- extrusion mechanism in adult animals that 
keeps the intracellular Cl- concentration low to allow the hyperpolarization action of 
GABA and glycine (Rivera et al., 1999; Hübner et al., 2001; Balakrishnan et al., 2003). It 
was also shown that despite the early prenatal presence of KCC2 in the mouse brain 
stem (Stein et al., 2004), the functional switch occurs later on in different auditory nuclei 
(Srinivasan et al., 2004a), ranging from short before birth (in the SPN) to the third 
postnatal week (in the MNTB). Since the SPN was not included in this study, it was 
expected that KCC2 null mutation will have influence to the MNTB, MSO and the LSO 
and their morphometric parameters in comparison to controls, but only after P4, i.e. 
after KCC2 becomes functional (Chapter 2).  
3.3.3.1 Neuron number differences in the VCN at P3 
The neurons in the VCN were counted in the area of the bushy cells. These 
neurons are considered the most abundant type (Webster and Trune, 1982) and the 
main source of afferents from the VCN to the SOC (for review: Thompson and 
Schofield, 2000). A distinction between spherical and globular bushy cells in the AVCN 
and the posterior VCN, respectively, as well as between the two subregions of the VCN, 
was not make.   
To my knowledge, electrophysiological data about whether/when the switch occurs 
from depolarizing to hyperpolarizing GABA/glycine signalling in the VCN (i.e. when 
KCC2 becomes functional) are not available. In vitro recordings from slices of the 
mouse CN at postnatal day 4 (i.e. about 1 week prior to the onset of hearing) have 
demonstrated inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in various cell types of the CN upon 
electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve (Wu and Oertel, 1987). Additionally, bath-
applied GABA and glycine exert inhibitory actions. In general, it is proposed that 
inhibitory mechanisms appear to operate very early in the functional development of the 
CN (Gleich and Vater, 1998). Thus, it is not possible to predict when the absence of 
functional transporter would influence the morphometric parameters in this nucleus, if at 
all. Nevertheless, an immunohistochemical study (Vale et al., 2004) in the CN showed 
the presence of KCC2 protein at P3, without up-regulation during development.  
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About 30 years ago, it was believed that the AVCN serves primarily as a relay 
station responsible for the transmission of the activity of the auditory nerve to the next 
auditory neurons in the afferent auditory system in a high-fidelity fashion (Pfeiffer, 
1966a,b; Rose et al., 1974). This was demonstrated by morphological data which show 
that the spherical bushy cells are innervated by only two to four auditory nerve fibers 
that form large synaptic end-bulbs on the somata (Ryugo and Sento, 1991). However, 
more recent anatomical and physiological results indicate that the AVCN receives not 
only excitatory auditory nerve fiber input, but also inhibitory inputs. The principle cells of 
the AVCN receive inhibitory projections from the dorsal and ventral cochlear nucleus 
(Wu and Oertel, 1986; Wickesberg and Oertel, 1990; Kolston et al., 1992; Ferragamo et 
al., 1998) and from higher order auditory brain stem nuclei [MNTB and SPN (Schofield, 
1991, 1994); lateral and ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body (Covey et al., 1984; Warr 
and Beck, 1996)]. Pharmacological studies in vivo and in vitro confirmed that neurons in 
the AVCN are sensitive to GABA and glycine (Wu and Oertel, 1986; Wickesberg and 
Oertel, 1990; Caspary et al., 1994; Ebert and Ostwald, 1995). Electrophysiological 
results indicate that the inhibition in bushy cells of the AVCN is mediated primarily by 
glycine receptors, with only a minor contribution from GABAA receptors (mouse: Wu and 
Oertel, 1986; rat: Lim et al., 2000). Immunohistochemical studies in rats for glycine 
receptor and gephyrin showed many intense punctate clusters over the surface of 
AVCN bushy cells, compared with weak, diffuse labelling of postsynaptic GABAA 
receptors (Lim et al., 2000). These results provide strong evidence that inhibition in the 
AVCN alters the frequency tuning and the level-dependent responses and increases the 
precision of encoding of the signal onset (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2002). Considering 
globular cells in the VCN, it appears that they also receive numerous afferents with 
GABA- or glycine-like immunoreactivity on their somata in rats (Osen et al., 1991). 
Thus, the neuronal activity is a result of excitation and inhibition already at the level of 
second-order neurons of the auditory system, and the KCC2 null mutation may, 
therefore, have influences on the VCN.  
In the present study, the VCN was the only nucleus which displayed some 
differences at P3 between (-/-) and (+/+) animals. This difference considered the lower 
number of neurons in mutants than in controls. Two possible explanations can be given: 
first, due to the bad condition of KCC2 knock-out animals, the neurogenesis of the VCN 
neurons could be affected. Autoradiographic studies in rats and mice, however, have 
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indicated that only the production of the granule cells in the DCN occurs after birth 
(Altman and Das, 1966; Taber-Pierce, 1967). A peak of cell division occurring 
perinatally has been attributed to the production of glial cells (Martin and Ricketts, 
1981), which were not included in my study. Neurogenesis and migration of nongranular 
VCN neurons occurs prenatally in the rodent. In the rhombic lip of the embryonic rat 
(Altman and Bayer, 1980c) and mouse (Taber-Pierce, 1967; Martin and Rickets, 1981), 
VCN neurons are born approximately 1 week before birth (E13 to E17, Altman and 
Bayer, 1980c) and migrate laterally to their characteristic location on the dorsal edge of 
the medulla until birth. Therefore, it could be speculated that there is a critical period in 
the brain stem during which the normal neurogenesis of the VCN neurons is impaired, 
but not the neurogenesis of the SOC nuclei which are generated earlier than the non-
granular neurons of the VCN (mice: Taber-Pierce, 1973; rats: Altman and Bayer, 1980a; 
Cant, 1998). For example, a recently described KCC3 knock-out mouse model 
displayed a severe neurodegeneration in the peripheral nervous system and in several 
areas of the CNS at P13, in addition to the severely impaired cell volume regulation as 
assessed in renal tubules and neurons, and moderately raised intraneuronal Cl- 
concentration (Boettger et al., 2003). The authors claim that the observed morphological 
changes in the spinal cord, the hippocampus and the cerebellum are not due to an 
impaired development since the degeneration occurred postnatally (no degeneration 
was found in corresponding tissues of P1 mice). I disagree with their definition that the 
period between P1 and P13 is not related to mouse development. In case of the KCC2 
mutation, the lower number of neurons in the VCN in P3 (-/-) animals cannot be 
correlated directly with the loss of KCC2, because these animals have already a delay 
in the body growth at P3 i.e. body weight was smaller than it was in controls at P3. An 
open question is why such a difference is not present in the other nuclei. 
Second, the fact that epileptic seizures can be observed at a very early age in 
animals which lack the KCC2 protein, before the development of GABA and glycine 
hyperpolarizing responses in most neurons studied, suggested that KCC2 may have 
additional functions (Woo et al., 2002). In the brain stem, KCC2 is expressed from 
E15.5 (Stein et al., 2004) but is functional later in development (Balakrishnan et al., 
2003; Srinivasan et al., 2004a). It can be speculated that KCC2 is important for 
neuronal survival early on before performing its role in determining GABA/glycine 
signalling function. It is known that the survival of primary sensory neurons and retinal 
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ganglia cells is selectively supported by BDNF (review: Conover and Yancopoulos, 
1997). In BDNF-overexpressing embryos, it was suggested that BDNF controls and 
coordinates network activity in part via up-regulation of KCC2 expression in rat 
hippocampal slices (Aguado et al., 2003). It is not known whether the lack of KCC2 in 
the brain stem at embryonic ages will influence the amount of BDNF which can 
manipulate, in turn, the neuronal survival. Moreover, no immunoreactivity for BDNF was 
detected on the day of birth in any auditory structure, although fibers comprising the 
spinal tract of the Vth cranial nerve were well labelled with antibodies against BDNF 
(Tierney et al., 2001). Diffuse immunoreactivity for BDNF was first detected at P3 in the 
cochlear nucleus and in several second order auditory nuclei in the SOC. A differential 
pattern of staining emerges at P6 in CN subdivisions, with more intense staining present 
in the ventral part (rat: Hafidi, 1999). Thus, an influence of BDNF on the neuronal 
survival in the animals with KCC2 null mutation before P3 is not likely to occur. Lower 
number of neurons in the AVCN was also observed after unilateral cochlear ablation (in 
gerbil: Hashisaki and Rubel, 1989; in mice: Mostafapour et al., 2000). The authors claim 
that this results from the presence of a critical period during development when 
afferent removal or changes in afferent activity have dramatic effects on neuronal 
structure and function maturation. In the present study, however, such a drastic 
functional deficit is not the case. In summary, I cannot give a clear explanation for the 
lower number of neurons in the VCN of P3 (-/-) compared to age-matched controls.  
In the VCN, besides the significantly smaller number of neurons in P3 (-/-) animals 
compared to P3 (+/+) animals, I observed no difference in the soma cross-sectional 
area or in the absolute volume of the nucleus at this age. This can be related to an 
exuberance in the neuropil and is in accordance with my data on the relative somata 
area, which was significantly smaller in P3 (-/-) animals compared to P3 (+/+) animals. 
Therefore, it appears that in the VCN the neuropil in mutants compensates in a way the 
lower number of neurons. With the Nissl staining, it is not possible to relate the changes 
in the neuropil directly to dendritic growth. If the survival of VCN neurons is impaired, 
extensive glial cell production and growth can occur. Glia provides structural and 
functional support for the nervous system and is involved in restoring damaged neurons 
(Jessell, 1991). Certain types of brain injury as well as several pathological conditions 
are accompanied by astroglial proliferation, called astrogliosis, or more simply gliosis. 
Astrocytes are ubiquitous in the brain and have multiple functions. It is believed that 
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reactive astrogliosis observed in most neurological disorders may regulate the removal 
of toxic compounds produced by damaged neurons and support neuronal growth by 
releasing trophic factors (Banker, 1980; Rudge et al., 1992; Schmalenbach and Muller, 
1993; review: Tacconi, 1998).  
In summary, no clear answer about the influence of KCC2 null mutation in the VCN 
at P3 can be given. Probably additional immunohistochemical investigation of glial 
presence in KCC2 knock-out mice in this nucleus would be helpful, as well as 
electrophysiology data for the time of switch of GABA/glycine transmission. After P3 
until P12, no other investigated parameter in the VCN underwent a disproportional 
change due to impaired Cl- homeostasis. 
3.3.3.2 Significant increase of neuron number with age in the VCN  
 and the MNTB 
In spite of the significantly lower number of neurons in P3 (-/-) animals compared 
to P3 (+/+) animals in the VCN, I observed no further age-related changes in the 
nucleus due to the KCC2 null mutation. The investigated morphometric parameters 
changed in the same direction and within a similar range in both the (-/-) and the (+/+) 
group. Surprisingly, in both groups the neuron number increased by the same factor 
(1.4-fold) between P3 and P12. As mentioned above, only granule cells in the DCN are 
generated after birth (Altman and Das, 1966; Taber-Pierce, 1967). A possible 
explanation derives from the presence of undifferentiated neurons in the VCN. Webster 
(1988a) showed that in normal CBA/J mice, the number of VCN neurons which 
contained Nissl substance remained constant during the first 6 days of postnatal life. 
Then this number almost doubled until P12. Webster claimed that this great increase of 
neurons does not necessarily mean that either cell division or migration occurs. He 
supposed that it is rather caused by differentiation of neuroblasts into neurons, not by 
mitoses. In the MNTB, no difference in the neuron number between P3 (-/-) and P3 
(+/+) occurred. However, as well as in the VCN, I observed an age-related increase in 
the number of neurons in both mutants and controls within a similar range. In fact, many 
somata in the VCN and the MNTB in P3 animals contained a darkly stained nucleolus 
but poorly stained plasma membrane and less Nissl substance within the cytoplasm 
which hampered neuron identification and precluded the analysis of either number or 
neuron size at this age. At P12, there was no such methodological difficulty and the 
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neurons were easily identified. Thus, I suspect that underestimation of neuron number 
at P3 could occur in both (-/-) and (+/+) group and this to explain the difference in the 
neuron number between P3 and P12. Moreover, this is consistent with previous 
observations in gerbil (Tierney and Moore, 1997). Therefore, I suppose it is likely that a 
major reason for the increase in the neuron number in both VCN and MNTB during 
development is the presence of undifferentiated neurons.  
An open question is why such undifferentiated neurons are present only in the 
VCN and the MNTB, but not in the MSO and the LSO? One possibility derives from the 
similarities in the anatomical organization and synaptic inputs in the VCN and the 
MNTB. Auditory nerve fibres make large excitatory synaptic contacts, the end-bulbs of 
Held, with bushy cells in the AVCN (Neises et al., 1982). The bushy cells, in turn, 
provide large somatic terminals, known as calyces of Held, and form synapses with the 
cell bodies of principal neurons of the MNTB (Held, 1893). Approximately half of the 
available synaptic space on the surface area of the soma is taken up by these 
specialized excitatory inputs which provide a potent excitatory drive to the VCN and to 
the MNTB, respectively. The end-bulb of Held and the calyx of Held undergo marked 
morphological and physiological changes during development (in rats CN: Kandler and 
Friauf, 1993; in gerbils MNTB: Kil et al., 1995; in mice VCN: Limb and Ryugo, 2000). 
The changes take place not only presynaptically but postsynaptically as well, and allow 
this type of synaptic contact to become extraordinarily fast and reliable. The elaborate 
pattern of terminal branching of these endings continues to develop during the first two 
postnatal weeks and it is likely to underlie the late maturation of the postsynaptic 
neurons. Thus, the presence of the similar excitatory input in the VCN and the MNTB is 
likely to be responsible for the extended differentiation period of the VCN and the MNTB 
neurons. In addition, neurons of the different nuclei of the SOC are generated in a 
specific order (mice: Taber-Pierce, 1973; rats: Altman and Bayer, 1980a) and in general 
earlier than neurons from the VCN (Cant, 1998). The generation of neurons in the 
MNTB begins several days later than in the other nuclei (Cant, 1998). Hence, the 
subsequent migration and differentiation of the VCN and the MNTB neurons is likely to 
occur later than in the LSO and the MSO. This may also explain the underestimation of 
neuron number in the VCN and the MNTB at P3.  
In summary, in the VCN and the MNTB, the presence of undifferentiated neurons 
at P3 is possible reason for the increased neuron number between P3 and P12. In 
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addition, the lack of KCC2 did not prevent the process of neuronal differentiation in both 
nuclei with age. 
3.3.4 The significant difference of the neuron number  
 in the LSO at P3 is considered an artefact 
I found that the number of LSO neurons in P3 (-/-) animals was 1.4-fold lower than 
in P3 (+/+) animals and the difference was very significant. The number of LSO neurons 
was not significantly different between the two categories at P12. Moreover, there was 
no significant change in this parameter with age in both groups.  
Considering the mathematical and biological logic behind the statistical analysis, 
this difference in the number of neurons at P3 in the LSO was taken as an artefact. 
Note that the immunohistochemical study (Chapter 2) presented also a special case for 
the LSO at an early age (P0): the labelling for KCC2 revealed intensely stained neuropil 
that tightly surrounded the cell bodies. In the present morphometric investigation, the 
staining method did not allow the direct observation of the neuropil. Still, the abundance 
of neuropil at this age is possible to impair the identification of the somata in the P3 (-/-) 
and P3 (+/+) animals.    
3.3.5 Effects of excitatory and inhibitory inputs on  
 neuronal integrity 
3.3.5.1 The neuropil is affected in the MNTB and the LSO  
 in P12 (-/-) animals 
The present study revealed that in the MNTB as well as in the LSO, the less 
pronounced neuropil part in the P12 (-/-) animals in comparison to the age-matched 
controls contributed to the smaller absolute volume of these nuclei and the bigger 
relative somata area. Furthermore, the LSO in P12 (-/-) animals remained even smaller, 
due to less neuropil, and did not correlate to the smaller brain in comparison to P12 
(+/+) animals.  
The dendrites of the neurons are like antennae, picking up signals from many 
neurons and passing the signal down to the soma and the axon. The amount of 
dendrites is important, because it will affect the quantity and quality of signals the 
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neuron receives. During normal development, one change that occurs is an increase in 
size and complexity of the neurons dendritic trees, i.e. the maturation is accomplished 
via overproduction of dendrites (Jacobson, 1991; Cant, 1998). In rats and mice, a rapid 
increase in cell size and dendritic proliferation occurs within the first two postnatal 
weeks (Ollo and Schwartz, 1979; Cant, 1998). This process typically begins once the 
neurons have completed their migration and are in their final position. During further 
development, the complex dendritic arbour with an exuberant number of end branches 
is reduced via a pruning mechanism (Sanes et al., 1992a; Rietzel and Friauf, 1998). 
Dendrite development, however, is one property of the neurons that can be influenced 
by the environment during development. For example, the dendritic arbour generally 
decreases in size when its excitatory synapses are blocked or eliminated (Deitch and 
Rubel, 1984; Russell and Moore, 1999). Previous in vivo studies in the gerbil LSO 
(Sanes et al., 1992a; Sanes and Chokshi, 1992) suggest that inhibitory transmission 
can also regulate the growth of neuronal processes and, thus, contribute to the 
maturation of neurons. Different manipulation of the animals to depress glycinergic 
transmission during development (deafferentation or strychnine-containing continuous 
release pellets) produced nearly identical results, namely a hypertrophy in the dendritic 
arbour during the third postnatal week (Sanes et al., 1992b). A more direct proof of the 
idea that the inhibitory transmission influences dendrite growth was provided in 
organotypic cultures of the MNTB and the LSO (Sanes and Hafidi, 1996). However, in 
the present study, the investigated age (P12) does not overlap with the normal period of 
regressive events (pruning). Thus, in the case of KCC2 P12 (-/-) animals, I suppose that 
the normal overproduction of neuropil in the MNTB and the LSO during the first 
postnatal week is somehow impaired. The reason for this is not clear. Electrophysiology 
data from KCC2 knock-out animals show that KCC2 is not functional at P12 and the 
glycine application on the neurons has depolarizing effects, instead of the typical 
hyperpolarizing ones (Balakrishnan et al., 2003). Thus, it is possible that the lack of 
normal inhibitory transmission in P12 (-/-) animals results in excessive depolarization 
of the neurons (sum of the depolarizing inhibitory inputs plus the usual depolarizing 
excitatory inputs) and hyperexcitation. Moreover, diverse types of dendritic injury 
associated with excitotoxicity have been described (Ramón y Cajal, 1907; Olney, 1971; 
Ikonomidou et al., 1989; Ikegaya et al., 2001; Monnerie et al., 2003). Dendrites serve as 
crucial input devices of a neuron, depending on their specialized, unique geometry  
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they form an anatomical framework for the spatiotemporal integration of signals from 
hundreds or thousands of synapses arranged on its complex arbour (Midtgaard, 1994). 
For this reason, the dendrites may also be a major input site of stressful disturbance 
under pathological conditions, such as excessive excitatory signals, and thus have been 
considered more susceptible to neuronal injury than the axon or the soma (Ikegaya et 
al., 2001). Excitotoxicity is referred to the ability of glutamate or related excitatory amino 
acids to mediate the death of neurons in the CNS, for example, after intense 
stimulation. Such excitotoxic neuronal death may contribute to the pathogenesis of brain 
or spinal cord injury associated with several human disease states, e.g. ischemia and 
stroke (Martin et al., 1998; Arundine and Tymianski, 2004). This excitotoxicity has a 
concrete cellular basis and, in most cases, it is mediated by glutamate receptors. NMDA 
receptor activation may be able to trigger lethal injury more rapidly than AMPA or 
kainate receptor activation, perhaps reflecting a greater ability to induce calcium influx 
and subsequent calcium overload (Choi, 1992; Gagliardi, 2000). In addition, it was 
suggested that dendrites may be selectively vulnerable to neuronal injury because the 
receptors for excitatory amino acids that mediate the excitotoxicity are localized 
predominantly in the dendrites (Racca et al., 2000). It was also shown that inhibitory 
transmission may cause changes at excitatory synapses via the depolarisation 
mediated by GABAA receptors that diminishes the voltage-dependent block of the 
NMDA receptor by Mg2+, sufficient to account for frequency modulation of synaptic 
NMDA receptor activation (Staley et al., 1995) and, indirectly, to excitotoxicity. For 
example, alcoholic brain damage arises in regions where GABA-mediated inhibition is 
deficient, and fails to limit the excitation (Dodd, 2002). During normal development, 
GABA and glycine are excitatory in immature neurons and can produce Ca2+ influx 
through voltage-gated channels or via activated NMDA receptors (Ben-Ari et al., 1997; 
Kullmann et al., 2002). It is believed that particularly during early development, Ca2+ is a 
key component that plays a crucial role for many processes: as a second messenger, 
Ca2+ appears to be necessary for synapse stabilization (Sanes and Friauf, 2000); 
changes in intracellular Ca2+ have long been known to influence neuronal differentiation, 
as well as axon outgrowth and pathfinding (Spitzer, 2002); dendritic spine development 
and synaptic plasticity has been investigated exclusively in respect to intracellular Ca2+ 
(Rose and Konnerth, 2001; Sabatini et al., 2001); recent studies indicate the role of 
calcium signalling in dendritic growth and patterning (Lohmann et al., 2002; Redmond et 
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al., 2002). A study in organotypic cultures of the rat auditory brain stem (Piechotta and 
Friauf, 1999) proposed that Ca2+ influx into LSO neurons may no longer be essential at 
the time when the hyperpolarizing stage has been reached. Hence, the Ca2+ needs to 
be within an optimal range to be beneficial and especially regarding the neurite 
outgrowth which can only proceed when intracellular calcium levels lie within a specific 
outgrowth-permissive range (Kater et al., 1999). Kater and co-workers claim that if the 
intracellular calcium levels are not regulated within normal limits, neurodegeneration 
occurs. Therefore, in the case of GABA and glycine, being depolarizing, the increased 
activation of NMDA receptors and voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels might initiate toxic 
conditions by increasing intracellular calcium and promoting dendrite damage and 
degeneration (Siman et al., 1989; Choi, 1992). This is also the case after neuronal 
trauma (van den Pol et al., 1996). In my investigation under the described unusual 
conditions of an extended period of GABA/glycine depolarization, the excessive 
excitation and overstimulation of NMDA receptors is a possible scenario. One way to 
test if the neurons in P12 KCC2 knock-out animals are overloaded with intracellular 
Ca2+ will be to show the expression of calbindin-D28k. A strong transient expression of 
this calcium-binding protein was shown in the rat LSO during the first postnatal week 
(Friauf, 1993) i.e. exactly during the time of GABA- and glycine-induced Ca2+ influx in 
immature neurons. If there is an abnormal Ca2+ load in P12 (-/-) animals, I would 
suppose an extended and increased expression of calbindin-D28k in relation to its role 
as a buffer, protecting cells against toxic levels of calcium (Friauf, 1994; Forster and 
Illing, 2000).  
Another possibility, apart from the alteration in GABA/glycine transmission, is that 
in the KCC2 null mutation animals, because of their body growth impairment, some 
trophic factors may be influenced. For example, an impaired dendritic morphology of 
LSO neurons is demonstrated in somatostatin-depleted animals during early 
development (Kungel et al., 1997). 
In summary, I propose two reasons for the impaired neuropil development in the 
MNTB and the LSO in P12 (-/-) animals: 1) the depolarizing GABA/glycine transmission 
in mutants may contribute to excessive Ca2+ load, excitotoxicity and dendrite damage; 
2) decrease of some trophic factors, thus preventing normal body growth and dendrite 
development.  
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3.3.5.2 Smaller soma cross-sectional area in the MSO neurons  
 at P12 (-/-) animals 
Unlike the neurons in the other three nuclei, MSO neurons displayed a significantly 
smaller soma cross-sectional area in P12 (-/-) animals compared to P12 (+/+) animals. 
This result cannot be explained by the possibly incorrect volume determination of the 
nucleus. 
During normal development, the somatic growth in all nuclei is completed by the 
onset of hearing (P12) (mouse: Webster and Webster, 1980). No further growth in this 
parameter occurs during further development (gerbil: Tierney and Moore, 1997). Soma 
size tends to be associated with both the dendritic and axonal architecture. For 
example, in some neuronal populations, soma size correlates with the extent of a 
neurons dendritic (Hayes and Lewis, 1993; Jacobs et al., 1997) and axonal arbour 
(Gilbert and Kelly, 1975; Lund et al., 1975). In the present study, however, due to 
reasons mentioned above, no exact estimation of changes in the MSO neuropil can be 
made. A possibility for decreased soma size can be an alteration in the neuron 
metabolism and its capacity to form and maintain appropriate afferent and efferent 
connections. Reduced soma size in auditory brain stem nuclei is shown after decreased 
connectivity (auditory deprivation, conductive hearing loss or alteration in the sensory 
experience) (Webster and Webster, 1977, 1979; Born and Rubel, 1988; Pasic and 
Rubel, 1989). However, in the present study this is not the case. 
The open question is why the smaller soma cross-sectional area is found only in 
the MSO neurons but not in the neurons of other nuclei. One possibility comes from the 
source of input in the MSO. In contrast to the MNTB and LSO, the MSO receives 
inhibitory input from both the ipsi- and the contralateral side via the lateral nucleus of 
trapezoid body and the MNTB, respectively (Cant and Hyson, 1992; Kuwabara and 
Zook, 1992; Grothe and Sanes, 1993; Smith et al., 2000). Therefore, I suppose that the 
lack of normal inhibition in the MSO, due to lack of KCC2, is probably related to more 
profound changes in this nucleus in comparison to the other auditory nuclei.  
In summary, I do not have a clear explanation for the smaller soma size of MSO 
neurons in the KCC2 mutants at P12. The result, however, shows that the Cl- 
homeostasis is likely to be required at some older ages to maintain and achieve a 
proper soma size. 
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3.3 Summary of chapter 3 
1. Despite the body growth impairment in KCC2 knock-out animals, the brains of 
these animals (in terms of brain weight) were less affected by the loss of outward Cl- 
transporter. Therefore, I conclude that Cl- homeostasis is not essential to maintain brain 
weight development.  
2. The lack of KCC2 did not prevent the volume increase of the investigated 
auditory nuclei until P3, yet this parameter was impaired between P3 and P12. 
However, this is likely to be an epiphenomenon since brain weight increase is also 
impaired with the same magnitude. Hence, I suppose that the Cl- homeostasis is not 
crucial to maintain nucleus volume increase in the VCN, MNTB and the MSO during 
development. An exception was found for the LSO. 
3. The lack of KCC2 also did not have drastic effects on the number of neurons in 
the investigated auditory nuclei, with one exception being the VCN at P3. The reason 
for this is not clear. In addition, the lack of KCC2 did not prevent the process of neuronal 
differentiation in the VCN and the MNTB between P3 and P12.  
4. I present two possible reasons which may explain the impaired production of 
neuropil in the MNTB and the LSO in P12 (-/-) animals due to the lack of KCC2: first, the 
depolarizing GABA/glycine transmission in mutants may contribute to excessive Ca2+ 
load, excitotoxicity and dendrite damage; second, decrease of some trophic factors may 
prevent dendrite development in addition to impaired normal body growth.  
5. The KCC2 expression and normal Cl- homeostasis is likely to be required in the 
MSO at older ages (P12) to achieve and maintain a proper soma size. 
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4 General summary 
In my doctoral thesis, I present new information about the developmental 
expression pattern of the potassium chloride cotransporter KCC2 in the rat auditory 
brain stem and the morphometrical effects caused by KCC2 gene silencing in mice. The 
thesis is divided into 3 Chapters. 
Chapter 1 is a general introduction which gives a brief outline of the primary 
ascending auditory pathway in mammals. Also, it provides information about the 
presence of a large number of inhibitory inputs in the auditory system and how these 
inputs develop; the involvement of inhibition in the acoustic processing is mentioned. In 
addition, the role of the KCC2 cotransporter in the shift of GABA/glycine transmission, 
and thus, in maintaining the normal level of inhibition in the mature brain, is described.  
The focus of Chapter 2 was to investigate the KCC2 immunofluorescent signal 
from postnatal day (P) 0 to P60 in four major nuclei of the rats superior olivary complex 
(SOC), namely the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB), the medial superior 
olive (MSO), the lateral superior olive (LSO), and the superior paraolivary nucleus 
(SPN). The lack of a correlation between the continuous presence of KCC2 
mRNA/protein in the postnatal rat brain stem on one side, and the shift in 
GABA/glycinergic polarity (i.e. KCC2 functionality) on the other side, prompted me to 
search for a specific cellular expression pattern of the KCC2 protein that might correlate 
with the switch in GABA/glycine signalling. To do so, the KCC2 immunoreactivity was 
analysed using high-resolution confocal microscopy in three cellular regions of interest: 
the soma surface, the soma interior, and the neuropil. In the soma surface, I observed 
an increase of the KCC2 immunofluorescent signal intensity, yet with a moderate 
magnitude (1.1 to 1.6-fold). Therefore, I conclude that the change in the soma surface 
signal is only of minor importance and does not explain the change in KCC2 
functionality. The KCC2 signal intensity in the soma interior decreased in all nuclei (1.4 
to 2-fold) with the exception of the MNTB where no statistically significant change was 
found. The decrease in the soma interior was probably related to the increase in the 
soma surface immunoreactivity and the proposed (weak) intracellular trafficking process 
of the KCC2 protein. The main developmental reorganization (in qualitative as well as in 
quantitative aspects) of the KCC2 immunofluorescence in the SOC nuclei was observed 
in the neuropil. The signal changed its pattern from a diffusely stained neuropil early in 
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development (P0-P4) to a crisp and membrane-confined signal later on (P8-P60), with 
single dendrites becoming apparent. The exception was found in the MNTB, where the 
neuropil became almost unlabeled. Quantification revealed a statistically significant 
decrease (2.2 to 3.8-fold) in the neuropil immunoreactivity in all four nuclei, although the 
remaining KCC2-stained dendrites became thicker and the signal became stronger. I 
suppose that, at least in part, the neuropil reorganization can be explained by an age-
related reduction of dendritic branches via a pruning mechanism and with the absence 
of an abnormal Cl- load via extrasynaptic GABAA receptors. This is consistent with the 
proposed additional role of KCC2, namely to maintain the cellular ionic homeostasis and 
to prevent dendritic swelling (Gulyás et al., 2001).  
In conclusion, neither the increase in the KCC2 soma surface signal intensity, nor 
the reorganization in the neuropil can be strictly related to the developmental switch in 
the GABA/glycine polarity and the onset of KCC2 function, although some correlation 
(the appearance of a specific membrane-confined dendritic pattern) between structure 
and function was found. Further implication of different molecular methods, regarding 
the proposed posttranslational modification of KCC2, will shed light upon the question of 
what leads to the functional activation of the cotransporter.    
In Chapter 3, the advantage of loss-of-function KCC2 mice made it possible, via 
manipulating the duration of the depolarizing phase of GABA/glycine transmission, to 
analyse the effect of disturbed Cl- regulation and, thus, the effect of disrupted 
GABA/glycine neurotransmission (lack of inhibition). I asked the following question: how 
important is the Cl- homeostasis to maintain general aspects (brain weight) and specific 
aspects (nucleus volume, neuron number, and soma cross-sectional area) of brain 
development?  
Brain stem slices from KCC2 knock-out animals (-/-), with a trace amount of 
transporter (~5%), as well as from wild type animals (+/+) at P3 and P12 were stained 
for Nissl substance and the analyses were performed with the help of basic 
morphometrical and stereological methods. In KCC2 (-/-) animals, body growth 
impairment was observed, in part related to the seizure activity preventing normal 
feeding (Woo et al., 2002). However, their brains, in terms of brain weight, were less 
affected. Therefore, I conclude that Cl- homeostasis is not essential per se to maintain 
the brain weight. Four auditory nuclei (MNTB, MSO, LSO, and ventral cochlear nucleus 
(VCN)), were compared with respect to the KCC2 null mutation. The SOC nuclei were 
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not influenced by the lack of KCC2 at P3 considering the morphometric parameters. A 
difference in the number of neurons occurred in the VCN at P3. I suggest to perform 
additional immunohistochemical studies of glial presence related to its involvement in 
the structural and functional support of the neurons and their survival. At P12, the 
volume of the auditory nuclei in KCC2 (-/-) animals was smaller than in (+/+) animals. 
However, this is likely to be an epiphenomenon since the brain weight increase was 
also impaired with the same magnitude. Therefore, I suppose that the Cl- homeostasis 
is not crucial for the nucleus volume increase in the VCN, the MNTB and the MSO 
during development. An exception was found for the LSO. Regarding the other 
morphometric parameters at P12, the four nuclei behaved in a different way: (1) in the 
VCN, after P3, no parameter underwent a disproportional change due to impaired Cl- 
homeostasis; (2) the MNTB and the LSO showed less pronounced neuropil in mutants 
in comparison to age-matched controls and two reasons were proposed: first, the 
depolarizing GABA/glycine transmission in mutants may contribute to excessive Ca2+ 
load, excitotoxicity and dendrite damage; second, a decrease of some trophic factors 
may prevent dendrite development in addition to impaired normal body growth; (3) the 
MSO neurons in P12 (-/-) animals had smaller soma cross-sectional area than in P12 
(+/+) animals. I conclude that the normal Cl- homeostasis is required in the MSO at 
older ages (P12) to achieve and maintain a proper soma size; (4) the lack of KCC2 did 
not prevent the process of neuronal differentiation in the VCN and the MNTB during 
development in both mutant and control animals.  
In conclusion, the various auditory nuclei have to be discussed independently 
regarding the influence of Cl- homeostasis on some morphometric parameters. 
Presumably, this is related to the different time of the shift in the GABA/glycine polarity 
i.e., the onset of KCC2 function (Srinivasan et al., 2004a).  
Taken together, my thesis accumulated data about the immunohistological 
expression pattern of KCC2 in various auditory brain stem nuclei and the influence of 
impaired Cl- homeostasis on some morphometric features in these nuclei. This 
information will be helpful for further investigations involved to discover the mechanisms 
and the events that govern the inhibition and the inhibitory pathway in the central 
auditory system.    
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6. Appendix 
  Abbreviations 
(-/-)  Knockout mice 
(+/-) Heterozygous mice 
(+/+) Wild type mice 
AGVs Absolute gray values 
AMPA -amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid 
AVCN Anteroventral cochlear nucleus 
BDNF Brain derived neurotrophic factor 
CN Cochlear nucleus 
CNS Central nervous system 
CV Coefficient of variance 
GABA -amino-butyric acid 
GlyR Glycine receptor 
IGF Insulin-like growth factor 
IgG Immunoglobulin G 
IID Interaural intensity difference 
ITD Interaural time difference 
KCC2 Potassium chloride cotransporter isoform 2 
LNTB lateral nucleus of trapezoid body 
LSO Lateral superior olive 
MAP2  Microtubule-associated protein 
MGV Mean gray value 
MNTB Medial nucleus of trapezoid body 
MSO Medial superior olive 
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NKCC2  Na+-dependent, potassium chloride cotransporter isoform 2 
NMDA N-methyl-D-aspartate 
P Postnatal day 
PBS Phosphate buffer saline 
PFA Paraformaldehyde 
RT-PCR Reverse transcription  polymerase chain reaction 
SD Standard deviation 
SDS Sodium dodecyl sulphate 
SOC Superior olivary complex 
SPN Superior paraolivary nucleus  
TrkB Tyrosine kinase receptor of BDNF 
VCN Ventral cochlear nucleus 
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